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ABSTRACT
MICHAEL S. LEA
THE INCARNATION OF BLESSING: HOW DO WORSHIPERS AT FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH OF WEST JEFFERSON, NC EXPERIENCE BLESSING IN THE
CONFLUENCE OF THE SERMON AND LITURGICAL RESPONSE?
(Under the direction of PETER RHEA JONES)
The dialogical and incarnational nature of Christian worship provides
opportunities for personal encounters with the Triune God. God speaks to people through
the “liturgical language” of worship—both the literal and figurative words used and the
material signs and symbols of worship practices. Worshipers often respond by describing
their experience in theological language (theology literally means “words about God”).
Implementing the methodological approach of pastoral ethnography, this research project
sought to understand the relationship between the liturgical language of certain worship
practices and the theology of worshipers at First Baptist Church of West Jefferson, NC.
In particular, how do worshipers at First Baptist Church experience what they had
previously described as the “blessing” of God’s presence and love through sermons with
concurrent liturgical responses?
The researcher utilized the speech-act theory of J. L. Austin’s work How to Do
Things with Words as an interpretive tool of the performative nature of six sermons with
concurrent liturgical responses. The performative impact of these sermons and responses
was explored for six consecutive weeks in the one Sunday morning worship service at
First Baptist Church. Through data collected from weekly surveys and a handful of focus

xi

group interviews, participants revealed the performative nature of the sermons and
concurrent liturgical responses, and how they experienced the blessing of God’s presence
and love through the liturgical language of the sermons and concurrent practices.
The project revealed some important lessons about the performative nature of
liturgical language, particularly how members of First Baptist Church experience the
blessing of God’s love and presence through sermons and concurrent liturgical responses.
The combined experiences of participating congregants and the participating preacher led
to recommendations for how the preaching and worship ministries of the First Baptist
Church of West Jefferson, NC can continue to be a source of the blessing of God’s
presence and love in the lives of worshipers.

xii

CHAPTER 1
HOW A CONGREGATION EXPERIENCES AND RESPONDS TO THE SERMON
It is a mystery how people experience the Triune God through the physical
elements of life. Christian worship continues to be a place where this mystery is nurtured.
Mary Moschella writes about religious practice, “It is often at the points of intersection
between what seems most earthly and what seems most transcendent that we can catch a
glimpse of theology in action.”1 This describes the worship experience that occurred a
few years ago in the church where I pastor when I preached on Jesus’ baptism.
In the sermon, I communicated how God blessed Jesus at his baptism with the
words “This is my Son, the beloved, with whom I am well pleased” (Matt 3:17),2 and
described Christian baptism as an act in which God blesses us as God’s beloved children.
As an extension of and response to the sermon, I invited people to come to the offering
table3 to dip their hands in a bowl of water and remember their baptism or—for those

1

Mary Clark Moschella, Ethnography as a Pastoral Practice: An Introduction
(Cleveland: The Pilgrim Press, 2008), 51.
2

All Scripture references will be taken from the New Revised Standard Version
unless otherwise noted.
3

In technical liturgical language, First Baptist Church of West Jefferson, NC does
not have an “altar,” or “altar-table.” The table used in this case is an “offering table,”
which is utilized in several different ways. The offering plates are placed on this table, as
are two candles that represent the humanity and divinity of Jesus Christ. The Bible is
placed on this table each Sunday at the beginning of worship. The Lord’s Supper is
served from this table. Occasionally, flowers are placed on the table as a gift in honor or
memory of someone or some special event.

1

2
who did not have a baptism—to “test” the waters of baptism and contemplate
discipleship with Jesus. I stood beside the table, dried people’s hands with a towel, and to
everyone who came forward offered the blessing, “You are a child of God.” Almost
every person present in worship participated, and several commented that they felt
“blessed” or that they had “received a blessing” from the sermon and their experience of
the concurrent liturgical response.
What was it about the union of the sermon on Jesus’ baptism and participation in
the liturgical practice of baptismal renewal and reflection that moved people to respond
with such engagement? What led so many people to describe their experience as a
“blessing”? Since that worship service, I have led several services at First Baptist Church
in which the sermon was followed with a concurrent liturgical practice. The personal
responses from participants in these services, both to the sermon and the liturgical
response, were similar to the responses described above regarding the sermon and service
on baptism. There was widespread participation and many of the congregants described
the experience of the sermon and concurrent liturgical response as “blessing.”
This interaction revealed the dialogical and incarnational nature of Christian
worship. Clayton J. Schmit explains, “When Christians gather for worship they engage in
a dialogue that runs in several directions. God speaks to people; people speak to God;
people speak to one another.”4 According to Schmit, the language of scripture and
preaching and the various forms of liturgical practice are central to this dialogue. In and
through the reading of scripture, the preaching of God’s Word, and various forms of

4

Clayton J. Schmit, Too Deep for Words: A Theology of Liturgical Expression
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2002), 19.

3
liturgical practices, God encounters those gathered and worshipers interact with the
Divine. A main way that Christianity has described this experience of God is incarnation.
Incarnation literally means “enfleshment” or “embodiment in flesh.”5 In terms of
Christian doctrine, it refers more specifically to ‘the eternal Word of God (Logos), the
Son of God, the second Person of the Trinity, became man in Jesus Christ, who was then
truly God and truly man.’ It could also “quite properly be used for any embodiment in the
flesh.”6 Incarnation in this study is understood both in the sense of the traditional
Christian doctrine, and also the incarnational experience of the presence of the Triune
God (Father, Son, and Holy Spirit) in and through the embodiment of physical Christian
worship practices, such as the words of scripture and the sermon, and the material
elements involved in liturgical responses such as water, juice, bread, human touch,
speech, light, etc. This understanding of incarnation is a theological assumption of this
study that underlies the worship practices and experiences of congregants.
The different forms of liturgical expression or liturgical “language” of Christian
worship have the power to articulate faith and the things of the heart, as well as give
expression to those elements of subjective experience that are ineffable.7 In response,
worshipers often show and express the impact of God’s presence in these experiences. In
the service on baptism, the intersection of the earthly and transcendent in the movement
of the Holy Spirit of God through the elements of water, human touch, and memory,

5

James D. G. Dunn, “Incarnation,” in The Anchor Bible Dictionary: H – J, vol.
III, ed. David Noel Freedman (New York: Doubleday, 1992), 397.
6

Ibid., 397-398.

7

Schmit, Too Deep for Words, 24-25.
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while hearing the sermon and the words of blessing, provided a glimpse of this dialogue
and theology in action in the lives of congregants. Worshipers expressed the impact of
their experience through their emotional responses and description of their experience as
“blessing.” This project explored more of what we caught a glimpse of in that service
centered on baptism in which people experienced the incarnation of God’s blessing.
Blessing is generally a subjective term. However, in the service referenced above,
blessing was communicated as that which Henri Nouwen calls the “intimate knowledge”
of being God’s Beloved.8 Blessing is more than extenuating circumstances, moods or
feelings. Nouwen elaborates on this description of blessing:
It is more than a word of praise or appreciation; it is more than pointing out
someone’s talents or good deeds; it is more than putting someone in the light. To
give a blessing is to affirm, to say ‘yes’ to a person’s Belovedness.9
Blessing does not originate with us, but with God. Blessing is the affirmation of God’s
love and presence. Blessing is not something that we can work for or gain, but is a gift of
and from God. Blessing is the biblical and theological term that is connected to the
blessing God gave to Abraham in Genesis 12, Jacob at the Jabbok (Gen 32:22-32), Jesus
at his baptism (Matt 3:16-17), and Jesus’ disciples in Jesus’ teachings (Matt 5:1-11). So,
blessing in this study is God’s love and presence. Preaching and liturgical practices of
Christian worship can be expressions and instruments of this blessing. This experience of
blessing in and through worship reflects the church’s nature as an embodied community.

8

Henri Nouwen, Life of the Beloved: Spiritual Living in a Secular World (New
York: The Crossroad Publishing Company, 1998), 60.
9

Ibid., 56.

5
Pastoral Ethnography as a Methodological Approach and Assumption
When worshipers showed emotional responses to and made statements about the
sermon and concurrent liturgical response such as “That was powerful” and “I felt the
presence of God,” it provided insight into their experience and theology. As Nancy
Ammerman writes, “What people say and how they say it express their understanding of
God.”10 Such a theological expression from a shared embodied experience by both
congregant and pastor in worship is what Christian Scharen calls “carnal theology.” This
“carnal theology” is reached through the methodological approach of ethnography. In
such a methodological approach, the ethnographic researcher throws himself or herself
into the life of the congregation, seeking as full a “participant” role as possible.11 The
goal is to prevent from taking the formal rites of the worshiping community out of
context, and instead make sense of the ritual practices of a community through a bodily
submission that works toward a theology that is both of the body and from the body. One
example of this is pastoral ethnography or ethnography as pastoral practice.
Mary Moschella defines pastoral ethnography as a way for the pastor to immerse
him or her self “in the life of a people in order to learn something about them and from
them,” which “involves opening your eyes and ears to understand the ways in which

10

Nancy Ammerman, Jackson W. Carroll, Carl S. Dudley, and William
McKinney, eds., Studying Congregations: A New Handbook (Nashville: Abingdon Press,
1998), 16.
11

Christian Scharen, “Ecclesiology ‘From the Body’: Ethnographic Notes Toward
a Carnal Theology,” in Perspectives on Ecclesiology and Ethnography, Studies in
Ecclesiology and Ethnograpy, ed. Pete Ward (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 2012), 68.
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people practice their faith.”12 This approach of working toward a “carnal theology,” as
Scharen describes it, “helps get at a level of community, of the church lived, that is not
easily observable or interpretable short of the knowing that comes ‘from the body’
through apprenticeship in situ.”13 This so-called “apprenticeship” allows for
understanding the embodiments of church in context, how ritual practices take form in
community, and the wisdom embedded and embodied in those practices.14 At the time
this project was conducted, I had served as pastor of First Baptist for eight and a half
years. I was immersed in the life of the congregation, and in position to be a participant
observer of its practices as pastoral ethnographer. As a qualitative pastoral ethnography,
this study assumed the methodological approach of ethnography as pastoral practice as it
worked toward a “carnal theology.”
In particular, the purpose of this pastoral ethnography was to understand how
people at First Baptist Church experienced the blessing of God’s presence and love
through the confluence of the sermon and participation in a concurrent liturgical practice.
The study sought to know whether and how worshipers experienced and understood the
sermon itself as blessing, and what it was about the experience of a sermon combined
with a liturgical response that generated an experience of the blessing of God’s presence
and love. What language did people use to describe the sermon and participation in a
concurrent liturgical response? How did people understand the connection of the two?
How did people understand and describe God’s blessing as actualized in their lives as a
12

Moschella, Ethnography as Pastoral Practice, 4.

13

Scharen, “Ecclesiology ‘From the Body,’” 69.

14

Ibid., 52.
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result of their experience of the sermon and concurrent liturgical practice? By gathering
this information from the congregation, the goal was to inform the preaching and worship
ministry of the church so that they could continue to be ministries of blessing for the
congregation. Ultimately, the hope of this study was to improve the preaching ministry’s
impact on affirming and forming the people of First Baptist Church as the beloved
children of God and as Christian disciples.
As an ethnographic study, the research was approached qualitatively, including a
series of six sermons, preached consecutive Sundays. Each sermon derived from and was
based on at least one biblical text in which God’s blessing is communicated, explicitly
and/or implicitly, and was combined with a concurrent liturgical response that represents
that same liminal aspect of God’s incarnational presence in people’s lives. The texts and
their concurrent liturgical responses were as follows: Mark 10:13-16 with a blessing of
children; Matt 3:13-17 with baptism renewal and/or reflection; Luke 1:26-38 with the
Lord’s Supper; Gen 32:22-32 with a prayer experience; Gen 33:1-11 with a reflective
exercise and participatory benediction; and Matt 5:1-16 with candle lighting.
As the pastoral ethnographer, I observed responses of congregants during the
worship services, took field notes shortly after the completion of each service, listened
and observed during interviews, and coded and interpreted the data recorded in my field
notes, research journal, surveys and interviews. This presented the potential for
interviewer influence since the interviewees associated me with various parts of the
worship services. Nevertheless, the coding and interpretive process helped me to identify
themes in the data and assign units of meaning to the different descriptions, quotes,

8
responses, etc. in the collected data as it related to my research questions.15 Sunday
worship services at First Baptist Church are video recorded, which allowed me to watch
each service to check my personal observations and pick up on anything else that could
be relevant and significant for my research. I wrote up my findings using as a guide Mary
Moschella’s “A Rubric for Writing Pastoral Ethnography” (See Appendix G).16
Following each worship service in the series of sermons for this research project, I
provided a congregational survey about the experience of the sermon and the liturgical
practice. The survey asked some questions about the way in which participants
experienced worship in general, and then moved to more particular questions about the
sermon and concurrent liturgical responses for the service (See Appendix D).17 Sixtyseven surveys were returned, representing forty-one different participants. From the
surveys, four focus groups were formed from volunteers that agreed to be interviewed.
There were a total of thirteen participants in the focus groups with no more than six in a
group. These interviews informed some of the surveys and allowed for more in-depth
conversation about the respondents’ worship experiences. The combination of the large
survey sample and the smaller number of qualitative interviews ultimately helped to
elucidate the findings.18 Once the data was collected, it was interpreted.

15

Tim Sensing, Qualitative Research: A Multi-Methods Approach to Projects for
Doctor of Ministry Theses (Eugene: Wipf & Stock, 2011), 203.
16

Moschella, Ethnography, 205.

17

Some of the findings from the surveys were reflected in graphs, and some of
these images are presented in color (see appendices J, K, and L).
18

Ibid., 78.
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This study incorporated speech-act theory as a major interpretive tool for
understanding how liturgical language works, in particular how sermons and concurrent
liturgical responses to the sermon work in the context of Christian worship. J. L. Austin
brought attention to the theory in his 1955 William James Lectures (published as How to
Do Things with Words in 1975), which basically claims that certain words perform the
action(s) that they speak. Austin provides a few different examples of such language.
Some are contractual (“I bet”) while others are declaratory (“I declare war”). To say the
words “I do” is not reporting on marriage but indulging in it.19 Speech-act theory has
received attention in the disciplines of literary theory, philosophy, linguistics, theology,
biblical hermeneutics, ritual studies, teaching and homiletics. It was beyond the scope of
this study to give a detailed historical analysis of Austin’s theory and/or the responses to
the evolutionary studies of speech-act theory that has followed Austin’s lecture. Instead,
this study utilized and even assumed speech-act theory as a hermeneutical tool that
complemented the methodology. Speech-act theory was used as a hermeneutical tool for
interpreting and preaching blessing in the Bible, and for understanding the relationship
blessing has to the sermons and concurrent liturgical responses in the context of Christian
worship. This leads to the discussion of other limitations and assumptions of this study.
Limitations and Assumptions
A main term for this study was “blessing,” which is loaded with a variety of
meanings that are biblical, theological, historical, liturgical, philosophical, cultural, and
personal. This study was not an extensive review on the various meanings of blessing in

19

J. L. Austin, How to Do Things with Words, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1975), 6-7.

10
the Bible and the history of Christian worship and theology, but was limited to the more
specific definition the researcher provided. There are also many biblical texts and
Christian liturgical practices that relate to blessing and preaching that were worthy
research subjects, but neither time nor space allowed for all of them in this project.20
In regards to the liturgical practices for this project, the fields of ritual studies and
ritual criticism informed the interpretation of the way that participants experienced the
responses to the sermons. However, the degree to which the perspectives of these
respective fields of study assisted in the interpretation of the data for this research project
was limited to some of the basic concepts of ritual studies and ritual criticism and how
they help in the evaluation of Christian liturgy.21 Also, this study was focused on and
limited to the performative function of the six sermons and liturgical responses used
concurrently with the sermon in the context of the worship services for this project.
Another limitation was the timing of the project, which did not allow for many of
the different services in the church year that would naturally lend themselves to
concurrent liturgical responses to the sermon. Examples include Ash Wednesday, All
Saints Sunday, and Christmas Eve. The project was limited by the liturgical calendar of
the church insofar as certain services were not appropriate for the time in the liturgical
calendar—Ordinary Time—in which the project was conducted.

20

For a more in depth study about the performative nature of liturgical language,
see Clayton J. Schmit, Too Deep for Words: A Theology of Liturgical Language
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2002).
21

See Ronald L. Grimes, “Ritual Criticism of a Liturgical Evaluation,” Ritual
Criticism: Case Studies in Its Practice, Essays on Its Theory, 2nd Ed. (Waterloo: Ritual
Studies International, 2010), 25-58. The study of the liturgical responses to the sermon
could have been a project of its own.
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While the project was limited by the liturgical calendar, the preacher was also
working under the assumption that Ordinary Time at First Baptist is a time when the
preacher has flexibility and freedom with biblical texts and worship themes. Even though
there are expectations for lectionary preaching in seasons such as Advent, Christmas,
Epiphany, Lent, Easter, and Pentecost, the preacher at First Baptist is never bound to the
lectionary. Ordinary Time at First Baptist provided even more flexibility, because it is
generally seen as an opportunity for the preacher and congregation to explore certain
series of sermons on certain issues, topics, theological themes, or particular books of the
Bible. So, even given the limitations, the time of the liturgical year was fitting for
exploring the scriptural theme of the project, and allowed for the use of a diversity of
liturgical practices in response to the sermon.
Finally, this project was limited to the congregation of First Baptist Church of
West Jefferson, NC, those that were in attendance for the series of worship services for
this project, and, more specifically, those who participated in the surveys and interviews
related to the services for the project. This leads to an introduction of the context for this
study—First Baptist Church of West Jefferson, NC—and the relationship of preaching
and liturgy in this community.
Preaching and Liturgy in Context
In her book Preaching as Local Theology and Folk Art, Leonora Tubbs Tisdale
asserts that preaching is a theological task in which the scriptural context and context of
the congregational listeners are to be held together in the sermon. She contends that the
pursuit of preaching should be more intentionally contextual in nature, and that preaching
should give serious attention to the interpretation of congregations and their sociocultural

12
contexts. Ultimately, she argues that preaching “aims toward greater ‘faithfulness’ to the
gospel of Jesus Christ, but … also aims toward greater ‘fittingness’ … for a particular
congregational gathering of hearers.”22
As a pastoral ethnography with a focus on preaching and worship practices, the
sermons and liturgical responses of the project aimed toward a “faithfulness” to the
gospel of Jesus Christ and a “fittingness” for the congregation gathered. In order to work
toward answering the research questions of the study, the project gave equally serious
attention to the interpretive task of preaching the biblical texts foundational for this
project, and the interpretation of the congregation and it’s sociocultural, liturgical, and
theological context.
The sociocultural context of First Baptist Church of West Jefferson, NC is the
small town of West Jefferson—home to approximately 1,300 residents—in the rural
county of Ashe, which has about 27,000 full-time residents.23 First Baptist Church was
the first church established in the town of West Jefferson. It celebrated its centennial in
2015, and has been at its current location since 1924. Since its inception First Baptist has
geographically and figuratively been a central part of the town of West Jefferson and the
larger region of Ashe County. The church is a cooperating neighbor with local
municipalities and residents, and is also a servant of the community through its current
activities in approximately twenty different ministries. This includes partnerships with a

22

Leonora Tubbs Tisdale, Preaching as Local Theology and Folk Art
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1997), 32-33.
23

United States Census Bureau, American Fact Finder, 2014,
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mixture of organizations, churches, para-church ministries, and non-profits. This focus on
missional engagement with and incarnational ministry to the community provides some
context for the church’s reception to the sermon through liturgical response.
In terms of its liturgical and theological context, First Baptist is a theologically
moderate Baptist church in the south that has a membership of approximately 350 with an
average weekly worship attendance between 150 and 200 in its one Sunday morning
service. The church is intergenerational, well educated, mostly middle to upper class, and
predominantly Caucasian. The membership and worship “style” is a mixture of mainline
Protestant and evangelical Free Church traditions—mostly Baptist—with traditional
“liturgical”24 and some emergent worship elements. The congregation was familiar with
and experienced in most of the practices that were primary to this project, mainly the
sermon and the response to the sermon as traditional features of the worship services.
However, one problem that arises in worship like that at First Baptist, which
centralizes the use of scripture and the sermon, is the difficulty “to evade the Puritan
criticism of any preoccupation with ‘externals’ as a degenerate form of religion.”25 Many
24
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Protestants, especially Baptists, have historically had a “low” view of a “liturgical” style
of worship and sacramental theology, mainly due to the history of the Protestant
Reformation and the move away from the theology and practices of the Catholic Church.
Mark Searle argues that, in a sense, “the whole Reformation was a protest against the
way the word had been eclipsed by ritual in medieval Christianity, so that any concern
with ritual was adjudged at best a distraction to religious seriousness.”26 This is
particularly true among many Baptists, who have mostly rejected a liturgical style of
worship and sacramental theology, and reduced rites of the Christian tradition such as
baptism and the Lord’s Supper to mere ordinances.27 However, Anthony R. Cross and
Philip E. Thompson explain that this is not true of all Baptists.
Cross and Thompson argue that the over-riding impression of Baptists is that they
do not hold to a sacramental understanding of anything. “This however,” they explain “is
to misrepresent Baptists historically and theologically, for many Baptists … have held to
sacramental views of baptism and the Lord’s Supper, but also of the reading of scripture,
prayer, the ministry and preaching.”28 Even if they do not specifically call it “liturgical”
and “sacramental,” there are Baptists that practice a liturgical style of worship that
reflects a more sacramental theology.
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Today, more Baptist churches have demonstrated openness to worship practices
that connote a more sacramental theology and/or liturgical style. One example is the
imposition of ashes on the forehead during the liturgical season of Lent. Again, this is not
new for traditions such as the Roman Catholic Church where such worship practices have
been prominent for hundreds of years, and “the sacraments” along with other rites and
rituals are practiced regularly in worship. However, for many Protestant denominations,
particularly in the Baptist tradition, the resurgence of some liturgical practices and a more
frequent inclusion of them in worship is a relatively new phenomenon that seems to be
part of a larger resonance in American religion “to connect the physical body to spiritual
life … an opportunity for a multi-sensory way of connecting faith to the body.”29 In
effect, this wider acceptance of such incarnational worship practices reveals that there are
Baptists that either have or are developing a theological understanding of Christian
worship that is more sacramental. This is one of the underlying liturgical and theological
assumptions of the context for this study.
The Incarnation in Christian Worship
Christian worship at its essence is incarnational, that is, it is about experiencing
the indwelling of a Triune God that is present and active in the world through earthly,
bodily, and time-bound things. The prologue to John’s Gospel reads, “In the beginning
was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was in the
beginning with God” (John 1:1-2). This Word of God “became flesh and lived among us”
(John 1:14) in Jesus Christ, who continues to be present through the Holy Spirit in the
29
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human gathering and practices of Christian community, which includes worship.
“Worship is embodied theology.”30 Worship is a primary way that Christians
express belief in the incarnation of the Triune God. Worship can be seen as the point of
concentration at which the whole of Christian life comes to focus through the patterns
and practices of human behavior.31 Jesus, the second person of the Godhead, in and
through whom God came into focus as incarnate in human flesh, is the object of Christian
worship.32 Not only that, Jesus is also the acting subject of worship. John’s Gospel
continues, “to all who received him, who believed in his name, he gave power to become
children of God” (John 1:12). Geoffrey Wainwright explains:
Jesus Christ … mediates God’s blessing to us. It is through his remembered,
experienced and anticipated presence, concentrated in worship, that God reaches
us. Jesus embodies not only the divine initiative but also the human response, not
only God’s grace but also man’s freedom.33
Jesus is the blessing of God’s love and presence incarnate, and our worship responses to
God’s divine initiative embodied in Jesus is one of the ways that God reaches us as we
remember, experience and anticipate God’s presence. In and through our worship, God
mediates through Jesus the power for us to become children of God. This power is none
other than the blessing of God’s presence and love.
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Blessing as Incarnational
Blessing is incarnational. Blessing requires transaction, and is transferred by
bodily actions and gestures, material elements, and physical contacts.34 This includes
spoken words, which are physical or bodily actions, something heard and felt by both
speaker and listener. Myron Madden describes blessing as “both material and spiritual.”35
Blessing is heavenly and earthly, and has its roots in scripture.
In the Old Testament (OT), the key derivative word for “blessing” is brk “to
bless,” which includes baruk, “blessed,” and the related noun beraka, “blessing.” It is
translated in the Septuagint (LXX), the Greek version of the OT, as eulogeo and eulogia,
and in general, signifies not only “blessing” or “a blessing,” but also “being blessed” or
“being filled with blessing,” including concrete results from blessing, such as good
fortune, power, etc.36
The New Testament (NT) “takes over much of the OT concept of blessing.”37 The
NT adopts both the word for blessing eulogeo (or eulogia) and the concept of blessing.
Another example of one of the words translated as “blessed” or “happy” that carries over
this concept from the OT to the NT is makarios (Greek), verb makarizo “to bless” or “to
make happy,” which primarily occurs in the NT—this is the word used by Jesus in Matt
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5:1-11 in the Beatitudes—but also is found in the LXX (Hebrew asre), and occurs in the
OT mainly as beatitudes in the Wisdom literature.38 Markarios “refers overwhelmingly to
the distinctive religious joy which accrues to man from his share in the salvation of the
kingdom of God.”39 Makarios is not as much the actual blessing of God as much as it
expresses the resulted state of someone who has received God’s blessing. One who has
been favored or has experienced blessing may be called makarios.40 In the Bible, the
simplest and fullest expression of blessing is the promise of God’s presence and love in
Jesus Christ. One of the ways that the good news of God’s blessing in Jesus Christ is
communicated is through the reading and preaching of the scripture in Christian worship.
Preaching as Incarnational and Performative Language
Preaching is an incarnational act, “paralleling in pattern and process the form of
God’s self-revelation.”41 Preaching is incarnational in that it is the act of two entities
coming together. Jana Childers explains, “the first two entities may be understood as
preacher and text, or as preaching and the Holy Spirit, or as preacher and Holy Spirit
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working through the text and context … and the third entity the sermon.”42 Through the
preacher, the good news of God’s blessing in Jesus Christ is communicated. This
language of the sermon is not only incarnational, but also performative.
Preaching is performative liturgical language. In other words, preaching words
don’t just say something; they do something, mainly preach and perform the incarnation
of God’s blessing in Jesus Christ. Henri Nouwen declares, “to give a blessing creates the
reality of which it speaks.”43 This is what J. L. Austin coined as “performative utterance,”
which is language that does something, performs an action, and goes beyond simply “just
saying something.”44 While there are limitations to preaching words—words about God
that God fashions into the Word of God—as performative language, they don’t simply
say something, but do something. Preaching is “both words and the Word.”45 Preaching is
words about God identified with the Word of God. The sermon is the preaching event in
which the Word of God becomes incarnate in listeners through the preacher’s words
about the good news of God’s blessing.
This blessing that preaching words speak about and give is the gift of God’s
presence and love, which is also an “invitation to share in a more-than-human
enterprise.”46 When God blessed Abraham in Gen 12:1-3, God invited Abraham to a way
of life, and even though it wasn’t primary, Abraham had a role in responding to God’s
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blessing. John Claypool claims that this encounter of blessing, invitation, and response
was the beginning of biblical religion, which was “a mystery of creative collaboration
when the two become one and yet remain two at the same time.”47 In other words, God’s
blessing became incarnate in Abraham. The same blessing continues to become incarnate
in and through God’s beloved children when they say “Yes” to God’s blessing in Jesus
Christ. One of the ways to say “Yes” to God’s blessing is by liturgical responses to the
sermon.
Liturgical Response as Incarnational and Performative Practice
Liturgical responses to the sermon are incarnational practices that perform. The
experience of Abraham points to the context of words having the power to bless, but
words don’t occur in a vacuum. The context in which words are spoken matters, and
there are other acts performed that are related to the words that affect the meaning and
effectiveness of the words.
This is true for the ministry of preaching in Christian worship in which the
preacher lives in relationship with the listeners, and the sermon lives in relationship with
the rest of worship. Both the biblical text and liturgical context of the sermon greatly
affect the experience of the sermon. As Melinda Quivik states, “Preaching was not
expected to rise out of its own volition but needed to be nurtured and accompanied by the
gathering.”48 The ways that people experience the sermon and liturgical practices
together in worship affects the incarnation of God’s love and presence in the listener.
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This is especially the case among Protestant churches, Baptists in particular, in which
these practices are observed as response to the sermon, and are a vital part to the
reception and experience of the blessing of God’s love and presence.
For most mainline Protestant churches, many practices are both the context for
and, in some cases, an extension of the sermon. As Tom Long states, “Sunday preaching
is embodied in and through the liturgy, bound sinew and bone to the other elements of
worship. … Preaching and liturgy do not exist in isolation wards.”49 Both sermon and
liturgical practices in worship have a performative function, especially when practiced as
concurrent events. Together, they provide an opportunity for the body of Christ to
experience the incarnation of God’s love and presence in the context of worship.
The hope was that this study would provide the opportunity for the body of Christ
at First Baptist Church to experience the blessing of God in worship and would have a
transforming impact on the worshipers involved in the services, the pastoral
ethnographer, and the preaching and worship ministries of First Baptist Church. This
study revealed much about the way that worshipers experience blessing in and through
the sermon and concurrent liturgical responses. This study also informed the preacher’s
understanding of the congregation’s perspectives and experiences of the preaching event
as well as people’s expectations and hopes for the sermon and response to it in worship. I
hope that what has been learned from this study will contribute to the understanding of
preaching and the way that people respond to the sermon through liturgical practices in
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Christian worship, and how when both are practiced concurrently can perform the
blessing of God’s presence and love in the lives of congregations.

CHAPTER 2
PREACHING AND LITURGICAL RESPONSE AS BLESSING
How congregants at First Baptist experience the sermon and concurrent liturgical
responses as the blessing of God’s love and presence has biblical, historical, theological,
and liturgical foundations. This chapter offers an overview of the meaning of blessing in
the Bible and in Christian worship as God’s presence and love. It also shows that a
primary way that blessing becomes incarnate is through its mediation as a performative
action, and argues that the sermon and liturgical responses to sermons in Christian
worship are performative actions that can perform God’s blessing.
Blessing as God’s Presence and Love
The concept and theme of blessing is an integral element of many of the biblical
traditions.50 Beyond being a general theme and/or concept, blessing in the Bible has
specific meaning. A major meaning of blessing in the Bible is God’s presence and love.
God’s blessing is realized in the relationships between God and people, and is
demonstrated in three main categories: 1. God blesses people 2. People bless people 3.
People bless or praise God. Among these three, “The subject and object of brk, “bless,” is
evenly divided.”51 The first two categories were the focus of this study. Finally, God is
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the primary source of all blessing in the Bible. William J. Urbrock asserts, “In the Bible,
the ultimate source of power is Yahweh, the God of Israel ... In the biblical view,
therefore, no blessing … can become operative without the assent of this God.52 Hermann
Beyer echoes Urbrock’s claim, “The One who possesses and dispenses all blessings is
God the Lord. This is the sacred knowledge underlying all OT statements concerning
blessing.”53 As the source of blessing, God promises God’s presence and love.
“Blessing is one of the fundamental concepts that expresses God’s attention to his
creation, especially humankind … Blessing creates a comprehensive reality signifying
God’s benevolent proximity.”54 God’s blessing becomes incarnate in the love and
presence of God, which is manifest in different ways in the lives of humans. It “has been
most frequently understood in terms of benefits conveyed—prosperity, power, and
especially fertility.”55 Yet, the material content of the benefit of blessing is secondary to
the relationship between the parties with which blessing is exchanged. In his
etymological study on blessing in the OT, Christopher Wright Mitchell argues, “The
factor that makes a blessing a blessing is the relationship between God and the person
blessed. God blesses because of his favorable attitude toward a person or group of
people.”56 For example, “God’s purpose in issuing the patriarchal blessing promises is to
52
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call the patriarchs into a close relationship with himself.”57 While the content of God’s
blessing often involves fruitfulness, dominion, possessions, and the promise of numerous
progeny, the fullest expression of blessing is in the promise of God’s presence.58 So,
blessing is based in relationship and what the relationship between God and the person
blessed frequently includes, conveys, and means is God’s love for and presence with the
persons blessed.
Genesis 17:7-8 is a primary expression of blessing as God’s presence and love
through relationship. When God established a covenant with Abraham, a covenant rooted
in God’s blessing (Gen 12:3), God said, “I will … be God to you and to your offspring
after you.” Then, in Gen 26:3 God said to Isaac, the son of the blessing that God
promised to Abraham and Sarah, “I will be with you, and bless you.” Finally, Deut 7:614a communicates that God’s blessing is rooted in relationship and includes God’s very
presence and love: “It was because the Lord loved you and kept the oath that he swore to
your ancestors … that the Lord has redeemed you … he will love you, bless you, and
multiply you. … You shall be the most blessed of peoples.” God considered the people
God’s “treasured possession,” and intended for the people to understand the blessing as
their relationship with God. Christopher W. Mitchell supports this view in his
interpretation of this passage from Deuteronomy:
Blessing is not the result of a mechanical system of retribution. God blesses Israel
out of his love for her. … Obedience did not merit blessing. … Deut 7:7-8 states
that God’s love was not founded upon the desirability of the people but upon the
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patriarchal promises. God’s subsequent love was due to his desire to maintain his
pledge of blessing in the patriarchal promises.59
God blessed the people because God loved them and wanted to fulfill God’s promise of
blessing in the relationship that had been established with the patriarchs. These, along
with many other verses in the OT “tie God’s blessing activity to his love for or favor
toward man” (Num 6:25; Deut 7:12-13; 23:6; 33:11, 16, 23-24; Ps 5:13; 67:2).60 The
blessing of God’s love becomes incarnate through God’s presence and relationship.
“In addition, God’s blessing also consists of the conferral of the status of mediator
of blessing.”61 God also blesses people through people. In the OT and the NT, humans as
mediators of God’s blessing “find their basis in the human-divine relationship.”62 A
prime example of this is God’s blessing of Abraham in Gen 12:1-3:
Now the Lord said to Abram, “Go from your country and your kindred and your
father’s house to the land that I will show you. I will make of you a great nation,
and I will bless you, and make your name great, so that you will be a blessing. I
will bless those who bless you, and the one who curses you I will curse; and in
you all the families of the earth shall be blessed.”
This promise of God to Abraham “stands entirely under the heading of divine blessing, as
the mediator of which Abraham has been chosen by God.”63 God blessed Abraham and
communicated that God would bless others through Abraham. God “wants to unfold
anew the full relational force of his blessing in this special relationship and bring it to the
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whole world through Abraham.”64 God blessed Abraham to be a blessing, which
provided the opportunity for God’s blessing to not only be incarnate in Abraham but also
be transferred through Abraham. “God’s long range purpose for issuing blessing
promises was to bless all peoples.”65 This purpose was carried from the patriarchs to the
institutional worship of Israel.
In Israel, “God designates the centers of worship as the chief places where
blessing is mediated to the people.”66 In the OT, the blessing mediated by the Levitical
priesthood in the Aaroinc blessing is a significant example of how God’s blessing
became central to Israel’s worship. “The priests, whose foremost duty is sacrifice and
blessing, bestow blessing in traditional formulations, among which the Aaronic blessing
enjoys particular attention.”67 This is expressed in Num 6:23-27:
The Lord spoke to Moses, saying: Speak to Aaron and his sons, saying, Thus you
shall bless the Israelites: You shall say to them, The Lord bless you and keep you;
the Lord make his face to shine upon you, and be gracious to you; the Lord lift up
his countenance upon you, and give you peace. So they shall put my name on the
Israelites, and I will bless them.
This institutionalized blessing as an official part of the worship of Israel. The content of
this blessing is God’s promise of companionship—the presence and love of God—which
the priests communicated to the people in and through their worship. This did not mean
that God was bound by or restricted to the blessings used in worship, nor was God’s
blessing restricted to the priests. Instead, it meant that blessing became part of the
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institution of worship, and the blessings imparted in worship maintained connection with
ordinary blessings of everyday life.68 Once blessing was institutionalized in Israel’s
worship, it extended beyond the spoken word to ceremonies. These included prayer,
offerings, the sharing of food, and people blessing leaders.69 The use of blessing as an
integral part of communal worship of Israel carried over to the NT communities.
In the NT, we find echoes of these dimensions of blessing, and then declaration
that God’s blessing is fulfilled in and through Jesus Christ. The concept of blessing in the
NT does not usurp the concepts in the OT, and the heritage of the traditional concepts is
respected. However, “there is a decidedly new formulation in which the word blessing
characterizes God’s saving activity in Christ.”70 In the NT, “the decisive change was that
the blessing of Yahweh, the God of Israel, became blessing in Christ.”71 The NT declares
that God blesses us with Jesus Christ, the fullest expression of God’s presence and love.
Jesus blessed others because God blessed Jesus. Matthew’s Gospel provides an example.
In Matthew 3, John baptized Jesus in the Jordan River. Matthew recounts, “And
when Jesus had been baptized, just as he came up from the water, suddenly the heavens
were opened to him and he saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove and alighting on
him. And a voice from heaven said, ‘This is my Son, the Beloved, with whom I am well
pleased.’” As the blessed and Beloved Son of God, the blessing of God’s love and
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presence incarnate, Jesus was the ultimate mediator of God’s blessing and blessed others
in his life and ministry.
Jesus blessed others with the good news of God’s love and presence in his
preaching (Matt 4:17). He blessed children (Mark 10:13-16), disciples (Matt 5:1-11;
Luke 24:50ff.), and even food, following the accepted Jewish form of blessing for meals
that he served, from feeding the five thousand (Mark 6:41; Matt 14:19) and four thousand
(Mark 8:6-7; Matt 15:35-36) to his last meal with his disciples (Mark 14:22; Matt
26:26).72 Jesus, the blessing of God’s love and presence incarnate, blessed others so that
they might bless. Those that are blessed carry within them the power to bless.73 While
individuals have the power to bless, blessing is also experienced in the context of the
gathered community of God’s people of which the NT Epistles are an example. Herman
Beyer points to the use of this concept in Hebrews (11:20-21):
The NT author cannot but think that the transmission of blessing from the
ancestor to the descendant took place in unshakable confidence in the great
promise of God to Abraham. The one who blesses confidently gives those blessed
by him into God’s protection.74
Other Epistles, which were read to congregations in their gathered worship, also serve as
examples. Many of the Epistles give the blessing of the presence and love of God in and
through Jesus Christ through the Lord’s Supper (1 Cor 10:16), prayer (2 Cor 1:11), and
various greetings and benedictions.
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A common greeting is “Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord
Jesus Christ” (Rom 1:7b; 1 Cor 1:3; 2 Cor 1:2; Gal 1:3; Eph 1:2). Benedictions that
communicate God’s love and presence are also common in the Epistles: “The grace of the
Lord Jesus Christ be with you” (1 Cor 16:23); “The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, the
love of God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit be with all of you” (2 Cor 13:13);
“May the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit, brothers and sisters” (Gal
6:18). These examples show that one of the primary ways that blessing—in all its various
forms—is understood in the biblical communities is the presence and love of God.
The incarnation of blessing is further informed by how it is transferred from one
to another. The two primary ways that blessing is articulated is through word and ritual
action. These words and actions used by God and people to communicate blessing
perform the very blessing that they seek to articulate.
Blessing as Speech-Act and Performative Practice
“In the Bible, blessing may be understood as a performative utterance, the
effective activity of pronouncing and bringing about good for someone.”75 This
understanding of blessing comes from the area of speech-act semantics, which was
inaugurated by J. L. Austin’s study on how language performs actions, and concentrates
on what utterances do.76 Previously, blessing was simply understood within the scholarly
consensus “that the ancient Israelites … attributed unusual power to the spoken word;
once uttered, the word would practically take on a life of its own and continue in effect
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whether or not circumstances changed or the original speaker had a change of mind.”77
However, Austin and subsequent students of his speech-act theory, particularly
hermeneutical and biblical scholars, helped to show that biblical blessings involve more
than the independent magical power of words. Blessing in the Bible is a prime example
of what Austin calls performative language, a speech-act, or a performative where “the
issuing of the utterance is the performing of an action.”78 Blessings in the Bible are not
merely information, but are transactional.79 The words of blessing do not simply
communicate the meaning of blessing, but actually perform the act of blessing.
Austin describes blessings in the Bible as performative speech-acts with
illocutionary80 and perlocutionary force. Christopher Mitchell explains, “By pronouncing
an illocutionary utterance, a person thereby accomplishes an action. Modern examples …
are marriage ceremonies and legal oaths.”81 Similarly, “Perlocutionary utterances seek to
affect other people. … Many utterances have both an illocutionary and perlocutionary
force.”82 It is often the case that blessings in the Bible are illocutionary and
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perlocutionary. The pronouncement of the blessing accomplishes the action, and at the
same time the intent of the blessing is to affect the person blessed.
Austin also classifies blessing as a subclass of performatives that he called
behabitives, which are “a kind of performative concerned roughly with reactions to
behaviour and with behaviour towards others and designed to exhibit attitudes and
feelings.”83 What this means is that a person “who pronounces a blessing is not primarily
describing his own feelings; his words have ‘power’ in as far as they constitute an act of
blessing.”84 In the case of biblical blessings, the one that pronounces the blessing is often
speaking on behalf of or invoking God, the originator and source of blessing, in order to
express God’s presence and love. “Even when blessing is pronounced by man, it involves
blessing from God.”85 This involves the pronouncer showing certain behavior and certain
attitudes or feelings toward the one receiving the blessing. This understanding of the
pronouncer of blessing as the representative of God that exhibits the behavior and attitude
of God’s love is one of the many conditions required to make a blessing performative.
Austin argues there are certain circumstances that have to be met in order for
words and/or actions to function as happy or appropriate as performative language:
There must exist an accepted conventional procedure having a certain
conventional effect, that procedure to include the uttering of certain words by
certain persons in certain circumstances, and further … the particular person and
circumstances in a given case must be appropriate for the invocation of the
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particular procedure invoked. … The procedure must be executed by all
participants both correctly and completely.86
In summary, “The power of words in general, and of blessings … in particular,
presumably depends upon the disposition (favorable or unfavorable), power, and status of
the person who utters them, the circumstances under which they are spoken, and the
expectations and receptivity of the audience for or about whom the words are spoken.”87
The blessings that are performative speech-acts in the Bible, especially the NT,
are also not restricted to passages where the word “bless” or “blessing” are used. The
blessing of God’s presence and love, particularly through Jesus Christ, is communicated
both explicitly and implicitly.88 Elizabeth explicitly declared Mary “blessed among
women” (Luke 1:28, 42) for her faith in God’s promise that God would become present
in her and in the world through the conception and birth of God’s Son. At the
inauguration of Jesus’ ministry, God implicitly blessed Jesus at his baptism (Matt 3:1317) with the presence of God’s Spirit descending on him like a dove and declared him as
God’s beloved with the words, “This is my Son, the Beloved, with whom I am well
pleased.” Speech-acts can be both explicit and implicit.89
While blessing is most frequently transferred by words, whether the divine oracle
of God or the blessing giving by a patriarch, priest, apostle, or Jesus, it is also made by
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gestures or contacts, which often accompany the words of blessing.90 Often times, when
God’s blessing is mediated from person to person, the word of blessing is accompanied
and/or combined with a physical gesture or procedure. It is the combination of the word
with the physical gesture or act that performs blessing. As Urbrock declares, “Various
gestures or rituals may have been expected to accompany the pronouncement of
blessings.”91 These include the laying on of hands, ritual sharing of food and drink, and
other symbolic acts that corresponded to the message of blessing.92 There are examples of
this in the OT and the NT. For example, “In the older patriarchal stories, blessing is
dependent on an action. Since blessing resembles a transfer of power, some action or
gesture is a necessary part of it.”93 In the NT, Jesus blessed children by embracing them
in his arms, (Mark 10:13-16), which also would have included the laying on of hands.94
Finally, there are a variety of contexts in which blessing occurs. “The biblical
texts abound in examples of occurrences … in institutional, situational and interpersonal
context that render them performative speech-acts. One such context is that of liturgy or
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worship.”95 The theological meaning of blessing in the Bible as the presence and love of
God and the use of these blessings in the contexts of life and worship have influenced the
use of blessing in Christian worship, even serving as a “model for … Christian ritual
practice.”96 Two of those performative actions in Christian worship that communicate the
blessing of God’s presence and love are the sermon and liturgical responses to the
sermon.97
Preaching as Blessing
One of the primary ways that blessing has been communicated in worship is
through the spoken Word of God in the act of preaching the sermon, which serves as a
speech-act of God’s blessing. Preaching is “proclamation,” Greek kerysso, “to proclaim”
or “to herald,” which is used interchangeably with euaggelizo, “to preach.”98 Euaggelizo
more expansively means to “announce good news,” which is “God’s good news to
humans.”99 Sometimes, preaching this good news takes the form of eulogia, literally
“good word,” which means “blessing … by which persons call down God’s grace upon
95
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other persons.”100 While the act of preaching the sermon is more broadly to proclaim
God’s good news, it is often times specifically to bless people with the good news of the
promise of God’s love and presence.
David L. Bartlett supports this by stating that one of the functions of the sermon is
to bless.101 Like God’s Word of promise and blessing given to Abraham in Genesis 12
and God’s promised blessing given in the Word that “became flesh” (John 1:14) in Jesus,
the sermon is God’s Word of blessing proclaimed to people. The intent of this blessing is
to bring people into relationship with God through the experience of God’s love and
presence. John Claypool states, “the goal of the Christian preacher is … to reestablish a
relation of trust between the human creature and the ultimate Creator.”102 One of the
ways that this goal is accomplished is through the sermon, which is the Word of God that
blesses with God’s presence and love and seeks to establish relationship between God
and the listener.
Preaching the sermon is not simply informational, but transactional. It is not just
saying something; it is doing something. “Preaching is, indeed, meant to do something. It
is meant to make something happen.”103 Preaching is a performative act.104 And the act of
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preaching in Christian worship is the sermon. Sermons “can be thought of as speech acts
at least inasmuch as they aim not only to say something, but also to do something beyond
merely communicating information.”105 The Word of God preached in the sermon “is
performative—it accomplishes what it proclaims.”106 One of the things that the sermon
proclaims and accomplishes is blessing.
Preaching is an interpretive act. In particular, the sermon is “an oral interpretation
of scripture, usually in the context of worship. … Because scripture has many forms and
functions and because congregations have many needs and interests, sermons will have a
variety of functions and … forms.” 107 One of those forms and functions is to bless. The
sermon is a performative speech-act that blesses, and one set of tools for evaluating how
the sermon’s function as the performance of biblical texts in worship, especially texts on
blessing, is speech-act theory. Speech-act theory is not a paradigm that can be used as an
explanatory model for interpreting and preaching all texts, but is one hermeneutical tool
among others.108 It is a tool that relates and interprets the divine utterances of scripture as
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the Word of God to the words of the sermon as the Word of God, and reveals the
performative power of both. Clayton J. Schmit writes:
(G)iven the power of performatory forms of expression, there is a theological
imperative at work for people who preach and lead in public worship. The
theological principle derives from biblical imagery surrounding acts of divine
utterance and relates performative … considerations to the performatory power of
liturgical language.109
The subjection of the sermon to speech-act theory helps to understand how the sermon
takes on the form of and embodies the same performative power of the biblical text.
In particular, J. L. Austin’s analysis of performative language “provides a useful
set of tools for evaluating sermon performance.”110 This evaluation of the performative
power of the sermon as the proclamation of the Word of God includes the incarnational
aspect of utterances where there is intersection of the human and divine. “There is both
human and divine power implied in the use of performatory liturgical language.”111 When
applied to the sermon preached in the context of Christian worship, the sermon can be
understood as language that performs God’s blessing.
First, the context of the sermon makes it performative language. In his extensive
book about speech act theory and biblical interpretation, Richard Briggs affirms
preaching as speech-act under the rubric of “institutional fact.”112 The sermon in the
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context of Christian worship is what O. C. Edwards, Jr. calls the “liturgical sermon,”
which is a sermon preached “by an authorized person applying some point of doctrine,
usually drawn from a biblical passage.”113 This is part of what Austin refers to as the
circumstances that must be appropriate in order to make an action happy as a
performative. Such circumstances “provide a setting for illocutions and
performatives.”114 Generally speaking, the sermon preached in the context of Christian
worship meets the appropriate circumstances that make it a performative that blesses.
To summarize Austin’s rules, in order for a performative to function effectively,
there must exist an “accepted conventional procedure” that has a certain conventional
effect in place that has a commonly understood meaning and effect by both the giver and
receiver. Second, the authority of the one uttering/performing must be accepted (or in
Austin’s terms “appropriate”). Finally, the recipient(s) must accept the words uttered.115
Charles Bartow’s words about the contextuality of preaching as practical theology
within this framework elaborates on the performative nature of the “liturgical sermon”:
In my view, practical theology … is always and of necessity local and
performative, inductive and interdisciplinary. By local and performative I mean
that practical theologians deal with specific forms of praxis, for example, the
practice of worship, of congregational life, of mission, even of worldly
embodiment of the gospel.116
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This description of the work of the preacher shows that when preaching happens within
the context of worship and congregational life where there are conventional procedures
that have a certain conventional effect performed by particular persons under
circumstances that are appropriate, the sermon takes on a performative function. This
doesn’t mean that preaching cannot have a performative function in other contexts, but
that the context of worship provides circumstances that are appropriate.
When people gather for worship, the expectation of those gathered is that they
“they do so … in God’s real presence.”117 One way that God’s real presence is made
known is God’s divine speech. “When God speaks to us in worship, it is primarily heard
“through the reading of Scripture and the preaching of God’s Word.”118 Preaching words
are performative because they are understood as divine speech in the context of the
worship of God. Bartow explains, “Performative acts, as distinguished from more casual
and spontaneous behaviors, involve an element of choice, of calculation, of commitment
… when I step into the pulpit of a church, face the congregation, say: ‘Let us hear the
word of God,’ and then proceed to read from the Bible and to preach, that is a
performative action.”119 As a performative action, the sermon is an embodied experience.
John Claypool names this experience of preaching the sermon an event. He writes,
“it is my deepest conviction that when one stands to engage in this particular act, far
more takes place than the mere speaking and hearing of words.”120 One of the ways that
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preaching is more than the mere speaking and hearing of words is when the sermon
performs the blessing of God’s presence and love. To do this, the sermon as a
performative action must have a certain “force.”
Like blessing, the act of preaching the sermon as a performative speech-act that
blesses has illocutionary and perlocutionary force. The sermon has an illocutionary force
because it has the potential to accomplish the action that it speaks. And a part of how the
sermon accomplishes the action that it speaks is due to the position of the preacher.
Anthony Thiselton explains, “If a performative is to constitute an illocution rather than
merely a perlocutionary act of persuasion, it is fundamental that the agent or speaker of
the utterance makes a self-involving commitment, or at least takes an appropriate
expressive stance, in relation to the utterance.”121 The preacher makes this self-involving
commitment as it involves the circumstances in which the sermon is delivered. The
preacher of the gospel intends for the sermon to be an act of proclamation in the context
of community with the illocutionary force that performs the act of which it speaks.
The sermon also has the potential for perlocutionary force, or “the power of
words to produce consequential effects on the listener.”122 While perlocutionary force
involves the persuasion of rhetoric, which preaching utilizes, the perlocutionary force of
the sermon is more than rhetoric. Instead, the goal of the sermon is to affect the listener
by pronouncing in the sermon the blessing of God’s presence and love, which “creates
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the anticipation that something will change. Change occurs because the preacher’s words
have the power to transform.”123 The preacher’s words in the sermon have the power to
transform because they are seen as the Word of God.
The sermon intends to “leave the kind of impact on one that accompanies
participation in any sort of decisive happening.”124 Preaching is language that John
Searle, student of J. L. Austin, describes as a “world to word” and “word to world”
performative. Preaching is “word to world” because it seeks to be straightforward in its
attempt “to find descriptive words that ‘match the world.’125 Preaching is also “world to
word,” because it not only describes the world as it is, but also intends to transform the
world into the words of the sermon as the Word of God. “In summary, genuine
illocutionary performatives … serve to shape ‘the world’ in accordance with ‘the word’
as spoken or written linguistic action.”126 The sermon serves to shape and transform the
listener as a spoken blessing of God’s presence and love. This can be explicit or implicit.
In the same way that blessing is performed in the Bible explicitly and implicitly,
preaching as an act of blessing “may be … explicit or implicit.”127 The preached sermon
on a scriptural text, which can communicate blessing either implicitly or explicitly, has
the power to perform blessing in language that is explicit and implicit. In the end, the
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goal of the sermon in worship is to invite the listeners to experience the blessing of God’s
love and presence.
The performative language of the sermon interprets performative words of
scripture in the context of worship, and these words have the power to bless, affect, and
transform the listener; yet this transformation “entails acts of acceptance, sometimes
commitment, and probably deeper bonding.”128 The preacher in the sermon invites the
listener to respond to the Word of God and hopes that the Word becomes incarnate in the
listener. “There is theological consensus that the Word of God preached entails a
response.”129 In the context of worship, one way congregants experience God’s Word of
blessing become flesh in the sermon is through liturgical responses. “Thus, sacraments,
ordinances, and visible, observable responses to the gospel are demanded by the Word of
God.”130 These responses are usually theologically and practically connected to the
sermon, which “provides a thematic and interpretive focus for worship.”131 When used
concurrently with the sermon these responses have the power to perform the blessing of
God’s presence and love.
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Liturgical Responses to the Sermon as Blessing
The sermon on some level can function alone as a performative speech-act that
blesses. Austin argues, “The uttering of the words is, indeed, usually a, or even the,
leading incident in the performance of the act … the performance of which is also the
object of the utterance.”132 Yet, for performative language the uttering of words often
requires more than the words themselves to be performative. Austin explains:
It is far from being usually, even if it is ever, the sole thing necessary if the act is
to be deemed to have performed … it is very commonly necessary that either the
speaker himself or other persons should also perform certain other actions,
whether ‘physical’ or ‘mental’ actions or even acts of uttering further words.133
In the case of the “liturgical sermon,” there are certain responses that when performed
concurrently have the potential to complement the sermon’s performative power to bless.
The key elements that make these responses performative acts of blessing are their
incarnational nature, their relationship to the biblical texts on blessing, and their
concurrency with the sermon as the performative blessing of the Word of God.
Like the sermon’s performative power is related to the performative power of the
divine utterances of blessing in the biblical texts, “the function and significance of
blessing in … the rituals of the church—whether of a practical, liturgical nature or a
systematic, doctrinal nature—must stand in a recognizable relation to what the Bible says
about God’s blessing and about blessing as an institution.”134 Like blessing in the Bible,
these liturgical responses to the Word of God in the sermon have their performative
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power and perlocutionary force from the circumstances in which they take place, mainly
in their relationship to the sermon and the biblical text as the Word of God in the context
of the Church’s worship. As Ruth Duck states:
The reading of Scripture, the moment of preaching, and everything else we do in
worship points beyond itself to the living Word of God … the risen Christ, living
among us, still speaking words of peace, hope and challenge. It speaks of the
Scripture witness, which seems to come alive when enacted in preaching and
worship.135
These liturgical responses have their base in the biblical text, which itself is also based in
the context of worship. There is a dialogical relationship between scripture and the
practices of worship. “The word of God (which we have known for centuries as the canon
of biblical Scripture) came out from the worship of the people. And the worship came out
of the Holy Spirit’s having gathered the people around the symbols of Christ’s continuing
presence in their midst”136 These various signs and symbols of Christian worship do more
than signify the ‘inward and spiritual grace.’ It also effects what it signifies.137 As
embodied liturgical language, sermons and liturgical responses do more than signify the
blessing of God’s presence and love, they have the power to perform it.
Blessing in the Confluence of the Sermon and Liturgical Response
One way a liturgical response embodies the blessing of God’s presence and love
in the living Christ in worship is in its relationship to the sermon. “The Christian faith as
an incarnational faith demands that proclamation become embodied. … In the worship of
135
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the church, the sacraments and ordinances are occasions for the demonstration of the
enfleshment of the gospel. There the word is acted out, made visible.”138 Such responses
are usually traditional practices of the church in which the intent is that the Word of God
becomes flesh in worshipers. “The Word of God preached leads to the enactment of
sacraments, which are signs of and lead to changed lives.”139 The responses certainly
include traditional Christian sacraments such as the Lord’s Supper and Baptism, but are
not restricted to these. Other responses are appropriate and effective, such as prayer,
decisions of faith, renewed commitments to God, and others. Arlo Duba explains and
offers some examples of these responses:
Some churches name the response ‘sacrament;’ others name it ‘ordinance.’ In
either case, there is concurrence that actualization is a necessary part of all
proclamation, whether expressed as altar call, a call to the Lord’s Table,
intercessions, deeds of love and mercy, mission, evangelism, or outreach.140
Regardless of the embodiment of the response, the grounding in and unity with the
preaching of the Word of God from the divine utterance of scriptures gives these
practices the performative power to bless people with the incarnation of the presence and
love of God in the living Christ.
This holistic approach to Christian worship is integral to the performative nature
of the sermon and concurrent liturgical responses. Ruth Duck explains, “Preaching and
other parts of worship complement one another, and both grow out of the texts and
themes for the day. Thus, other parts of worship echo and reinforce what has been said in
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the sermon.”141 This emphasis on the unity of word and sacrament in worship is a way
“through which the church encounters Jesus Christ.”142 One of the ways that Jesus Christ,
the very blessing of God’s presence and love, becomes incarnate is through the
performative power of the confluence of the sermon and liturgical responses in Christian
worship. “The unity of the word proclaimed and the word demonstrated is modeled
within the service of worship itself when sacraments and ordinances are celebrated.”143
This unity of the word of God’s blessing proclaimed from the scripture and demonstrated
in liturgical responses is what this project explored.
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CHAPTER 3
SIX SERMONS AND LITURGICAL RESPONSES INTENDED TO BLESS
On Sunday, August 21, 2016, I began to request responses from First Baptist
Church of West Jefferson, NC about sermons with concurrent liturgical practices
intended to bless. The series of services covered six consecutive weeks. Each sermon and
concurrent liturgical practice was based on a biblical text that directly or indirectly
communicated the blessing of God’s presence and love. The responses included a survey
and four focus groups that were formed from volunteers that agreed on the survey to be
interviewed. Both the surveys and interviews intended to discover whether and how
congregants experienced the sermon and concurrent liturgical responses as the blessing of
God’s love and presence. The intentions of the surveys and interviews corresponded with
the intentions of the sermons and liturgical responses, and fit within the larger context of
Austin’s criteria for making performative actions happy.
Intentions of the Sermons and Liturgical Responses
The intention of the sermons and liturgical practices in this project sought to
answer the primary research question of this project: How does First Baptist Church
experience sermons with concurrent liturgical practices as the blessing of God’s presence
and love? In his book Homiletic, David Buttrick explains sermon intentions:
The preacher is conscious of a field of meaning formed by a text (or a lived
experience, or a theological idea), but a preacher is also conscious of a
congregation, a collection of people in a particular time, place, and cultural
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moment. In each aspect of the preacher’s two-way consciousness, there is a
hermeneutic involved. That is to say, the preacher is interpreting a field of
meaning and interpreting a congregation in a situation. Thus … the preacher is
aiming consciousness toward a particular field of meaning, but also aiming
consciousness toward a particular congregational mind.144
The sermons and liturgical responses for this project were formed by certain biblical texts
on blessing and the theological idea of God’s blessing conveyed by worshipers in
previous experiences of sermons with concurrent practices. In this way, Buttrick’s “twoway consciousness” of the preacher was implemented as both the field of meaning
formed by the biblical texts and the interpretation of the congregation in a particular
situation helped to aim the consciousness of the sermons and liturgical responses toward
the congregational mind of the First Baptist Church of West Jefferson.
The formation of sermons in this way is what Buttrick describes as “intending of”
and “intending toward.” He explains, “When we preach, our sermons … focus on a field
of understanding, something in view, but our sermons will intend a structure of
meaning.”145 The structure of meaning in the sermons and liturgical practices for this
project were rooted in the biblical texts chosen for the project, and what was “in view”
was the worship participant to experience the blessing of God’s love and presence. “In
preaching from texts,” Buttrick writes, “we will be trying to get at an intending of within
the language of the text. In doing so … we will be projecting a field in congregational
consciousness and intending a structure of understanding—perhaps, the mystery of God-
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with-us.”146 The sermons and liturgical practices for this project intended to communicate
the meaning of the blessing of God’s love and presence. The structure and meaning for
the sermons and liturgical practices were also “intended toward” a particular
congregation, First Baptist Church of West Jefferson, NC.
Buttrick states, “Preaching is language aimed at communal consciousness, the
consciousness of a congregation.”147 Previous sermons with concurrent liturgical
practices revealed that part of the communal consciousness of First Baptist Church is that
worshipers experienced sermons with concurrent liturgical responses as the blessing of
God’s love and presence. Buttrick continues:
Our preaching may bring out structures of meaning that are hidden,
unacknowledged assumptions that live in congregational consciousness. As a
result, through our preaching, people may come to understand themselves, their
tacit faiths and unnoticed social attitudes, the deeps of mystery within their lives.
This project sought to discover more about how the congregation experienced blessing in
these worship practices, and to understand those structures of hidden meaning that were
brought out in previous worship services.
Even more, the sermons and liturgical practices intended to perform blessing in
the lives of congregants. Buttrick names this as the sermon’s “intending to do,” which is
“worked out in between and intending of and an intending toward.”148 In every sermon,
there exists the intention that the words preached would do something to and for the
listener, that “in the process of preaching, the preaching is also conscious of an aiming to
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do.”149 The sermons and concurrent liturgical practices for this project intended to
perform the blessing of God’s presence of love in the worship participants.
The goal in the sermons’ intent to bless was that of what Henri Nouwen says is
the effect of blessing, “A blessing touches the original goodness of the other and calls
forth his or her Belovedness.”150 David Bartlett states, “The purpose of sermons whose
function is blessing is to inspire gratitude and delight.”151 The intention of the preacher
was that the words of the sermon with the liturgical response would affect the participants
in a way that they would experience the blessing of God’s love and presence. However,
there was no guarantee that they would perform this action.
Even though the intention of the preacher was for God to bless the listeners
through the sermons and concurrent liturgical responses, the effect of the sermon
depended on the reception of the congregation. To affect this reception, the preacher
wanted to avoid merely providing information or saying something about God from the
biblical text. Instead, the intent was to preach sermons that moved from “talking about
God to evoking God’s new possibilities, from the delivery of concepts to the embodiment
of divine presence.”152 This is where Austin’s speech-act theory is helpful. Speech act
theory “points to the performative possibility of how the language of the sermon might
rise above the level of mere description of God and God’s world.”153 So, in addition to
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the intention of each sermon and concurrent response, the sermons and liturgical
responses were subjected to Austin’s criteria for the “happiness” or “smooth functioning”
of performative acts, which also included certain failures to perform, or what Austin
called “infelicities.”
Sermons and Liturgical Responses Subjected to J. L. Austin’s Criterion for
“Happy” Performatives
For a performative act to be happy or smooth functioning, Austin argues that
certain criteria must be met. In short, the actions must be conventional, suitable, correct,
complete, and sincere.154 John Rottman’s subjection of the sermon in Christian worship
to Austin’s criteria helped serve as a guide for whether and how the sermons and
liturgical responses for this project were happy performatives.
First, the sermons and the liturgical responses appeared to meet the standard of
conventionality. Each sermon and liturgical response was based on and inspired by a
biblical text, and attempted to engage the listener’s lives. The sermons and responses also
followed a procedure and liturgical formula that was “conventionally used by the
worshiping community.”155 Each sermon occurred where it usually does in our regular
weekly service, and while the congregation doesn’t conventionally have a liturgical
response to the sermon every week, there is a response time to the sermon weekly.
Second, the sermons and liturgical responses met Austin’s suitability criterion. In
other words, people who were “authorized” by the congregation performed the actions.
The sermon was preached by an “authorized person,” the pastor, and the liturgical
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responses were led by the pastor and/or other “authorized” persons, including other staff
members and active deacons. Third and fourth, the sermons and liturgical responses
worked to meet the criteria of correctness and completeness, that is, the preacher
followed the “sermon plan,” which in each case was a sermon manuscript or outline. The
preacher also uttered the words correctly, preached the sermons in their entirety, and
carried out all of the liturgical responses properly.156 Fifth and finally, the sermons met
Austin’s sincerity criterion, that is, the preacher preached the sermons sincerely.157 There
were examples of “infelicities,” which will be discussed in chapter five.
Now, to get a better sense of the intentions of the sermons and liturgical practices
for the project and to understand whether and how they met Austin’s criteria for a happy
or smooth functioning performative, it is necessary to review each sermon and its
concurrent liturgical response, provide an interpretive portrayal of the participants that
filled out surveys and were interviewed in the focus groups, and discuss how the data
gathered was analyzed and interpreted by the researcher.
Six Different Sermons and Liturgical Responses
Each sermon for the project derived from and was based on at least one biblical
text in which the incarnation of God’s blessing is communicated, explicitly or implicitly.
Then, a concurrent liturgical practice was chosen based on its representation of the same
liminal aspect of God’s incarnational presence and love in the biblical text. The hope
was that the performative language of the biblical texts, the sermons, and the liturgical
responses would bless worshipers.
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The sermon and concurrent liturgical response in week one were based on Mark
10:13-16 and the act of Jesus blessing children. This service appropriately aligned with
the Sunday on which our church traditionally has a “Blessing of the Backpacks,” which is
a practice of blessing children, their families, and all school personnel before the
beginning of the school year. This annual service came with the expectation that in this
practice concurrent with the sermon children, teachers, and others bring their backpacks
and bags with them to be blessed by the congregation.
The sermon for this service, The Blessing of Children, carried the double meaning
that children are a blessing from God and the church is to receive and bless children as
Jesus did. The sermon presented the struggle of the church as that of Jesus’ disciples,
who were “attempting to enforce the standard social mores” of their day when they
initially turned away the children—considered to be “non-persons” in ancient society that
held no status or power—who were brought to Jesus.158 In contrast, the sermon presented
Jesus’ words and actions of hospitality toward and blessing of children as the model for
the church (Mark 10:16). The sermon led to a response time in which the church
demonstrated its belief that children and their families are a blessing to our community.
After the sermon, children, families, school personnel and all those who care for
children were invited to stand or gather near the offering table close to the pulpit on the
ground level so that other members could recognize them, and bless them by laying
hands on them, praying for them, and committing to support them. These children and
their families formed something of a circle around the sanctuary, and other worshipers
158
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gathered around them and lay their hands on them as the congregation read a litany of
blessing. As the congregation gathered around these children, families, and educators, a
few senior adults in the congregation spontaneously walked around and blessed each
child and family by laying their hands on them and praying for them or giving a word of
encouragement. It was an emotional service for many with visible tears shed and many
intimate embraces displayed. After the litany of blessing, I closed the service with a
benediction.
The sermon and liturgical response in week two focused on the baptism of Jesus
in Matt 3:13-17. The sermon, The Blessings of Baptism, emphasized baptism as a
demonstration of our faith in and obedience to God, and an act in which God blesses us
with God’s presence and love as he did at Jesus’ baptism. The sermon was followed with
the liturgical practice of baptism renewal and reflection in which worshipers were invited
to come to the offering table and dip their hands in a bowl of water to remember their
baptism or test the waters of discipleship. Essentially, all those present in worship came
forward to participate in the Baptism renewal and reflection time after the sermon.
As worshipers came forward, the Associate Pastor and I stood beside the table
where we dipped our fingers in water and placed the sign of the cross on the foreheads of
participants while offering the words of blessing, “You are a child of God.” The making
the sign of the cross with water accompanied with words of blessing signified the
imparting of blessing in the name of Christ as connected to baptism.159 The people that
participated engaged the experience with deep sincerity and genuineness. People were
hugging each other as they came forward and shared in fellowship and conversation.
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Several people were moved to visible emotions as they participated in this liturgical
response to the sermon. After the response time was over, I offered a closing benediction.
Week three’s sermon and liturgical response was from Luke 1:26-45. The sermon,
Blessed by Belief, related the blessing Mary experienced by her faith in God’s promise
that the Holy Spirit would conceive the Son of God in her womb to the blessing of God’s
presence and love in us through faith. The liturgical response to the sermon was the
Lord’s Supper, which from the time of the NT community (Mark 3:31-35; 10:29-31; Acts
2:42, 46-47), has been a central sign and affirmation of the blessing-mediating presence
of the risen Christ for the community of Jesus’ disciples.160 Once again, seemingly the
entire congregation participated. After communion, we sang a congregational hymn,
during which someone came forward to where the Associate Pastor and I were standing
(by the offering table) and expressed to me that the sermon made her think of the church
and the way in which the church had demonstrated faith in God through the embodiment
of love for her family during some struggles they had been experiencing. It was
validation of the performative power of the sermon and liturgical response that day.
The sermons and liturgical responses for the fourth and fifth weeks related to the
stories of Jacob and Esau in Gen 32:22-32 and Gen 33:1-11. Week four’s sermon,
Blessed and Broken, connected the life of Jacob, which was co-mingled with human
brokenness and God’s blessing, with the blessing of God’s presence and love in our
broken lives. The sermon communicated how God blessed and transformed Jacob
through the demonstration of God’s powerful presence and love, which culminated in
Jacob’s encounter with God at the Jabbok River. The liturgical response sought to
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emulate the message of the sermon by inviting worshipers to participate in a prayer
experience in which they were asked to reflect specifically on both the brokenness of
their lives and the signs in their lives of the blessing of God’s presence and love (see
Appendix Q). People engaged the experience by being still and quiet. The experience
ended by prompting them to receive God’s blessing, “You are a child of God. I love you.
You are my beloved child. I am always with you.”
The sermon in week five, Blessings: Given and Received, built off the sermon
from the previous week, and recounted the blessings that were reciprocally shared
through the reconciliation between the brothers Jacob and Esau. In response to the
sermon, worshipers were invited to reflect prayerfully and write about the blessings of
God’s love they had received and given. Then, the congregation was asked to pair up
with someone sitting near them and take turns sharing what came to mind in their
personal reflection time. Most everyone seemed to participate in this experience as they
talked with and prayed for the person with whom they were paired. Finally, the response
time and service ended with a participatory benediction (See Appendix S).
The sermon and liturgical response in week six were on Matt 5:1-13. The sermon,
Blessed to Be A Blessing, sought to communicate the life of blessing Jesus describes
when we follow him. The sermon was intended to bless the congregation the way that the
beatitudes perform blessing by not only describing the life that Jesus envisions for his
disciples, but by encouraging them to live into that reality. Eugene Boring’s interpretation
sums it up:
The beatitudes are written in unconditional performative language. They do not
merely describe something that already is, but bring into being the reality they
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declare. … Like the patriarchal and priestly blessings … the beatitude effects
what it says, bringing into being what it states.161
The liturgical response to this sermon was a certain candle-lighting ritual, which made
use of the familiar process that the church follows at its annual candlelight communion
service on Christmas Eve—the ministers and deacons light their candles and then begin
the process of lighting the candles of others and so on. The exception is that on Christmas
Eve the ritual begins by lighting from the Christ Candle on the Advent Wreath while in
this service the practice began with the ministers lighting their candles from the two
candles on the offering table that represent the humanity and divinity of Jesus Christ. The
choir sang, “Go, Light Your World” while the congregation lit candles and lifted them up
as a sign of Jesus’ light in the world. I closed the service with the benediction, “Go; let
your light shine.”
Every week an overwhelmingly majority of people participated in the liturgical
responses to the sermon, and the interest appeared genuine. Personal observations
recorded in field notes provided helpful and interpretive insights for the data collected.
However, the feedback from the surveys and interviews provided the majority of
measurable responses from the congregation.
Interpretive Analysis of the Data Collection
At the end of the six weeks a total of sixty-seven surveys were completed and
returned, representing approximately forty-one different participants (See Table 1).162
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Those participants made up approximately twenty to twenty-five percent of the average
weekly worship attendance at First Baptist. This level of participation exceeded the
expectations in my approved proposal by more than double the number.163

Table 1. Surveys Completed by Church Members
Surveys

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Total

Respondents

27

13

10

4

8

5

41

Three participants filled out a survey all six weeks, and a majority of thirty-one
out of forty-one participants filled out a survey only one of the six weeks. Week one had
the most amount of surveys at twenty-seven, while week four had the least with four
surveys. Copies of the survey were provided each week after the service. Volunteers were
solicited weeks before the project via e-mail, church newsletter, and during the weekly
Sunday morning worship announcements. Solicitation for participation in the surveys
continued at least twice weekly via announcements at the Wednesday evening meal and
in Sunday morning worship. Many respondents completed the survey immediately
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following the worship service each week in a designated space and returned them in the
same day so that the results were as fresh as possible. Others took a survey to complete
and return within one week of each service. One participant utilized the recorded DVD of
the service to assist him in filling out the surveys.
A total of thirteen different respondents participated in the four focus groups with
no more than six in a group. Similar to the surveys, the number of interviewees exceeded
the number desired in my approved research proposal, which was three to eight. To allow
for flexibility and availability, the designated locations made available for these
interviews were the church library, fellowship hall, sanctuary, and pastor’s office. The
interviews were actually conducted in two of the four locations: the church library and
pastor’s office. The focus groups consisted of the participants that agreed on the survey to
be interviewed. I contacted all forty-one of these participants via e-mail to invite them to
participate in the focus groups, and set a schedule of dates and times for which they could
sign up. So, the formation of the groups was based on the participants’ schedules and
their willingness and availability to participate. With the permission of the participants,
the interviews were audio recorded.

Table 2. Focus Groups Interviewed
Interviews

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Total

Participants

2

3

6

2

13

The goal for the interviews with people from the survey was to understand the
context of the responses on the surveys and to gain some different perspectives from
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participants about their experiences of the worship services for the project. The study
anticipated the focus group environment to influence the participants’ responses to the
interview questions, and it did (See Chapter 4). These numbers provided a meaningful
assessment of how the congregation experienced the sermon and concurrent liturgical
practices as blessing. One important factor is an interpretive analysis of the participants.
Of the forty-one survey respondents, all but one answered, “Yes” to regularly
attending worship at First Baptist. The longest a participant had regularly attended was
sixty-five plus years and the least a participant had attended was three months (See
Figure 1). Even though the number of those who had attended the church five years or
less was the highest—twelve—there were nineteen people who had attended the church
more than ten years, and overall the variation of years attended provided a healthy
balance. Of those that regularly attended weekly worship at First Baptist, the average
years of attendance was approximately twenty.

Number of Participants

Number of Years Attended FBCWJ
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Years
Mean: 20.05
Median: 11

Figure 1. Number of Years Attended First Baptist Church
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The large majority (87%) of survey respondents and interview participants were
over the age of fifty. The remaining twelve percent were in the twenty-five to forty-nine
age-range. There were no respondents under the age of twenty-five. Respondents under
the age of eighteen were excluded from the study. Overall, the survey respondents and
interview participants made up a group of mature adult Christians who were experienced
in the practices of worship, particularly those at First Baptist—the majority were fifty
years or older who regularly attend worship and had been doing so for a significant
number of years. This experience and spiritual maturity showed in the theological depth
and thoughtful insight respondents made in both the surveys and interviews.
The surveys administered consisted of four questions that sought information
about the participant’s preferences for sermons and liturgical responses in worship, and a
few questions related to demographic information. The remaining were qualitative
questions that related specifically to the sermons and liturgical responses in the six
services for the project (See Appendix D). The interview questions sought qualitative
responses from participants, and consisted of a mixture of general, open-ended questions
regarding faith, sermons, and worship followed by more specific, open-ended questions
about the six particular sermons and liturgical responses in the services for the project.
The survey was made available every week before and after the service, and collected
one week within each service.
After all surveys had been collected and interviews had been conducted, I
transcribed the surveys and had the audio recordings of the interviews transcribed. Then,
I organized the data into separate categories: personal observations of the services
(immediately recorded in field notes after each service), surveys, and interviews. Once
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the data was categorized, I immersed myself in the data, reading over the field notes,
listening to and reading transcriptions of the interviews, reading the survey responses,
and watching the tapes of the services, noting particular words, phrases, or responses that
stood out. This led to a process of interpretation of the data that resulted in my write up of
the findings.
The process of interpretation incorporated a combination of three types of
reading. I read the data literally, analyzing the way that people communicated and used
language about their experiences in worship. I read the data reflexively, paying attention
to my own comments and influence in the worship services and the interviews, and the
influence that the participants had on one another, particularly in the interviews. Then, I
focused on interpretive reading, looking for the implied or referred meanings in the
data.164 Based on this reading, I coded the groupings that seemed to be central to my
research questions and thesis, tagging comments that related to the key questions and
ideas of the project. Once the data had been read, coded and interpreted, I organized it
into categories of themes and meaning based on abductive reasoning, which incorporates
both inductive and deductive reasoning. This approach allowed the data I collected, as
well as the research questions and thesis of the study, to determine the grouping, sorting,
and measuring of the data.165 Finally, I used as a guide Moschella’s Rubric for Writing
Pastoral Ethnography (See Appendix G) to write up my findings.
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Summary
The material analyzed from the surveys, interviews, and various observations
recorded in the field notes revealed some important understandings about how
participants experienced the sermons and liturgical responses as the blessing of God’s
love and presence. Logistically, some of the surveys were incomplete, and one participant
misunderstood the instructions on the survey questions four through six; so these results
were not counted. Also, on the survey rankings regarding worship practices, sermons, and
liturgical responses (questions 4, 5, & 6), I counted the first survey for participants that
filled out more than one for the six weeks. Overall, the data collected in the surveys and
interviews was more than anticipated in the project proposal. This data, along with the
observations that were freshly recorded in field notes yielded substantial and dependable
results.

CHAPTER 4
HOW WAS THE CONGREGATION BLESSED?
Anthony Thiselton notes that illocutionary speech and performative actions
“leave neither the speaker nor the hearer uninvolved and unchanged.”166 The results from
the data collected for this project revealed that the confluence of the sermons and
concurrent liturgical responses involved and changed both hearer and speaker. The next
two chapters address the impact that they made on both hearer (chapter four) and the
preacher (chapter five). This chapter begins with some of the general preferences of
participants regarding worship, which provided a frame of reference for how participants
experienced the services, and later helped determine some new directions for ministries
(chapter five). Then, the description of the research findings reveals how participants
experienced the blessing of God’s presence and love in the confluence of the sermons and
liturgical responses.
General Worship Preferences
The surveys and interviews began with questions regarding general preferences
and expectations regarding worship, particularly the sermon and liturgical practices.
Earlier chapters showed that the respondents in the surveys and interviews were
experienced in Christian worship practices, especially those at First Baptist, and regularly
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attended worship. For the thirteen interviewees in particular, weekly participation in
worship services at First Baptist played an integral role in their lives as a source of
“community” and “family,” as well as a spiritual and personal center for giving them
“focus” for the daily living of Christian discipleship. Many described worship as an
important source of their faith in God, and all thirteen said that faith played an important
role in their life, especially as it related to daily decisions, the direction and focus of their
lives, and as a source of strength and comfort for getting them through life’s “challenges”
and “difficulties.” Participants remarked that faith carried them “through the tough
times,” and was “the guiding force of … life.” One commented that faith “keeps me
moving beyond myself.” Another said that faith for her was “knowing that God is always
with me.” Faith in God was an important force of life for these, and regular participation
in the worship of First Baptist was a key way in which their faith in God was nurtured.
On the surveys, participants expressed some specific ways that their involvement
in worship informs and nurtures their faith in God. On the section of the survey that
asked, “What aspects of worship lead you closer to God?” all forty-one respondents
indicated that the sermon led them closer to God. Thirty-nine marked that the music
(hymns, anthem, etc.) in worship led them closer to God, thirty-six listed prayer, thirtyfive scripture reading, and only twenty-one signified the time of commitment that is the
typical weekly response time that follows the sermon (See Table 3 & Appendix I).
This time of commitment is when people are invited to join the church, to pray with a staff
member, come before the congregation for decisions of faith such as Christian
discipleship and baptism, and other personal and public renewals and commitments to
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God. This also includes the occasional liturgical response like some of the ones that were
part of this project.167

Table 3. Aspects of Worship that Lead You Closer to God
Aspects of
Worship
Respondents
(Out of 41)

Prayer
36

Scripture
35

Music

Sermon

39

Time of
Commitment

41

21

When surveyed about some general liturgical responses to the sermon that they
found meaningful, overall the respondents found prayer, renewal of baptism and
commitment to Christian discipleship, and participation in the Lord’s Supper to be the
most meaningful. The results were mixed regarding receiving a blessing from the pastor
and making a commitment to community mission and service. Lighting a candle and the
imposition of ashes on one’s forehead were the least meaningful to participants (See
Appendix K). The replies to these general questions about worship and responses to the
sermon provided a baseline for and helped inform how participants responded to and
experienced the sermons and liturgical responses in the project.
The respondents’ general views of the sermon’s role in worship varied. Overall, in
terms of ranking the “purpose of the sermon” on a scale of one to five, participants
considered to “proclaim God’s love and affirmation” and “give life application to
Christian discipleship” to be a priority. “Teach the Bible/Christian education” and
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“generate spiritual growth” ranked in the middle, and “address difficult topics (race,
sexuality, politics, etc.)” ranked last (See Appendix J). In terms of participants’
preferences for sermon topics, “love” was a clear first. “Kingdom of heaven,” “Christian
service and mission,” and “family relationships” ranked in the middle. “Social justice”
was fifth and “sin” was the last overall choice (See Appendix L).
These results showed that, in general, the congregation had an expectation and
preference for the sermon and worship practices to primarily communicate and be an
experience of God’s love and presence. Other functions for the sermon, and other aspects
of worship and the participant’s life of faith seemed to be secondary to, influenced by,
and viewed through this lens of understanding of God’s love and presence. It is as one
participant—who had been attending worship at the church over sixty years—said, “It’s
so good to worship here. I feel God’s presence each time.” The sermons and liturgical
responses of this project worked to perform the blessing of God’s presence and love.
The Performance of the Sermons and Liturgical Responses
The sermons and liturgical responses for this project had performative power for
participants both separately and collectively. The survey and interview asked specific
questions about the individual impact of the sermons and liturgical responses for each
service as well as questions about their collective effects. Many expressed the distinct
impact that each had in the questions that asked for this, showing that the sermons and
liturgical responses had their own individual performative force. However, most of the
responses addressed the collective power of the two in their experience of the worship
services. Overall, it was the confluence of the sermons and liturgical responses that
generated experiences of God’s love and presence for worshipers.
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The Performance of the Sermons
The sermon in each service had its own performative power for the participants as
the message of God’s blessing. Participants explicitly expressed that the sermon
performed the blessing of God’s love and presence, while other examples were more
implicit. In response to week six’s sermon, Blessed to Be a Blessing, one stated explicitly
that the preacher “brought to us blessing through … the spoken word.” Then, when asked
on the survey how week’s one’s sermon, The Blessing of Children, impacted, affirmed, or
reminded them of God’s presence and love in their lives several respondents wrote
answers that were more implicit about the sermon’s effect: “We are all children of God.”
“God loves each of us—in all of our differences.” A respondent in week three replied to
the sermon, Blessed by Belief (In the Incarnation), “The Holy Spirit dwells in our heart
and assures us He is always there for us.” Overall, the most common way respondents
explicitly stated that the sermon performed blessing for them is when it “affirmed” and
“reminded” them of God’s love for them and that God was with them. Implicit responses
were more nuanced and required a little more interpretation on the part of the researcher.
In week’s one sermon, The Blessing of Children, participants commented that the
sermon “affirmed me as a child of God.” 168 Another wrote, “The sermon affirmed to me
that God loves each of us.” Echoing the others, one stated, “The sermon affirmed that
Jesus loved children during His ministry and … reminds me that God has loved me since
I was born and will love and be with me forever.” Other sermons also affirmed people of
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God’s love for them. In response to week two’s sermon, The Blessings of Baptism, people
commented that it “Reaffirmed God’s love,” and “made me feel accepted by God.” Other
responses communicated how the sermon performed the message uttered by reminding
them of God’s love and presence.
In week five, the sermon Blessings: Given and Received caused someone to
“remember how God has blessed and loved me,” and led another to remark that the
sermon “reminded me that no matter how I mess up, God … will always love me and
forgive me.” Finally, someone responded, “The sermon affirmed me as a beloved child of
God by reminding me to always look for the blessings and forgiveness God has shown
me through the times of my life that have been difficult.” This comment stressed how the
sermons were performative in how they affirmed and reminded people of the blessing of
God’s presence in his or her life, which several participants reiterated. Responses to the
sermons in weeks three, four, and five provided multiple examples, many of which were
more implicit in their description of how the sermon was performative for them.
The most shared response to week five’s sermon, Blessed and Broken, was “God
is with us.” One participant communicated the same message in a different way, “I am
not alone. I am not alone. I am not alone. I am not alone.” This revealed how the sermon
affirmed and reminded people of God’s presence their life, especially through difficult
times. Several people voiced this in both the surveys and interviews. The sermon
“affirmed … struggles are normal and that God is always with us and redeems us through
the struggle.” For someone else, the sermon in week four reminded her, “even in the
darkest situations, God is present, touching us, comforting us, and loving us.” Finally,
someone remarked that the sermon assured her that “in all of my trials, struggles, crises,
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God is with me;” while another said the sermon’s “affirmation of God’s presence in trials
and tribulations represented God’s unending blessings.” Several others expressed this
theme of God’s presence in their struggles, and the implication was that the sermon had
communicated blessing more implicitly through narrating the struggle in the story.
In response to the sermon on Jacob’s struggle with God in Gen 32:22-32,
someone remarked, “the text led me to remember the struggles I had with my … sister.”
An interviewee expressed how the sermon’s presentation of Jacob’s struggle with God’s
blessing in the text helped her to identify. “The sermon about Jacob,” she started before
pausing to gather herself emotionally, after which she continued, “ … asking God to bless
him. That he was not going to turn loose until God blessed him, you know? And I have
felt that way sometimes.” I asked, “So you really identified with Jacob there?” She
replied, “I identify with Jacob all the time.” Week three’s sermon, Blessed by Faith, from
Luke 1:26-45 affected people in a similar way.
In week three’s survey a respondent wrote, “Belief is so important in our lives …
and the sermon demonstrated that through other scriptures and personal stories.” An
interviewee reflected deeper on the sermon’s effect: “The one with Mary hit a nerve with
me.” She explained that the sermon had related to her in the sense that what happened to
Mary was something that “started out as a ‘oh my goodness this cannot be happening,’”
and then it “turned out to be a blessing.” She continued, “And in the last … years of my
life, I’ve had a couple of those. That I thought, you know, I’m not going to live through
this, I cannot get through. And I look back now and … well, its been a beautiful
blessing.” Another participant commented how this sermon had a similar affect on her,
“It gave me courage to meet the unexpected events of life—to believe, to have faith, to
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not be afraid.” For participants, the sermon affirmed and reminded them of the blessing
of God’s love and presence, and their responses expressed the way in which their
experiences of worship embodied a tension where the blessing of God’s presence and
love struggles to become incarnate in and through us.
This struggle with the incarnational intersection where faith is embodied and
blessing is experienced was captured by a participant in her response to week three’s
sermon: “We tend to think that Mary faced her mission with total courage, but the truth is
she had to demonstrate … faith in following through with it.” The sermons stirred such
tension and yet inspired faith and courage and hope for transformation. One respondent
conveyed this when they paraphrased a statement by Donald Miller that I quoted in week
three’s sermon, “Jesus (God) wants to live in the body he created, and share the journey.”
This suggests the sermon’s power to function as a “world to word” performative.
Words function as “world to word” when they describe the world as it is, and
intend to shape and transform the world into the words.169 Comments about sermons from
week one and week five revealed this. The remarks of several participants from week
one’s survey indicated the sermon was already changing their negative mindset and
attitudes toward children’s presence in the worship service to a more open and loving
embrace like that of Jesus.
One implied this transformation when she reflected, “It reminded me of times
when … I felt irritated when a child made distracting noises and I judged the parents for
not using the nursery.” Another commented, “Sometimes I … have removed small
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children from the services because I was afraid they would disturb others and be a
hindrance. … Not sure that is always a good idea. Made me think.” Finally, one stated the
impression of the sermon when he said, “It reminded me that children are important, that
God loves all children and that I should be more thankful for children.” The sermon in
week five had a similar effect on worshipers. One participant shared how the sermon
“supported my need to be more …aware of blessings.” Another said that the sermon
helped her “remember that having a spirit of unforgiveness can complicate our desire to
walk in the ways of our Lord and that we should forgive and ask for forgiveness no
matter how difficult that may be.” In response to these sermons, participants recalled how
the sermon both described the world as it was and then shaped and transformed their
worldview and practice into the Word of God in the sermon.
The sermon performed blessing as the transforming message of God’s loving
presence that was becoming incarnate in the listeners. Then, the sermon’s impact was
complemented and enhanced by the incorporation of concurrent liturgical responses.
The liturgical responses demonstrated their own performative power on people. Several
respondents described how the sermon “prepared” them for the liturgical response. The
sermon was also viewed as “the precursor” and “a perfect lead in to” the response time
that followed. This transition from word to action led to experiences that revealed the
performative power of interactive responses to the sermon.
The Performance of the Liturgical Responses
While the sermons had a performative impact of their own on the listeners, the
liturgical responses had an impact on the sermon’s message. As one participant explained
about week one’s service, “The sermon by itself would have been fine, but the laying on
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hands … took the sermon to another level – deeper.” Several respondents described the
responses as “reinforcement” of the sermon. Like the sermon in week two, the liturgical
response of baptism renewal “reaffirmed the significance of Baptism.” That same week,
someone commented that while “the sermon served as the reminder, the practice was the
actual doing it.” These responses were opportunities for the Word to become flesh in the
lives of worshipers, who described the liturgical practices as the “illustration of the
sermon,” a way “to demonstrate the message of the sermon” and “put the lesson of the
sermon into practice.” For others it “reinforced” or “reaffirmed” the sermon, “provided
practical closure” and was a “3-D application,” “a tangible end to the sermon,” and “a
following through of faith.” Finally, several people commented that the actions “made the
sermon personal.” In summary, the concurrent liturgical practices provided a personal
and corporeal way for people to respond to the sermon.
One participant wrote, “I felt I was making God’s blessing a tangible event.”
More specifically, one commented that the prayer experience for week five “brought the
sermon to real life—my story, not just Jacob’s.” In week one’s service in which the
church blessed children, families, and those that care for children, one participant said
that the liturgical practice was a way of “modeling … the Lord’s desire for children to be
brought unto him.” As model actions of the sermon, these experiences had their own
performative power to bless worshipers with God’s love and presence.
One respondent described the way in which week one’s response of blessing
children and families blessed: “The worship practice served as a reminder to me that I am
raising children with the support of a loving community of faith and most importantly in
the mighty love of the One we serve.” Speaking of service, one participant who was one
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of the servers for the Lord’s Supper in week three said that it was “such a very special
blessing for me to serve.” For others, the response time was more a reflective time of
devotional communion with God.
This was especially true in weeks four and five in which the responses
incorporated reflective prayer. One person said that it “caused me to really pause, reflect
on blessings missed and struggles in my life and how God will help and bless.” The same
person commented that week five’s response time “helped … me to reflect on God’s
love, how he has blessed and forgiven me.” Another said of week four’s response time,
“It was a holy moment to quiet and calm my troubled spirit.” In these quiet, reflective
moments, the implication in several responses was that people paused and opened
themselves up to the presence of the Holy Spirit of God. This was true of week two’s
response of baptism renewal to which one survey participant stated, “I feel that the Holy
Spirit was very present.” The responses generated a spiritual atmosphere that moved
people to embody the meaning of what the experiences represented.
In the candle lighting ceremony in week six’s service, one participant described
her experience and the impact it had on her, “I looked around the church and everybody
was raising their candles. The challenge was for everybody to go out and really be a light
in the world. We don’t have to say anything.” Like the sermon, the responses served as a
“world to word” performative. One respondent mentioned this in reference to the Lord’s
Supper, “I believe somebody could take communion … and have their life changed.” The
interactive responses demonstrated the performative power to change people.
One interviewee said that the liturgical responses were “very powerful … the
blessing of the backpacks, the listing of the blessings … the Lord’s Supper, the light of
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the candles.” While each had an individual impact on participants, the majority viewed
the sermons and liturgical responses as intricately linked and working together to perform
God’s blessing. This validates part of Austin’s theory, which argues that the uttering of
words is usually the leading event in the performing of an act, but that it is also
“commonly necessary that either the speaker himself or other persons should also
perform certain other actions, whether ‘physical’ or ‘mental’ actions or even acts of
uttering further words.”170 The results of the study showed that the majority of
participants understood how the sermons and liturgical responses worked together
symbiotically, and experienced the performative power of this confluence.
The Confluence of the Sermons and Liturgical Responses
In response to the question of how she experienced the sermons, one participant
replied, “Each one of them had a tangible end to the sermon.” The phrase “each one”
implied that she perceived the question about the sermon more in terms of the
combination of the sermon and liturgical response as intimately connected, as one, in the
worship service. This was common among participants, both in the surveys and
interviews. Many answered questions about the individual effects of the sermon and
liturgical responses by offering their experience of both together. This revealed how
closely they were linked.
One respondent observed that week two’s sermon, The Blessings of Baptism, and
the response of baptism renewal “tied … together beautifully.” Another commented that
the liturgical response for that week “seemed such a natural thing to do.” Others
continued that the responses were “handled in a way that … didn’t feel awkward or like
170
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we were being compelled to come down and participate in something … or that it was
forced.” When asked about week three’s service in which the Lord’s Supper followed the
sermon, one wrote that the two were “tied together.” Someone answering the same
question that week agreed, “to hear the scripture and sermon and connect the two to
blessings by belief were wonderful.” There were similar responses to week one’s service
on the blessing of children. One remarked, “The sermon focused on welcoming and
blessing children and that is exactly what the worship practice did.” Another person said
of this same service, “It served to tie it all together.” Finally, someone remarked of week
one, “The worship practice brought the sermon full circle for me.” Together, through the
confluence of the sermon and liturgical response in each service, participants experienced
the blessing of God’s presence and love. This next section addresses how.
The Performance of Blessing through the Sermons and Liturgical Responses
Several participants commented that the sermons and liturgical responses blessed
them with God’s love and presence. “I feel so affirmed, so blessed,” someone exclaimed
after week one’s service. In week two, one person responded that the experience “made
me feel accepted by God” while another wrote, “I felt God’s presence.” In week four’s
service, the sermon (Blessings: Given and Received) emphasized God’s blessings of love,
forgiveness, and reconciliation in our lives and how Jacob and Esau shared in these
blessings through their relationship. The liturgical response invited people to make a list
of God’s gifts of blessing in their lives and then share them with someone next to them.
One person said that the experience “brought a realization that God loves, forgives, and
blesses us daily.” While these are the results of the performance of blessing stated by the
participants, there were numerous factors that revealed how blessing was experienced.
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Several key themes were drawn from the surveys and the interviews that sought to
discover how worshipers experienced the blessing of God’s presence and love in the
confluence of the sermons and liturgical responses. Participants experienced the
incarnation of blessing in how the sermons and liturgical responses invited people to
encounter God, and embodied and evoked God’s love and presence in a community of
fellowship through tangible worship practices that were applicable to their lives as
Christian disciples. Finally, the sermons and responses reminded and helped people to
remember God’s continued presence in their lives through repetition. The result was that
participants were blessed to be a blessing.
Invitation
The sermons and the liturgical responses were explicitly and implicitly an
invitation to experience God’s love and presence. Inspired by the stories of the scriptures,
the sermons uttered words about God’s love and presence as an invitation to relationship
with God, and the responses were an opportunity to live into it. People heard and
perceived this, and the invitation was met with willing desire.
“We were asked to participate if we wished. I wanted to show support for
children, families, and educators in our church,” a respondent wrote about week one.
Another mentioned the “invitation from the pastor and the desire to be an active
participant.” Someone in week two reiterated that the pastor “encouraged … and invited”
participation. Some took part because it was something that had never been offered to
them before. “I have never renewed my baptism,” someone wrote. Another commented,
“My first time to renew.” Others acknowledged it as an “opportunity” both “to recommit
… service to God,” and to experience the words about baptism in the sermon “with …
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hands and heart.” Finally, someone emphatically conveyed their excitement to respond to
the sermon’s invitation to the liturgical practice, “How could I not?!”
Week three’s response of the Lord’s Supper was viewed in a similar way. “I never
turn down an opportunity to take communion,” one person remarked. Another echoed
this attitude, “Because it’s the Lord’s Supper, which I wish was every worship service.”
Whether explicitly or implicitly, the sermons and liturgical responses served as an
invitation to experience the blessing of God, and worshipers were waiting with eager
anticipation to respond. This invitation is what John Claypool imagines as a “duet or even
a dance—where one Partner invited the other to participate in a shared adventure, and
when there is positive response, something comes about that neither one of the two could
have created by themselves.”171 The invitation to the Lord’s Supper in week three
produced at least one example of this shared adventure met with positive response.
As I served those that came to the table to receive the bread and dip it into the cup
of grape juice, I noted that a few people participated for the first time. They illustrated the
message about Mary’s faith in God to conceive in her the Son of God by the Holy Spirit
of God. Their act of coming and receiving the elements of the Lord’s Table was a public
act in and through which a seed of faith was planted. That seed contained the potential to
grow in them and give birth to a fuller expression of God in their lives. It demonstrated
the performative power of an invitation. The sermon talked about Mary’s faith, implicitly
inviting listeners to faith. Then, the invitation to the table was more explicit, “Come, taste
and see that the Lord is good.” The invitation to experience the blessing of God’s
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presence and love resulted in newcomers at the table side-by-side with those who came to
be renewed. Such embodied experiences evoked God’s presence and love.
Embodiment and Evocation
Christian worship is embodied practice, whether it is the “body language” of the
various tangible acts in which worshipers participate or the language of words through
prayer, hymns, scripture readings, and sermons. This liturgical “language” is an
embodied experience that can evoke God’s presence. For example, “Preaching expresses
and embodies God’s claim on us.”172 It does this through the embodiment of the sermon.
The sermon is embodied through the preacher, who listens for the Word of God in the
biblical texts through prayer and studied preparation, while also listening to the context of
the congregation, community, and world. Then, the preacher physically speaks words
with his or her voice from the body to a particular body of Christ in a certain physical
space and time under actual circumstances. The sermon seeks to express preaching’s
goal, which is not merely to impart information about God, or to explain God, but “to
invite listeners into the divine presence and to evoke wonder and possibility.”173 The
sermon then invites listeners to respond to the words preached.
In this project, the sermon invited people to respond through liturgical responses
that sought to be a communicative action of the words preached. The liturgical practices
had their own language that was connected to the words of the sermon. Elements of
water, bread, drink, touch, smell, sights, and sounds all had their own performative
language that “spoke” to worshipers. As a result, people encountered God through the
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embodiment of the performative language of the sermon and concurrent liturgical acts,
which evoked God’s presence and love through recalling memories and feelings of past
experiences of God. This evocation was stimulated as worshipers experienced the
sermon’s message and then had the opportunity to respond as the body of Christ through
tangible practices. These practices were embodied in a community, whose fellowship
influenced how the sermons and liturgical responses performed blessing.
In a Community of Fellowship. The context of the people, place, and history with
the community influenced the performance of blessing in the sermons and responses. In
one of the focus groups, when asked to respond to what’s meaningful about the worship
of First Baptist, one person reflected, “When I miss a Sunday … I don’t feel complete or
whole. … I miss the smell of the church, of course the people. I miss hearing the
wonderful sermon and the beautiful music and seeing all the children. … I feel like I’ve
been gone for months after missing one Sunday.” This statement underlined a major
theme among participants as to how the confluence of the sermons and liturgical
responses performed the blessing of God’s love and presence for worship participants.
It’s what Austin describes as the appropriate circumstances in which the words or
actions take place.
Numerous people described the congregation as their “family,” and expressed the
sense of community and fellowship that inspired such engagement and sharing in the
liturgical responses. One focus group really emphasized this. One of the interviewees
said, “I think it was as a community of believers and this faith family being able to take
your sermon that next step into something tangible. As a group I think that just really
made an impact. … I think a lot if it had to do with the group dynamic. This church is
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such a family.” Someone in the same interview expressed that she didn’t think her
experience of the sermons and liturgical responses could have been the same in another
congregation because “it’s different than being at home. This is home and this is where
you get to see your family. … It’s special to do it together, with your family.” She
continued to describe the church “home” and “family” as “a community of support. …
When there’s needs … they’re there for that support … they share the happiness. They
share the sorrow, the tough times … it’s community.” For some participants, the church
is figurative and literal family, and the opportunity to share in these experiences with
people who were both had a powerful impact of how they experienced God’s love and
presence in the sermons and concurrent responses.
Someone in the interviews expressed this about week one’s response time, “The
… thing that meant so much to me was that I got to be with the grandchildren. … I
remember taking my granddaughter’s hand and pulling her around to where I was,
because I wanted to hold her hand. … And when we were praying, I was praying for
her.” Another respondent shared what it was to serve the Lord’s Supper to both her
church family and her biological family, “serving communion to other Christians … is
one of the most meaningful things that happens with me. … And then when my family
comes through and I serve my biological family, I get emotional right now talking about
it.” The sermons and responses evoked similar emotions in several participants.
Commenting about week one’s liturgical response, someone wrote, “Having us
gather as families brought tears to me.” Another said about the confluence of the sermon
and response, “As I listened, my eyes filled with tears as I realized none of us are too old
to want and receive blessing. I thought of my own sons who were not there but who I
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thought of and asked for blessings for their year.” Another participant had a similar
experience, “I became emotional thinking about my own children and immediately
wanted to touch them somehow and let them know how much they are loved.”
Experiences with “church family” caused some participants to think of their biological
families. Others remarked that they were “moved to tears & felt connected to God and the
community,” and that the experience created a “closer emotional link to the church
body.” Finally, someone wrote, “I was very touched and moved by the love, compassion
and support for the children, families, and educators in our church.” These many
emotions were evoked from and created a greater link to the love and presence of God in
and through the church body.
One particular example demonstrated best this interrelationship between families
and the body of Christ as the “church family.” In week one’s response, two experienced
and well-beloved adult members heard the invitation to be an opportunity for them to go
around and bless every individual child and family. So, they went around blessing each
child and family members by laying their hands on them and praying for them. The
congregation showed tremendous grace and was moved by their actions. In fact, it was
welcomed, and several respondents commented on how much this impressed them.
One person said that the two members’ “contact with each (of the) children and
his/her family was an amazing example.” Then, one of the said members wrote on the
survey, “I either need to ask forgiveness or say thanks for the blessing I received from
this experience.” This person reiterated in the interview, “to come and speak to the
children … blessed me.” It also blessed the congregation with an example of God’s
presence and love in the fellowship of community.
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This demonstration of a strong sense of community as the body of Christ in
several of the liturgical responses—most visibly in weeks one (blessing of children), two
(blessing of baptism), and three (Lord’s Supper)—revealed the embodied nature of the
services. Respondents described their experience of the responses these weeks in very
communal and incarnational language. In week three, someone commented, “I felt the
presence of the Holy Spirit in our church this Sunday as we observed Communion as the
body of Christians, a feeling of oneness, love for others.” This oneness and love of the
body of Christ was expressed in various examples and comments.
A few others used this language of “oneness” to describe their experience. A
respondent in week one wrote that the service helped “to … generate a feeling of oneness
in our care and love for one another, especially the children in our congregation.”
Someone else in week one said, “I felt the love of our pastor and the congregation for our
children.” Another remarked, “The church, as a body, reaffirmed the words of the Bible
as presented in the sermon.” In week three, someone described their experience of God’s
presence and love in the communal sharing of the Lord’s Supper: “God’s love was shown
by celebrating this occasion with fellow believers.”
Some shared more implicitly how God was present in the communal experiences
of the services. One person reflected on week two’s response of baptism renewal as a
powerful expression of community: “I looked around in the congregation, and I thought,
‘Each person is reflecting on his own day of baptism.’ And I thought, ‘That in and of
itself is unifying in our congregation.’” That same week a few respondents recalled the
sight of “people greeting others and having meaningful discussion” and “embracing
fellow worshipers” as they came forward to renew their baptism. These experiences
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evoked the blessing of God’s love and presence in the embodiment of the community’s
fellowship through worship.
In particular, the liturgical responses through which the community embodied the
message of the sermon provided tangible ways that God’s presence and love were
experienced. As one interviewee remarked, “through each one of these sermons … you
… reaffirmed to the Christian body what that … means to be the Christian body. … I …
saw folks bonding through the tangible experience.” These tangible responses provided
opportunities to experience the incarnation of God’s blessing.
Through Tangible Responses to the Sermon. Participants described the responses
as embodied, tangible signs of God’s love and presence. A statement from a respondent
on week’s one service conveyed how the sermon and liturgical response performed
blessing through an embodied experience, both for that particular service and also the
project: “The laying on of hands – standing in a circle holding hands – was the
embodiment of the sermon.” Another participant remarked, “I enjoyed … holding
hands—hugging my grandchildren and their parents.” The joining and laying on of hands
as well as the hugging and physical touching were emotionally stirring for many. As one
respondent wrote, “The physical participation … of all members was a moving
experience.” The performative power of physical participation applied to other weeks, as
well. Week two’s experience of dipping hands into water and the sign of the cross on the
forehead with water for the baptism renewal were tangible experiences that evoked God’s
presence and love through past memories.
The renewal of baptism response evoked memories for several people. “It
prompted me to remember my baptism,” one person wrote. Another said, “It took me
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WAY back to that teenage girl who went down in that baptismal water for the first time.”
Others said, “It made me recall my commitment at my baptism,” and “reminded me of
my baptism so many years ago.” One person noted in particular how the physical
interaction of “simply placing my hands in the water brought back the occasion of my
original baptism,” while another said, “The worship practice that I participated in
following the sermon evoked memories of my baptism.” Finally, two participants noted
the performative power of this response. The first described “the hugs along the aisle near
us as we approached the altar … to receive the mark of the cross … I think I shall never
forget it—right next to my first baptism as a little child.” The second person said, “the
blessing of baptism … I will always count … as one of my most blessed experiences.”
Week six’s response was another one that had performative power through which
participants experienced God’s presence and love in the action and imagery of lighting
candles. One participant expressed, “it was most meaningful to see the candles burning—
one by one sharing the light.” Another described the scene as one in which “the whole
church was a picture of light and love.” Yet another said, “the whole worship atmosphere
was a ‘visual’ of how God’s love and blessings are shared.” Someone else summed it up
when she stated, “It was a beautiful picture of the congregation holding the candles up,
and the expression of light the world with God’s love.”
In week four, putting prayers and reflections to paper via pencil and pen, and
writing with the extra step of sharing one’s prayerful reflections in week five, were both
tangible ways to experience God. For many, these weeks evoked their personal struggles
of faith and life with God as they identified with Jacob and Esau both in the sermons and
in the prayer experiences. For one participant, week four’s prayer “response … gave …
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great comfort and joy” because it affirmed God’s “presence in trials and tribulations.” For
another person, the response evoked memories of God’s presence and love during
terrorist attacks on America fifteen years earlier to the date, September 11, 2001: “We
prayed for strength to serve the broken, grieving faces as one event after another took life
away. That very morning we gathered at the local Methodist church to weep and show
our love.” All of these tangible worship experiences in and with the community of faith
became mnemonic devices of God’s love and presence in their lives.
Reminders and Repetition
The experiences evoked and embodied through words spoken in the sermons and
tangible interactive responses served as reminders of God’s continued presence and love.
A participant in week four wrote that the sermon and response “was a reminder of the
peace and love God exhibits to us daily.” Someone remarked that week one’s service
“was a beautiful reminder that our children, all children, are children of God, including
me.” Another person wrote, “It reminded me that we are God’s children.” For one
participant, week two’s sermon and baptism renewal, “Helped … remind me I am always
a child of God.” In week three’s sermon and response of the Lord’s Supper, one person
commented, “to come to the table … reminds me of my salvation—my belief in God—
and what he has done and will continue to do for me.” Of week five’s service, someone
wrote, “the worship practice will help me remember the presence of God and his love in
my life by reminding me of the many blessings he gives me daily and the forgiveness he
shows me by continuing to bless me in my daily life.” Finally, in week six, someone
asserted, “Every time I see a candle it will remind me of God’s … love and presence.”
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In the way that the sermons and responses reminded people of God’s love and
presence in their life, they were much like what James McClendon calls “remembering
signs.” Specifically, McClendon designates preaching, Lord’s Supper, and Baptism,
which are signs that by “Looking backward and forward … declare the present presence
of Christ with his people.”174 Two of these signs—preaching and the Lord’s Supper—
were major actions in the project. The response of baptism renewal was not the actual
sign of baptism but a remembrance of it. The other liturgical responses were not the
actual “remembering signs” that McClendon names. Nevertheless, they had a
performative function in much the same way by declaring and reminding worshipers of
the presence of Christ with his people by looking backing and forward. The sermons and
responses were performative as people expressed how the Lord was present both in the
performance of these responses and with the community that participated in them.175
For participants, part of the performative power of these signs was explained in
the repetition of a series for six consecutive weeks. This influence of repetition was
mainly recognized and articulated in the focus group interviews, which occurred after the
completion of the series of services. Respondents revealed that the repetition of the
project as a “sermon series” created an overall sense of familiarity with the theme of
blessing as God’s presence and love, and the consistency of a sermon and concurrent
liturgical response each week allowed for deeper understanding of the relationship
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between the two actions. One interviewee made a general observation about sermon
series: “it builds from week to week.” Another in that group interjected, “There is not
only repetition with sermon series. … It generates conversation.” This same person went
on to say that it “created more conversations between my spouse and I. And when there’s
more conversation, you have a tendency to remember and apply.” Someone in another
group said, “because it was presented as a series, it led me to build upon each one …
because it was presented the way it was, it lead you to reflect back, to think forward …
and to tie all these things together … was a blessing for me.”
Two interviewees in separate focus groups articulated even more how the
sermons and responses had a performative impact in the way that they reminded them of
God’s presence and love daily.176 The first reflected about the repetitious use each week
of a few particular phrases, “You were very conscientious each week to remind us that
we are a child of God, that God loves us, and that … truly is a blessing God gives us
every day in many different ways. … I don’t think we remind ourselves enough that we
really are a precious child of God and that … he is always there with us; we need to
remember that.” The second reflected that it was “such a good series, for me, to keep
thinking about family, and my grandchildren, and my personal family, my family of
birth. So, when I responded to the sermon, I lived in my past and I lived in my future.”
The sermons and concurrent responses were embodied expressions, liturgical
language that stimulated the senses, evoked memories, generated conversation about the
sermon and it’s meaning, and made memorable impressions. Participants not only
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expressed how they experienced God’s presence and love through these actions, but the
confluence of the two also helped bridge the gap from the worship service to daily life as
a Christian. They were blessed to be a blessing.
Blessed to Be a Blessing
Overall, participants described how the embodied experiences of the sermons and
liturgical responses inspired them to implement their experiences of God’s presence and
love in their lives. In some of their own words from week six, the blessing that
participants experienced in worship “inspired” them “to be a blessing to others,” “caring
enough to extend myself to the outside world—beyond the walls of the church and the
eyes of fellow worshipers; to be the ‘salt and seasoning’ from what I receive here, a
light.” These reports match the message from week six, in which the sermon Blessed to
Be a Blessing (from Matt 5:1-11), and the liturgical response of lighting candles, was
described as an image “of being Christ’s life in the world.” The sermon and liturgical
response performed the message that it communicated because it didn’t simply say
something to the listeners; it did something to them. In response to the question of how
the sermon affirmed them as a beloved child of God, remarks included, “I am the light of
the world. I–me–a candle, the candle,” and “I am blessed to bless others. I am blessed to
serve. I want to show love where there is hate.”
On the Sunday when I preached the sermon Blessings: Given and Received from
the story of Jacob and Esau in Gen 33:1-11, someone in attendance for the service told
me that the combination of the sermon and concurrent prayer experience caused
reflection on an estranged relationship in his family and inspired reconciliation. In
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response to week one’s service on blessing children, an interviewee shared, “When I got
home I called my children and … my grandchildren.”
God used the embodied experiences of the sermon and concurrent responses as
communicative actions to perform the blessing of God’s love and presence in worshipers
at First Baptist Church of West Jefferson (NC). This liturgical language is one of the
interpretive tools that we have to understand and express our experiences of God. So, in
summary, I offer an example of this liturgical language, a hymn by George Matheson and
Albert Pearce, which one participant—who attended all six services and filled out a
survey every week—wrote at the end of his survey for the sixth and final week of the
study. I interpreted it as a synopsis of his experience of the six-week journey. In its own
way it is performative language that has the power to bless us with God’s presence and
love, and inspire us to be a blessing in the world:
Oh love, that will not let me go,
I rest my weary soul in Thee;
I give Thee back the life I owe,
That in Thine ocean depths its flow,
May rich-er, full-er be.

CHAPTER 5
HOW WAS THE PREACHER BLESSED TO BE A BLESSING?
I once asked a colleague, who is retired from full-time pastoral ministry in the
institutional church, what he missed most about being a pastor. He said, “Blessing
people.” He explained that God, through the people of the church, ordains the pastor with
the authority and honor to bless others. One of the primary contexts in which pastors and
ministers bless others is the gathering of the church in worship. Pastors bless children,
baptize believers, serve communion, eulogize the dead, and perform a variety of other
acts that communicate the blessing of God’s love and presence. This colleague humbly
grieved that he no longer had the opportunity to do this in the same way he had as a
pastor, and he missed the connectional exchange through which he and others mutually
experienced the blessing of God’s love and presence.
This research project affirmed that one of the greatest gifts of pastoral ministry is
the opportunity as a leader to bless others through the ministries of preaching and
worship. In this project, I was blessed by God’s love and presence as a participant
observer, who shared with the congregation in the experience of the Word of God each
week through worship. My participation in these services evoked memories and emotions
in me as I was engaged in the tangible practices shared with the community gathered.
Each service was memorable and will be a constant reminder of God’s presence and love
in my life. The repetition of planning and preparing to lead the services and living with
the research data for countless hours over a period of six to eight months imprinted the
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blessing of God’s love and presence on me. In addition, this project revealed some
important lessons about how members of First Baptist Church experience the blessing of
God’s love and presence through the sermon and concurrent liturgical responses. The
combination of the experiences of blessing by participating congregants and the
participating preacher led to recommendations for the preaching and worship ministries
of the First Baptist Church of West Jefferson, NC.
Recommendations for the Preaching and Worship Ministry of First Baptist Church
The interpretive analysis of the results gathered in this study provided insight of
how to strengthen the preaching and worship ministries of First Baptist Church as a
source of God’s presence and love. From this insight, the preacher developed some
recommendations for these ministries. The recommendations come on three levels:
through weekly worship, seasonal services, and potential pastoral ethnographic projects.
The hope is that these understandings might lead to new visions not only at First Baptist
Church of West Jefferson, NC, but also possibly in other contexts.
Preach More Sermon Series
The sermon series generated a lot of interest and produced tangible results in the
lives of the congregation by its nature of repetition. As one interviewee stated, “After …
the first of the sermons in the series, there was a lot of anticipation within the
congregation. … People were saying, ‘What’s he going to speak on this week?’ … There
is not only repetition with sermon series but also anticipation. It generates conversation.”
As another interview participant said, “As long as people are talking, that means they
remembered what happened last week.” This anticipation and continued conversation
within the congregation was a sign that many people were engaged in worship when they
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came and continued to be when they left. This does not mean that people are not engaged
or moved each week with the regular worship schedule at First Baptist that typically
follows the lectionary cycle of the liturgical year; but a sermon series has the potential to
generate prolonged engagement through the continuity created by repetition.
It would be interesting to compare the data from this study to a sequence of
consecutives Sundays that do not intentionally tie together in a thematic series. Another
option is to preach sermon series with the lectionary and compare it to series without it.
The lectionary lends itself at times to sermon series, particularly during thematic seasons
such as Advent, Christmas, Epiphany, Lent, Easter, and Pentecost. Even Ordinary Time
has thematic opportunities. At other times, there is reason to break with the lectionary to
address a need, interest, or “season” within the congregation. Ultimately, repetition of a
sermon series was not the only factor influencing this engagement with worship before
and after each service. The interactive liturgical responses had a major impact.
Incorporate More Interactive Responses to the Sermon in the “Time of Commitment”
For many respondents, the liturgical responses were a source of God’s blessing
because they informed and enhanced the sermon’s message, and gave people the
opportunity to embody the sermon in a tangible way before leaving worship. The
responses provided a bridge from the sermon to its application for Christian discipleship
in the world. It required participants to do more than sing a closing hymn and wait for the
pronouncement of the benediction.
Someone spoke to this in one of the focus groups: “I don’t think we get those
opportunities often because we come to the worship service, we sit, we sing, we pray, we
listen and we leave and go home.” That same individual reflected more as to why these
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responses were so meaningful when she referenced week two’s service that included
baptism renewal: “I was baptized when I was nine years old, you know? So it was a scary
thing … but to have that reflection back on what I now know … what that really meant
… I think a lot of people miss that who are baptized at an early age. That it’s never
brought up to them to be reflective of … that experience.” She continued that the renewal
of baptism helped to develop “an open communion with God.”
The widespread participation of the congregation in the services and the results
from the surveys and interviews also revealed that this church is not intimidated by
something new or creative. Several in the focus groups even commented how much they
enjoyed the creativity of the services. This sense of genuine fellowship and community
led to a positive interaction with the invitation to respond in worship through
participation, and may explain why one respondent said that participation in the liturgical
responses “felt natural and it seemed that, you know, everyone did it.” However, other
factors influenced the congregation’s participation in the liturgical responses. One
involves the experience of getting out of the pew and coming to the offering table.
One interviewee reflected, “I think … there’s something about coming to the altar
… there’s just something extremely moving about coming to the altar.”177 This might be
related to this participant’s upbringing in a Baptist tradition that practiced and
emphasized an “altar call” in response to the sermon. Many Baptists, including those in
the congregation at First Baptist, are familiar with this, which is likely tied to personal
experiences of faith: a “profession of faith” and commitment to follow Jesus, baptism,
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church membership, recommitment to Christian discipleship, and even personal
opportunities to pray “at the altar” about the struggles of life. The liturgical responses in
this series were not the traditional “altar call” one might experience in certain Baptist
churches. However, one interviewee pointed out that even though some of the practices
were relatively new for several people in the church, especially for many Baptists “who
have been born, bred, and raised Baptist doctrine,” she and the others were coming to
realize that “its not sacrilegious to experience these things.” Instead, she said, “It’s very
spiritual; it’s very moving.”
On the other hand, there are those at First Baptist that come from Christian
traditions with a more liturgical and sacramental style of worship. Some of them are
familiar with coming to receive Holy Communion or Eucharist almost, if not, every
week. What they all seem to share in common is the expectation that coming to the table
in response to the sermon is an opportunity to experience the real presence of God in
Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit. They expect to experience God at the table.
While these interactive responses can create meaningful experiences of God,
several commented that they didn’t think it would be practical to do this every week.
Nevertheless, more could be done weekly to make the response time that follows the
sermon an opportunity for personal devotion, communal fellowship, and practical
application of the sermon’s message, whether through the traditional time of commitment
or in other types of responses. While it would not be liturgically fitting or practically
possible each week to have the kinds of responses that were implemented during the
project, more emphasis could be placed on the traditional time of commitment as a way to
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encounter God and experience the blessing of God’s love and presence in response to the
sermon.
The problem is that the surveys indicated that half of participants did not find the
time of commitment that follows the sermon in our weekly worship service to lead them
closer to God (See Table 3). Therefore, it would be helpful to explore in surveys and
interviews why the congregation viewed the time of commitment in this way before the
project and do a comparative analysis to the responses from the liturgical responses in
this project.178 At the same time, the surveys indicated that people generally found the
sermon meaningful and indicated that prayer was one of the most meaningful ways to
respond to the sermon.179 So, the pastor could explore the various forms of prayer as
response to the sermon and could incorporate opportunities for interactive prayer
experiences following the sermon. Many types of prayers (lamentation, thanksgiving,
intercession, petition, etc.) could be explored almost every Sunday throughout the
worship calendar based on how it relates to the scripture for the sermon and/or the
liturgical season. The preacher could even conduct a sermon series on prayer and plan for
various prayer responses that tie to and are a fitting response to the sermon. If the
preacher incorporates more regular interactive and tangible responses to the sermon in the
worship of the community, then it needs to be connected to the sermon.
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Connect the Sermon and Response to the Sermon Weekly
Respondents communicated throughout the survey and interviews how the
sermon was integral to helping them understand the liturgical responses within the
worship service, and how it connected to their daily life. All forty-one who responded to
the survey indicated that the sermon, in general, leads them closer to God. Thirty-nine of
the survey participants said that the music of worship led them closer to God. This
connection between the sermon and weekly music selection for the response time is
another link of which to be aware. As one interviewee said about week six’s candlelighting, which featured the song, “Go Light Your World,” by the choir: “You picked an
anthem that really moved me.” Part of what moved her was that it evoked a memory of
the time she learned the song on a short-term mission experience. Regardless of what the
response is from week to week, it needs to be connected to the sermon. Instead of feeling
pressure to come up with unique ideas for liturgical responses every week, the preacher
could utilize the lectionary and the liturgical year.
Utilize Opportunities in the Liturgical Year for Services of Blessing
Recently, one service in which the words and tangible actions have been a source
of blessing for our congregation is a service of blessing animals. This is a relatively new
service for our church that a former assistant minister and I introduced a few years ago.
We didn’t know how this service would be received, but it was welcomed with a healthy
attendance, enthusiasm, and gratefulness. Following my project, I led this service for only
the second time. On a fall afternoon under clear blue skies, about eight different families
from our congregation gathered on the grass lawn across from our church and offered
blessings on our pets—mostly dogs, a few stuffed animals brought by the children, and
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one hedgehog. This service was well received by those that attended because it related to
the practicality of their home life, involved a member of their family that is otherwise
excluded from the church’s worship, and demonstrated God’s love for animals and all
created beings. It also fostered fellowship with people who had not interacted in the
church before.
Another liturgical response I have led a few times in worship is the imposition of
ashes during the Christian liturgical season of Lent. First Baptist has attempted to have an
Ash Wednesday service before, but inclement weather prevented it. So, last year on the
first Sunday in Lent, we had the imposition of ashes as a response to the sermon. This
was the first time I led this on Sunday morning. Like the response times in the project, it
was received with almost full participation from the congregation, and many voiced how
meaningful the service was, particularly the imposition of ashes.
This project has given tremendous insight into how First Baptist Church of West
Jefferson (NC) experiences God’s presence and love in services that include sermons
with concurrent liturgical responses. The project has not only contributed to the ministry
context of First Baptist Church, but I hope it will also make a contribution to the larger
field of homiletics, possibly even liturgical and ritual studies, speech-act theory, and
pastoral ethnography.
Contributions to Homiletics and Future Considerations
In the field of homiletics, preaching has been described as witness (Thomas G.
Long), an event (John Claypool), testimony (Anna Carter Florence), God’s human speech
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(Charles Bartow), and performance (Jana Childers and Clayton Schmit).180 However, to
my knowledge, preaching has never been explained extensively as blessing. I hope that
this work will be able to be expanded into a larger work about the way that preaching can
be blessing, a good word about the good news of the Word of God.
As a pastor who preaches almost every week in a congregation, I’ve learned that
one of the expectations that people have of the sermon is that it proclaim the good news
of God’s love and presence in their lives. This is especially true at First Baptist Church of
West Jefferson (NC). In one of the focus groups interviewed for this project, when asked
about general expectations for the sermons one respondent said, “That’s easy. I don’t
expect it to scare the hell out of me. And I can be a child of God instead of somebody
defensive.” In this way, preaching can always bless, and be an affirmation that we are
beloved children of God and that God is always with us.
Another participant in the same group said that her expectation of the sermon is
that it be “hope rather than fear.” Sometimes the good news is “bad” news of how God
through Jesus calls us to discipleship that requires suffering and sacrifices. Other times,
preaching blesses with the good news of God’s comfort in our grief, and yet still,
preaching blesses with the unexpected movement of the Holy Spirit to lead us down a
path of faithfulness that requires trust, vulnerability, and overcoming our fear of the
unknown. Preaching is not always “blessing” in the sense of the Prosperity Gospel, but it
is blessing because it always has the opportunity to deliver the message that God loves us
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and is with us as the Triune God that reveals God’s self to us in the daily “stuff” of life.
In this way, the sermon is to be hope rather than fear.
Most of the liturgical responses for this project were not new to Christian
worship, although the participatory benediction in week five was somewhat unique. And
the sermon’s connection to the larger context and practices of worship is also well
established. However, I hope that this project will contribute to the continued
conversation about how the traditional Christian worship practice of “Word and
sacrament” can be expanded, especially in more traditional evangelical congregations
that have become more open to other liturgical elements of worship. In particular, I hope
this project will generate conversations and inspire Baptist and evangelical churches to
see the traditional response time—also known as “altar call,” or “time of commitment” or
“time of response”—that follows the sermon as an opportunity to discover innovative
ways for congregations to embody the Word of God in tangible worship practices.
I also hope that this project will motivate future considerations for Doctor of
Ministry projects or pastoral ethnographic efforts in congregational life, even First
Baptist Church of West Jefferson, NC. Here are a few suggestions based on the results of
this ethnographic study and experiences in the congregational context of First Baptist
Church of West Jefferson, NC.
The Funeral Eulogy as Blessing
As a pastor, I have preached numerous funerals. My approach is typically to
preach the good news of God’s love and presence through the resurrection hope we have
in Jesus Christ and the comfort we have in the promise and gift of the Holy Spirit. My
preaching practice is to interweave the message of the chosen scripture with the life
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testimony of the deceased. People have frequently described the funeral eulogy, literally
“good word,” that I have preached as “a blessing.” In many such cases, some have been
confused initially to find the words to describe their experience, most likely because they
are reluctant to call anything about a funeral “good.” Nevertheless, they experienced a
“good word,” a word of blessing even, and they expressed their surprising pleasure.
A few weeks before I conducted this project, a long-time member of my
congregation died and I was called upon to lead his service and proclaim the primary
eulogy. In pre-funeral planning, he had chosen the scripture Psalm 1 as the primary text
to be read and preached for his service. Interestingly enough, this first chapter of the
biblical psalter is not a song or prayer, but a beatitude, or blessing. The first two verses
illustrate:
Happy are those who do not follow the advice of the wicked, or take the path that
sinner tread, or sit in the seat of scoffers; but their delight is in the law of the
Lord, and on his law they meditate day and night (Psalm 1:1-2).
The lasting legacy of this senior saint in our congregation was one of blessing. It was
serendipitous for me as I reflected on his life and was preparing to conduct the project for
this study. The eulogy became an opportunity to explicitly and implicitly speak a good
word of God’s blessing upon the family, both through the declaration of the life, death,
and resurrection of Jesus in the witness of this person’s life and death, and in the
affirmation of God’s love for and promised presence with the family, friends, and fellow
believers gathered for his service.
The funeral eulogy as blessing would be a worthy ethnographic study. There are
obvious challenges for conducting a study like this, the obvious being the unpredictability
of such a matter and the inability to plan too far in advance. This would require a nuanced
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approach to this sensitive, and, yet practical topic in homiletics that has been largely
unexplored. It would be an interesting study that could make a significant contribution to
homileticians everywhere, especially pastors, church bereavement ministries, and
possibly even the funeral home industry.
The Sermon as Performative Performance
The fields of homiletics and liturgical studies have addressed the role of
performance in worship. While there are distinctions between performance and
performative, performance in worship can be performative.181 A potential project could
be the role of performance in the sermon and/or the sermon as a performance that is also
performative. One might include drama in and/or as the sermon in a way that the message
is performed, i.e. texts are acted out as the “sermon.” Different elements of storytelling
beyond the traditional sermon illustration might also be incorporated. Respondents for the
project indicated in both surveys and interviews that they related deeply to the stories of
the sermons, both the retelling of the biblical stories, but also the “modern-day” stories
and “real-life” examples. A potential project could be a series of sermons, and the
performative effects of the performance could be measured qualitatively through surveys
and interviews. Yet, these are just a few of the many new directions that this project has
opened up for exploration.
Examples of “Infelicities”
While the majority of the responses from the participants showed how the sermon
and liturgical responses performed the blessing of God’s presence and love, there were
some examples of what Austin describes as “infelicities,” or acts that are not “smooth
181
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functioning,” happy or having felicitous outcomes. This means that they did not meet one
or more of Austin’s criteria. A few examples revealed that not everyone connected with
the sermons and liturgical responses, nor did everyone participate in the services as
hoped. In week one, someone remarked on the survey, “Knew the sermon was relevant,
but I just couldn’t relate today.” Then, an interviewee commented about week five’s
liturgical response: “It just didn’t work for me. I can’t connect in two minutes. There is
not enough time … I couldn’t make that connection.” That same week I observed a
handful of people who did not participate in the time of sharing.
Sometimes, sermons and other liturgical acts perform “badly” for people. They
neither connect in nor do what they say because they do not meet one or more of Austin’s
criteria. But John Rottman notes that sometimes the opposite is true about performative
actions that we often think have violated the criteria. He explains, “Sermons that under
the standards of speech act performance ought to be judged horribly infelicitous or almost
completely defective sometimes seem to perform in spite of themselves.”182 Even though
there were some sermons and responses that seemed infelicitous at the time, they still
were performative for many. An example in week six illustrates this. An interviewee
shared how this service did not have much of an impact on him at first, particularly the
candle lighting: “To me it’s never really been a big spiritual deal, lighting candles.” But,
he said, “Since then I’ve … changed my mind because I realized that it …gives you a
time to be quiet and reflective without just sitting there.” This person for whom the
liturgical response was not initially “a big spiritual deal,” came to understand the simple
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gesture of lighting a candle as a sign of Jesus’ light in the world as a spiritual activity that
had performative power.
Rottman expounds that it should not come as a complete surprise to us that an act
that is, or at least seems, infelicitous still performs. After all, “Preaching traditionally has
laid claim to speaking the Word of God. God speaks in and through the sermon.”183
While speech-act theory is a helpful tool for evaluating the performance of liturgical
language, it is not the only evaluative element of one’s experience of God through
Christian worship. The God that has the power to redeem all things through Jesus Christ
has the power to redeem and work in our worship, even when it is infelicitous.
Conclusion
This project revealed that the sermons and liturgical responses of this study were
performative of the blessing of God’s presence and love because of a variety of factors.
Austin’s speech act theory was a uniquely flexible interpretive tool that connected these
actions and experiences that were biblical, theological, liturgical, homiletical, pastoral,
personal, emotional, spiritual, physical, and congregational (and maybe more). Yet,
Austin’s tool and the forms of “language” through which we interpret our experiences of
God are signs that point to the original source of blessing, the Triune God. It is through
the incarnation of God in the various forms of “language” in our world that God
continues to reveal God’s self to us. The revelation of God in the discoveries of this study
in and through the embodied experiences of Christian worship leads back to where this
study began, the bodily exploration of the divine revealed in glimpses.
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This dialogical and incarnational encounter of worship is the “mystery of creative
collaboration when … two become one and yet remain two at the same time, neither one
absorbing the other into themselves, but dancing, if you please, as only two can
dance.”184 Part of what we have caught a glimpse of in this “dance” is the incarnate
blessing of God’s love and presence in and through the body of Christ that is the church.
What it reveals is that in our worship of God we are not the only ones in love pursuing
the presence and blessing of another.
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Appendix A
Glossary of Terms
Blessing – The embodiment of the love and presence of God.
Carnal Theology – A theology of worship developed by the pastoral ethnographer’s
observations of the living practices of a community from his or her bodily participation in
them.
Confluence – The intentional act or process in Christian worship of merging the sermon
and a liturgical response in a way that they flow together as performative actions.
Incarnation – Incarnation in this study is understand both in the sense of the traditional
Christian doctrine that ‘the eternal Word of God (Logos), the Son of God, the second
Person of the Trinity, became man in Jesus Christ, who was then truly God and truly
man,’ and also the embodiment of the presence of the Triune God (Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit) in and through physical Christian worship practices, such as the words of scripture
and the sermon, and the material elements involved in liturgical responses such as water,
juice, bread, human touch, speech, light, etc.
Liturgical – “Liturgical” in many Baptist circles is shorthand for a style of worship that
reflects a more formal liturgy that is mostly typical of Catholic or other Protestant
traditions, i.e. not Baptists. In this study, depending on the context in which it is used, the
word “liturgical” can refer to either a certain style of worship, or, simply the work of the
people performed in the worship of God.
Liturgical Response – Any intentional and organized communal way of responding to the
sermon in the context of Christian worship that seeks to embody the message of the
sermon. This includes traditional rites, rituals, and practices (Lord’s Supper, Baptism
renewal, prayer, lighting candles, etc.) and innovative or non-traditional forms of
traditional practices (various prayer practices, participatory benedictions, etc.).
Offering Table – The table in a worship space that is used to host a variety of the gifts of
God in worship: monetary offerings, the elements for the Lord’s Supper, candles, the
Bible, and the occasional flower arrangement.
Ordinances – The practices of the church that represent the commanded practices of
Jesus, mainly Baptism and the Lord’s Supper.
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Pastoral Ethnography – The pastoral practice of utilizing the methodology of
ethnography by immersing one’s self in the life of a congregation in order to learn
something about them and from them regarding any particular practice or theological
idea.
Sacraments – Traditionally in Christian worship, the elements that are considered an
‘outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace.’
Word of God – The creative and efficacious power of God that is an active agent in
creation and revealed fully in Jesus Christ as the Word in human flesh.185
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Appendix B
Survey Participant Informed Consent Form

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Before you give your consent to
volunteer, it is important that you read the following information and ask as many
questions as necessary to be sure you understand what you will be asked to do.
Investigators
The investigator for this research study is Michael Shane Lea, Pastor of First Baptist
Church of West Jefferson, NC, and student in the Doctor of Ministry degree program at
the James & Carolyn McAfee School of Theology at Mercer University. The faculty
supervisor for this project is Dr. Peter Rhea Jones.
Purpose of the Research
This research study is designed to study the ministry of preaching and worship in the
particular context of a congregation. The data from this research will be used to aid the
student in the completion of a thesis project in accordance with the requirements of the
Doctor of Ministry degree.
Procedures
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a survey in
response to today’s sermon at First Baptist Church of West Jefferson, NC. Your
participation will take approximately twenty minutes.
Potential Risks or Discomforts
There are no foreseeable risks associated with the study.
Potential Benefits of the Research
By participating in this study, respondents take an active role in shaping the ministry of
preaching and worship at First Baptist Church of West Jefferson, NC. The results will
also make a contribution to the overall study of preaching and worship.
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Confidentiality and Data Storage
All information obtained will be held in strict confidentiality and will only be released
with your permission. The results of this study may be published, but information such
as your name and other demographic information will not be revealed. The results of this
study will be kept in a locked file by the researcher for three years, after which the files
will be destroyed.
Participation and Withdrawal
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. As a research subject you may
refuse to participate at anytime. To withdraw from the study please contact the principal
investigator, Michael S. Lea at 336-480-6144 or mslea@skybest.com
Questions about the Research
If you have any questions about the research, please speak with the principal investigator,
Michael S. Lea, or Dr. Peter Rhea Jones. Dr. Jones’s phone number is (404) 633-8048.
Reasons for Exclusion from this Study
All individuals under the age of eighteen are excluded from this research project.
This project has been reviewed and approved by Mercer University’s IRB. If you believe
there is any infringement upon your rights as a research subject, you may contact the IRB
Chair, at (478) 301-4101.
I have been given the opportunity to ask questions and these have been answered to my
satisfaction.
Your signature ____________________________________ Date__________________

Signature of Investigator__________________________

Date__________________
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Appendix C
Instructions for Survey
First Baptist Church
West Jefferson, NC
Thank you for your participation in this survey! Please answer all questions honestly.
Your truthfulness will be beneficial to the researcher and this project.
Instructions:
1. The survey is anonymous. Please do not write your name on it unless you would be
willing for the researcher to contact you to clarify any of your answers, and/or you
would be willing to be a part of an interview for the research project.
2. Please read all of the questions carefully, and read all the answers to each question
before selecting a response.
3. In answering questions with a box beside the answer, please place a checkmark in the
line beside the chosen answer.
Correct

þ A. Yes

☐ B. No

Incorrect ☐ A. Male ý B. Female OR n A. Yes ☐ B. No
4. In answering questions when you rank in order, please place a number in the lines
beside the answers, “1” being the highest.
Correct __1_ Preaching
__3_ Teaching
__2_ Fellowship

Incorrect __✓_ Preaching
__✗_ Teaching
__A_ Fellowship
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Participant Survey
Worship Questions
Date: ____________________
1. Do you regularly attend worship at First Baptist Church of West Jefferson, NC?
☐ A. Yes ☐ B. No
2. Approximately how long have you been attending worship at First Baptist Church?
(Please place a number in the line beside “Weeks,” “Months,” or “Years”).
____ Weeks

____Months

____Years

3. What aspects of worship lead you closer to God? (Please check all that apply).
A. Prayer
B. Scripture Reading
C. Music (Hymns, Anthems, etc.)
D. Sermon
☐ E. Time of Commitment (Following the Sermon)
4. Rank in order the purposes of the sermon, “1” being the most important and “5” being
the least important.
____ Teach the Bible/Christian Education
____ Proclaim God’s Love and Affirmation
____ Give Life Application for Christian Discipleship
____ Generate Spiritual Growth
____ Address Difficult Topics (Race, Sexuality, Politics, etc.)
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5. Indicate the level of meaning the following practices have for you as responses to the
sermon within the worship service, “1” being the most meaningful and “7” being the
least meaningful.
____ Renew One’s Baptism and Commitment to Christian Discipleship
____ Participate in The Lord’s Supper
____ Make a Commitment to Participate in a Community Mission or Service
____ Receive Imposition of Ashes on One’s Forehead
____ Pray
____ Light a Candle
____ Receive a Blessing from the Pastor
6. Choosing between six topics in a sermon, rank in order the topics by your personal
choice, “1” being your first choice and “6” being your last choice.
____ Sin
____ Kingdom of Heaven
____ Social Justice
____ Christian Service and Mission
____ Family Relationships
____ Love
7. What was the central message of today’s sermon?

8. How did the sermon affirm you as a beloved child of God?

9. Did you participate in the worship practice that was a response to the sermon?
A. Yes
B. No
10. If you answered “Yes” to question 9, what led you to participate in the worship
practice that was a response to the sermon?
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11. Did you see the sermon and the worship practice following the sermon as connected?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Somewhat
12. Did the sermon have an impact on your understanding of the worship practice that
followed the sermon?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Somewhat
13. If you answered “Yes” or “Somewhat” to question 12, what impact did the sermon
have on the worship practice that followed it?
14. Did the worship practice have an impact on your understanding of the sermon?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Somewhat
15. If you answered “Yes” or “Somewhat” to question 14, what impact did the worship
practice have on the sermon?

16. What impact did the sermon have on you?

17. If you answered “Yes” to question 9, what impact did your participation in the
worship practice that followed the sermon have on you?

18. Will today’s sermon and/or the worship practice that followed the sermon remind you
of God’s love and presence in your daily life? If so, how?

19. Did today’s sermon and/or the worship practice that followed the sermon encourage
you to share God’s love with others? If so, how?
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20. Please provide some basic demographic information for this study by placing a
checkmark in the appropriate boxes:
☐ Male ☐ Female
☐ Married ☐ Single
Age: ☐ 18-24

☐ 25-34

☐ 35-49

☐ 50-64

☐ 65+

21. I would be willing for the researcher to contact me about this survey: ☐ Yes

☐ No

22. Would you be willing for the researcher to interview you for this research study?
Yes
No
23. If you answered “Yes” to either question 21 or 22, please provide your name and
contact information below:
Name: ____________________________________

Phone: ____________________________________

e-mail: ____________________________________
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Interview Participant Informed Consent Form

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Before you give your consent to
volunteer, it is important that you read the following information and ask as many
questions as necessary to be sure you understand what you will be asked to do.
Investigators
The investigator for this research study is Michael S. Lea, Pastor of First Baptist Church
of West Jefferson, NC, and student in the Doctor of Ministry degree program at the
James & Carolyn McAfee School of Theology at Mercer University. The faculty
supervisor for this project is Dr. Peter Rhea Jones.
Purpose of the Research
This research study is designed to study the ministry of preaching and worship in the
particular context of a congregation. The data from this research will be used to aid the
student in the completion of a thesis project in accordance with the requirements of the
Doctor of Ministry degree.
Procedures
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to answer interview
questions in response to sermons and worship services at First Baptist Church of West
Jefferson, NC. Your participation will take no more than two hours.
Potential Risks or Discomforts
There are no foreseeable risks associated with the study.
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At the subject’s permission, the interview will be audiotaped.
Potential Benefits of the Research
By participating in this study, respondents take an active role in shaping the ministry of
preaching and worship at First Baptist Church of West Jefferson, NC. The results will
also make a contribution to the overall study of preaching and worship.
Confidentiality and Data Storage
All information obtained will be held in strict confidentiality and will only be released
with your permission. The results of this study may be published but your information
such as your name and other demographic information will not be revealed. The results
of this study will be kept in a locked file by the researcher for three years, after which the
files will be destroyed.
Participation and Withdrawal
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. As a research subject you may
refuse to participate at anytime. To withdraw from the study please contact the principal
investigator, Michael S. Lea at (336) 480-6144 or mslea@skybest.com.
Questions about the Research
If you have any questions about the research, please speak with the principal investigator,
Michael S. Lea, or Dr. Peter Rhea Jones. Dr. Jones’s phone number is (404) 633-8048.
Reasons for Exclusion from this Study
All individuals under the age of eighteen are excluded from this research project.
This project has been reviewed and approved by Mercer University’s IRB. If you believe
there is any infringement upon your rights as a research subject, you may contact the IRB
Chair, at (478) 301-4101.
I have been given the opportunity to ask questions and these have been answered to my
satisfaction.
Your signature ____________________________________ Date__________________

Signature of Investigator___________________________

Date__________________
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Appendix F
Focus Group Interview Questions
First Baptist Church
West Jefferson, NC
1. Are you a person of faith? If so, what role does faith plays in your life?
2. When did you begin attending church/worship?
3. What is meaningful to you about worship?
4. When did you begin attending this church (First Baptist Church)?
5. What is meaningful to you about First Baptist Church’s worship?
6. What are your expectations of the sermon (in worship)?
7. How did you experience the sermon(s) in this recent series on blessing?
8. Did you participate in the response time after the sermon(s)? If so, how would
you describe that experience(s)?
9. How, if at all, did you experience God‘s blessing in the worship services you
attended that were a part of this project?
10. How, if at all, did the sermons in the series relate to your personal story?
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A Rubric for Writing Pastoral Ethnography186
Part One
1. Write an introduction to your ethnographic study, beginning with a brief description
of the congregation or group you studied (social, historical, cultural, and theological
background) and your usual role there.
2. Explain your research question or questions and the strategy and methods you used
to obtain knowledge in this setting. What is the religious practice that you set out to
query? Give the rationale for your choice.
3. Explain your motivation for the study, your theology, and the expectations that you
began with.
4. Describe how the research went for you, what you were able to accomplish, and
what roadblocks you ran into along the way. Include a brief description of the
ethical safeguards you used for the protection of your research participants,
highlighting any new ethical issues that emerged in the research process and
explaining how you addressed them.
Part Two
5. State your main research findings. Write a thick and rich description of how you
came to this conclusion. Cite data and examples along the way, building an
argument for your interpretation. Be sure to include some reflection on social
capital and power dynamics.
6. Include a section on reflexivity: How do you think your presence influenced your
results? Were there any surprises? What touched you or moved you? What did you
learn about the people? Yourself?
7. How has your experience of conducting the research made an impact on your
relationships with the persons in the study? What, if anything, has changed?
8. What are the pastoral-theological implications that your research suggests? What
new understandings of God’s presence in the community emerge for you? What
new energy for transformation can you perceive or anticipate at this time?
Part Three
9. Summarize your paper, typing steps six through eight back to your stated
conclusions.
10. Include in an appendix:
✓ Copies of signed consent forms (or an unsigned copy if confidentiality
agreements require this)
✓ Lists of questions used in interviews or surveys
✓ Any graphs or tables of quantified data that you have created
✓ Any illustrations or diagrams that help present the data
✓ Copies of photographs or videos that are key to your argument
186
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Numbers of Years Attended First Baptist Church
Survey Question 2

Number of Years Attended FBCWJ
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Number of Participants
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0

Years
Mean 20.05
Median 11

Figure 1. Number of Years Attended First Baptist Church
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Listings for Aspects of Worship
Survey Question 3

Aspects of Worship That Lead One Closer to God

Time of Commitment
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Prayer
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Figure 2. Listings for Aspects of Worship
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Rankings for Purposes of the Sermon
Survey Question 4

Purposes of Sermon
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Figure 3. Rankings for Purposes of Sermon
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Levels of Meaning for Practices as Response to the Sermon
Survey Question 5

Levels of Meaning for Practices
as Response to the Sermon
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Blessing from Pastor

Figure 4. Levels of Meaning for Practices as Response to the Sermon
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Rankings of Sermon Topics
Survey Question 6
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Figure 5. Rankings of Sermon Topics
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Sermon 1: The Blessing of Children
Week 1
August 21, 2016
Mark 10:13-16
Since it’s beginning, the church has struggled with and debated what to do with
children. Should we baptize them or not? Do we let them worship with us as members of
the community or do we create something separate from our main worship that is more
fitted for their development? What is the role of children in the life of the Christian
congregation?
Jesus’ disciples were struggling with this themselves. In our Gospel text for today
(Mark 10:13-16), we read that people were bringing little children to Jesus, and it
annoyed the disciples. So, they turned them away. In the midst of Jesus’ busy schedule of
preaching in local churches, meetings with deacons and church committees, visiting and
healing the sick in the hospitals, and teaching Bible study each week, the disciples didn’t
think that Jesus had time for these families and their young children. They were
protecting Jesus’ busy schedule and thought that they were protecting him from
unimportant tasks. Surely Jesus didn’t want to be bothered by these little people, these
insignificant infants, rowdy toddlers, snotty-nosed kids, and awkward teenagers. What
could Jesus do for them? What contribution could they make to Jesus’ ministry? They
would just be taking up precious time when Jesus could be doing something seemingly
more important.
The disciples were simply “attempting to enforce the standard social mores” of
their day.187 By the larger society, children were not seen as citizens. They weren’t
“people: yet, not fully human, “non-persons.” They held no status or power.188 They
couldn’t make a contribution to society. They were ones to be cared for and looked after,
particularly by women, who were considered second-class citizens and not much more
than the property of men. Earlier, when the disciples had been arguing over who was the
greatest among them, Jesus had used the example of welcoming a child as a form of the
humility that they needed to assume to receive the work of God’s kingdom that Jesus was
doing (chapter 9). However, the disciples clearly didn’t let that lesson sink in. So,
annoyed at their desire to see Jesus and have Jesus bless the children and therefore their
family, they turned these children and their families away.
187

Pheme Perkins, “The Gospel of Mark: Introduction, Commentary, and
Reflections,” in The New Interpreter’s Bible: A Commentary in Twelve Volumes, vol.
VIII, ed. Leander E. Keck (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1995), 647.
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I know a minister whose church had more than a thousand members back in its
heyday at the end of the twentieth century. But the church had a spirit that wasn’t
welcoming to new and different people, especially young people and children. Over time,
they stopped growing. Just recently, they sold their facility and the property it was on and
moved into a much smaller facility where they plan to carry out the final days of what is
left of their aging membership. They are quite literally waiting for their church to die.
Unfortunately, this is not the only story of churches that are struggling with
welcoming new comers, especially children and young people to their church. I recently
talked to a well-respected church consultant who told me that this is one of the main
problems of many of the churches with whom he meets. Many of them are aging and
their membership is dying and at the same time there are no new people, no births or
children or young people who come into their community. He said that they all say that
they want to live and grow and have young people in their congregation. But after he
consults with them for a time and recommends to them what they must do to welcome
new people, especially younger people and children, most of them look at him and say,
“Well, we are just not sure if we can do that. We are not ready to welcome those kinds of
changes.”
“What are we going to do with all of those kids?” she said to me with a perturbed
tone. “What do you mean?” I asked. “They are disturbing our reverent worship service. I
can’t concentrate for all the noise. Kids are shuffling in their seats, climbing underneath
the pews, talking and crying during worship. We need to do something about it.” “You
know, you’re right,” I said. “Children are a disturbance to our worship. Their presence in
our community interrupts and disturbs the way that this congregation has done things for
a while. But when I came to this church, you all said that you wanted more children and
young families, and that has happened. We do need to do something about all of those
children and their families. We need to decide if we are going to turn them away and go
back to the way our community was before they came to us, or we need to welcome them
as Jesus did, and show them the hospitality of God’s love and acceptance and figure out
this new way of being and doing community together.”
Jesus was annoyed, indignant at the disciples for turning away children and their
families. It pained him to watch his disciples be so ignorant of the purpose of Jesus’
ministry. Again, he had already taught them the importance of receiving children as a
sign of his kingdom, and that the leading citizens in God’s kingdom were the ones that
the world deemed its lowest and most deficient.189 He wasn’t too busy to make time for
children and their families. To the contrary, the children must have been a welcomed
break from the heavy matters that Jesus had to deal with in his life and ministry, the
“adult business” and conversations that filled his time. Jesus welcomed the children with
all their questions and curiosity, their energy for life and playfulness, their vulnerability
189
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and grace, their desire for intimacy and love. Jesus recognized the gift and blessing that
children are to the world as gifts of life and love. Jesus told his disciples that unless they
received the kingdom of God like a child that they would never enter it, adding to his
earlier comments to his disciples that to be first of all is to be servant of all, and that
whoever welcomes a child in his name welcomes Jesus and welcomes God. To “enter
into” something meant to participate in whatever “it” was.
In these words Jesus offered the child as an example of discipleship. In regards to
his statement about receiving the kingdom of God as a child, Jesus seems to be referring
to the radical dependence of children on their father or father’s family. In the ancient
world, children, and the mothers who typically cared for them, depended solely on the
father for any status, inheritance, or in families where children might be abandoned, for
life itself.190 It’s a warning to the disciples that they, as children of God, must be radically
dependent on God’s grace. Jesus is also reminding his disciples that to follow him
involves suffering, self-denial, and cross bearing. Children are a gift in that they are a
responsibility. This responsibility requires the suffering of self-denial, and bearing the
cross of serving another, someone dependent on you.
People about to become new parents often say to me, “I’m afraid of being a
parent” to which I reply, “You should be.” Anytime you are responsible for another
human being, you should enter the relationship with some fear and trembling. Children
are a blessing in that way, because as images of God they remind us of our Creator and
challenge us with the responsibility to live into the image of God as God’s children, who
are called to deny ourselves and take up our cross and follow Jesus. Children are a
reminder of the gifts of God’s love and grace, and they are models for us as God’s
children to enter into, participate in, and live into a radical dependence on God’s love and
grace. As God’s children, we are to depend on God as our heavenly parent, follow the
example of Jesus’ as the image of God, and trust the leadership of the Holy Spirit to lead
us into the ways of the kingdom of God on earth as it is in heaven.
After Jesus offered this loaded statement about receiving the kingdom of God as a
child in order to enter into it, Jesus took each child in his arms, one by one, and blessed
them.191 Jesus set an example for his disciples. By holding the children in his arms and
offering a blessing on them, Jesus not only blessed the child, but the entire family on
whom the child was dependent. Jesus blessed the mothers and fathers who were
responsible for them. It was a radical act of inclusion. Jesus’ literal embrace of the
children and blessing on them was recognition of them and the mothers who cared for
them as people, as citizens in God’s kingdom. They came to Jesus to enter into
relationship with him and he literally and figuratively received them with open arms and
made time for them.
190
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In Jewish culture, time is seen a more holy than space. Mark gives us an image of
Jesus making time for these children and their families, revealing that these children and
their families were just as important as any others in Jesus’ ministry. In doing this, Jesus
blessed them with his time and his touch. He showed them to be an example of the
blessings of God’s kingdom here on earth as it is in heaven. He showed his disciples how
we are to become more radically dependent on God’s love and grace. We are to depend
on God to care for us, accept all people as children of God, and participate in community
by loving and caring for each other as God’s children created in God’s image.
A young woman took the call to be the pastor of a congregation that was in
decline. Upon her arrival, she explained that one of her strongest gifts was working with
children. Her new congregants looked at each other with a level of disappointment and
then turned to her to break the bad news, ‘We haven’t had a new child in our church in
over a decade. No children here.’ After the meeting, the new pastor said, ‘I prayed. I told
the Lord, “if you want this church to have a future, you’ll have to do it. Please Lord, send
us some of your kids so that they can be our kids, and we promise to do the rest.”’ After
six months of continuous prayer, the first family arrived with kids, and the church
welcomed, embraced, loved, and blessed those children and their families with the love
and embrace with which God had welcomed and loved them. God did the rest. One year
later, there were two new children’s ministry groups in the church with a total of over
twenty children.192
Here at First Baptist, although we don’t do it perfectly, one of the things that we
are intentional about is making sure that time and space and energy are given to children
and young people. We take seriously Jesus’ words, “whoever welcomes one such child in
my name welcomes me” (Mark 9:37). We recognize the gift and blessing that children
are to our community, and we are committed to welcoming, loving, and serving the
children among us. So, today, one day before the children of our community start back to
school, both in the public school system, but also those who home school their children,
and all of us who are teaching and serving and loving our children in church and in the
home and in the community, we recognize our children and their families as the gift of
God’s blessing and we bless them as God’s children. As we sing the hymn of
commitment, I invite all children and their families to come gather at the front while we
sing, and we will follow this time with a time of laying on of hands, prayer and blessing.
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Sermon 2: The Blessings of Baptism
Week 2
August 28, 2016
Matthew 3:13-17
Summer time in Ashe County makes me think of the river. And I can’t go to the
river without thinking about baptism. And I can’t think about baptism without
remembering the story of John the Baptist and Jesus at the Jordan River, and how this
story of baptism represents the beautiful blessings of baptism and the Christian life.
The first blessing of baptism is the blessing that God calls us as children of God
to follow in the way of Jesus (Matt 3:13-15). Another way of putting it is the blessings
of obedience. Matthew’s Gospel tells us that John was a wild-haired, roughneck preacher
who started his own little church out in the sticks down by the river. All sorts of weird
hippies and stragglers and new age spiritualist and those burned out on institutional
church came to hear John’s straight up, truthful message. He was telling people to turn
their lives around and start following God’s ways, and he was offering a baptism in the
river that matched his message. People from all over the region came to hear a sermon
that didn’t waste their time, a message without all the clichés and predictable theology.
And Matthew tells us that John baptized most of them in the river Jordan. While John
was preaching and baptizing Jesus of Nazareth came to join John and his congregation at
the river.
When Jesus joined the crowd of people getting baptized, John resisted Jesus,
literally “tried to prevent” him from being baptized. John said to Jesus, “Trust me … I
know that these other people need to be baptized. But, you, Jesus?! I can’t baptize you.
You’re the one to whom I’ve been pointing these people. You’re the one that I have said
would baptize us with God’s Spirit. Shouldn’t you be the one to baptize me?” But Jesus
told John that it was a matter of obedience to God’s plan. Jesus was showing solidarity
with the sinners and hippies that had come down to the river in the wilderness to be
baptized by John. This was also to consecrate his vocation,193 i.e. through baptism, Jesus
showed his humility to submit to God’s will for him. So, Jesus says to John, “for the sake
of everything good and true”, “for goodness’ sake John, baptize me.” This was good
enough for John, who recognized that it was time for him to put his preaching into
practice and put his faith and trust in the one about whom he had been preaching and to
whom he had been pointing. So, he baptized Jesus. By doing so, John followed Jesus and
submitted his life to God, and forever linked his life and ministry with that of Jesus,
brining together repentance and salvation, the Word of God and Spirit of God, water and
fire, flesh and spirit, death and resurrection, sinner and saint, Lord and follower.
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In Jesus’ baptism, God revealed the blessings of baptism through obedience. God
summoned Jesus to a life of obedience, and Jesus answered. Through his obedience,
Jesus called John and the others to follow in the way of God as children of God. This life
of obedience isn’t easy. Jesus is standing in the muddy Jordan River, naked, exposed, and
vulnerable, having some desert-wandering, strange looking preacher baptize him. It’s not
very glamorous or appealing. And that’s the point. It’s an act of humility and submission
to God, for John and Jesus. God reveals in Jesus the way of life, the way God desires for
all of us, and this way of blessing is through the humility of baptism.
Much like John, we would prevent Jesus sometimes from doing God’s work
around us, in us, with us, and through us. We resist God’s way, and miss out on God’s
blessings in our lives. Baptism is an example. One of the main reasons that I have heard
people offer for reasons of not going through the waters of baptism is that they are afraid
of the water, afraid of crowds, afraid of going before the public eye, afraid of being
humiliated or embarrassed. And they have good reason to be afraid. Barring a physically
diagnosed phobia of water that might prevent someone from being baptized, we all
should be afraid of baptism. It is humiliating. We are asked to strip out of our clothes—
the earliest Christians were baptized naked as the day they were born—and submerged
into freezing cold water. This leaves well-adorned faces running with mascara, carefully
fixed hair matted to our head and faces, and it leaves some gasping for breath as they
come out of the water snorting, choking and spitting. And there is not even a guarantee
that the preacher will be able to lift you back up out of the water! In Jesus’ baptism, God
offers us a revelation of our lives. God shows us what our lives are meant to look like
when we follow God’s will. And what we learn is that following Jesus in the way of God
as children of God is hardly ever easy, but it is filled with blessings.
A woman in United Methodist Pastor Will Willimon’s congregation told him
about an ethical dilemma that had occurred in her life in which she was confronted.
Should she go along with the group’s pressure and submit to what they were urging her to
do? She said, ‘At that moment I came to my senses and I remembered, I’m a Christian. I
live by a different set of values. I’ve been claimed. I’ve got expectations laid on me by
Jesus. I knew what I had to do.’ What she did, Willimon notes, is that she remembered
her baptism.194 She remembered that she was a follower of Jesus, a child of God, and that
she needed to follow in the way of God, even if it wasn’t the easy or popular thing to do.
She remembered who she was and whose she was and she followed Jesus, who reminded
her that she was a child of God who followed Jesus in the waters of baptism and into a
life of obedience to God. She knew what to do because of her baptism.
In the first church where I served as pastor, the church was beginning to branch
out into the community and serve others. During this time, some members discussed
partnering with other churches in our immediate community, because we were all small
churches. The idea is that we could do more together, and it would be a witness to the
community of God’s unity in our diversity. Well, the two closest churches to ours were
194
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Methodist and Baptist, and they were predominantly African-American. When I proposed
the idea of partnering with these churches with the deacons, two of them let me have it,
saying that totally disagreed with the idea, and that they would leave the church if we did
it. The racism and prejudice was thick and disturbing, founded by a long history of racial
violence and racism in the community. After I had recovered from that meeting, and took
some time to learn more about the history of the community, I had conversations with
other leaders who were in support of the idea. Then, one Sunday afternoon after worship,
I walked down the street to the African American Baptist church. I walked through the
front doors. The music stopped and everyone stopped and stared. I thought, “Oh no, what
have I done.” Then, one of the ushers took my hand and asked me who I was, and
ushered me to the front with their pastor. They even asked me to speak a word. I told
them why I was there and that I hoped we could work together as fellow believers. From
there, we planned a joint revival service with our churches and began partnering in
ministries together. Those two deacons who threatened me and threatened to leave the
church didn’t come to the services, but didn’t leave the church, and they eventually came
around to support me, and the shared ministries of our church. Following the way of
Jesus can be hard and difficult, but when we follow in this way we experience the
blessings of obedience.
The blessing of God’s presence and love (Matt 3:16-17). As Jesus came up out
of the water after his baptism, the heaven’s were torn wide open, the Spirit of God
descended on Jesus like a dove, and a voice from heaven thundered down in a booming
voice “This is my Son, the Beloved, with whom I am well pleased.” The Spirit of God
represented the presence of God in Jesus’ life, God’s great comforter and guide. The
Spirit of God was upon him. This description of the Spirit as a dove is a symbol of the
people of Israel, representing God’s presence with God’s children.195 Jesus, who would
immediately after this go into the wilderness for 40 days, echoing the children of Israel in
the wilderness for 40 years and Moses’ 40 day retreat on the mountain in the presence of
God, had the assurance that God would be with him, never leaving him nor forsaking
him, and guiding him on his journey to the cross. If that wasn’t enough, God publicly
affirmed Jesus as God’s beloved Son. Jesus would need this later when the devil and his
demons tempted him, when church leaders criticized him, when his disciples doubted
him, when he felt alone before his arrest, and when people mocked him and spit on him
as he died.
In our baptism, we receive the same blessings of God’s promised presence and
love. We profess Jesus as Lord and are baptized in the name of the Trinity, trusting God
with our lives and professing faith that God is always with us. In this, we are assured that
God loves us as we are welcomed into the community of God’s beloved children. We are
reminded that God loves us when we are tempted, when relationships are broken, when
we fail God and others, when we lose heart, and our faith is fragile. Our baptism reveals
to us and reminds us of our call to follow Jesus in the way of God, that we are those
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called by God as children of God. We discern our way in life and in community through
the lens of our baptism in Christ Jesus. By doing this, we are reminded who we are and
whose we are. We are reminded that we are beloved children of God, and as God’s
children we are assured that God loves us and is always with us.
Nadia Bolz Weber is pastor of House for All Sinners and Saints church in Denver,
CO. Nadia stands at 6’1”, has spiked hair and tattoos all over her body, wears black
rimmed glasses, and a sleeveless shirt with a clerical collar. Needless to say, she does not
look like your “typical” pastor. And so, she was excited when her denomination (the
Evangelical Lutheran Church) gave her the opportunity to begin a church in downtown
Denver for mostly “hip, urban young adults” who didn’t feel at home in other more
“traditional” churches. At first the church attracted the very people the church’s
envisioned: societal outcasts, addicts, people burned by church, and some who had never
walked through the doors of a church facility. But after the Denver Post ran a front page
story about Nadia preaching at the Easter sun-rise service at a popular concert venue
called Red Rocks, word got out about this new hip church and its acceptance of all
people. The church’s worship attendance more than doubled the next week, and then
tripled in attendance in subsequent weeks, which was exciting for the church that was
struggling to grow.
The problem was that most of the newcomers were what Nadia called “the wrong
kind of different” for her church, which was “normal” people, mostly middle to upper
class white-people, bankers in khakis pants and polo shirts. Nadia freaked out; because
she said that these “normal” people could show up to any mainline church and fit in with
a room full of people just like them. She said that these people were essentially “ruining”
and “messing up” the kind of church that her church was trying to be, and that if
“normal” people started coming to church there, she was afraid they would take over. So,
she called her pastor friend in Minnesota who had a similar church in hopes that he would
commiserate with her. Instead, he said to her, “You guys are really good at welcoming
the stranger when it’s a young transgender kid, but sometimes the stranger looks like
your mom and dad.”
After that conversation, the church had a meeting to talk about these new
“normal” people who were attending their church. Nadia had the original members of the
church tell the story of the church and its vision hoping that once the newcomers found
out who the church really was they would leave. But in the time of sharing, one of the
original members who didn’t feel welcome at other churches spoke up and said, ‘Look, as
the young transgender kid who was welcomed into this community, I just want to go on
record and say that I am glad there are people who look like my mom and dad here,
because they love me in a way that my mom and dad can’t.’196
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Nadia described this experience as the experience of the Christian life in which
we follow Jesus in the continual process of death and resurrection. It is the blessing of the
Christian life represented in baptism, the blessing that we as a community called by God
to follow Jesus and gather as his children have been, in the words of the Apostle Paul,
“buried with him by baptism into death, so that, just as Christ was raised from the dead
by the glory of the Father, so we too might walk in newness of life,” (Romans 6:4).197 It
is a life where we as children of God can experience the blessings of baptism as we
follow in the ways of Jesus in which we know that God loves us and is always with us.
Today, I invite you to come place your hands in bowl of water on the altar table
and experience the blessings of baptism. For those who have been baptized in the name
of Jesus Christ, this is an opportunity to remember your baptism and renew your
baptismal commitment. For those who have not, this is an opportunity for you to test the
waters of baptism and reflect upon and contemplate a life of discipleship with Jesus.
Come; experience the blessings of baptism.
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Appendix O
Sermon 3: Blessed by Belief (in the Incarnation)
Week 3
September 4, 2016
Luke 1:26-45
“Blessing” is a loaded word. There are all sorts of definitions of blessing that are
cultural, social, and even religious. But scripture tells us that God has a strange way of
blessing us, mainly by coming to us as one of us. Christians call this belief in the
Incarnation of God, that God became one of us, that God blessed the world with God’s
love and salvation through the belief of one just like us.
Luke 1:26-37. Luke’s Gospel tells us God blessed a virgin girl from the small
country town of Nazareth named Mary who was engaged to her fiancé Joseph. God sent
the angel (literally “messenger”) Gabriel to deliver a message to Mary that she was going
to give birth to the Son of God. Even though the angel preceded the message by telling
Mary that she was favored by God and blessed among women, and that she shouldn’t be
afraid, it still confused and scared Mary out of her mind. Mary said to the angel, “Yeah,
right,” and probably began wondering if she was dreaming or had eaten some bad
leftovers for lunch that day. Mary questions the angel, ponders what this would mean.
How would Joseph take the news? What about her father and mother who had set her up
with Joseph in the first place? Joseph could kill her, literally, he would have the option by
law to have her killed when it was found out that Mary was pregnant before their
wedding day and the baby wasn’t Joseph’s. Mary weighed the risks, wondered at what in
the world was going on in this out of this world experience and message from this
stranger messenger that God had sent her way. What kind of blessing was this anyway?
It certainly wasn’t the one kind of favor that we typically associate with God’s favor, like
a social standing, wealth, and health. Instead, it was the blessing of having a child out of
wedlock who would later be executed as a criminal.198
The angel Gabriel responded to Mary’s question by telling her that the child
would be conceived by the Holy Spirit of God. Then, he informed her that her postmenopausal relative Elizabeth was pregnant, which seemed impossible. But as God’s
messenger Gabriel said, “For with God nothing will be impossible.”
This story of a messenger of God coming to women unlikely to have a child recalls the
story of Abraham and Sarah, who were well beyond conceiving years were told that
Sarah was pregnant and would give birth to the son that God had promised to them
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both.199 They laughed at God. Like Mary they struggled with their belief that God would
provide. God had promised that they would have a son through whose descendants God
would bless all people of the earth, but Abraham and Sarah doubted God and didn’t
believe it was going to happen when Sarah reached the age well-beyond being a childbearing mother. They had accepted the role of being childless grandparents who adopted
and loved the children of their family, church, and community. But then the Lord asked
Abraham, “Is anything too wonderful for the Lord?” implying that nothing is impossible
with God. Like Abraham and Sarah, God chose Mary to be the vessel through which
God’s great plan of blessing all people in the birth of a child would become a reality.
Mary was being called by God to be a part of God’s promise to bless all peoples
of the earth through Abraham and Abraham’s descendants. However, she had to believe
in the impossible. She had to believe that a barren woman can bear a child, a virgin can
conceive, and that God can enter into human history as a child.200 The angel was telling
Mary that if she would believe, the very blessing of God would be born in her and
through her, God’s love for the world would become incarnate in the world.
Even though Mary was chosen and favored by God to have an important part of
God’s plan of salvation for the world, there is no indication that God was planning on
forcing Mary to have this child against her will. The promise of Gabriel is a promise in
the future tense: With God nothing will be impossible.201 Mary had to believe and accept
the message of God from Gabriel. This is what makes belief in God and the work of
God’s salvation in us and in our world so difficult. It’s something yet to come, something
that has yet to come to pass for us. We have to believe in order to become participants in
what God is doing. God makes us part of the plan. Sure, God could go on and do it
without us. But God chooses to partner with us. Through relationship with us, God is
bringing heaven and earth together, the divine and human into one. And this is difficult.
Now, there are plenty of people that like to simply belief. “Its as easy as ABC,”
I’ve heard, “Admit, Confess, Believe.” But the stories of those in scripture who
encountered God and were asked to do the impossible tell a different narrative. Like any
of us, they questioned, doubted, struggled, and wrestled with whether or not to believe
the message of God, “For with God nothing will be impossible.” It is future tense; and as
much as we like to think that we are in control of our lives and our future, the future
scares us. We are afraid of the unknown. We have problems with letting go and trusting
God, and believing that God will make possible the impossible.
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In seminary, there were several people whom we categorized as “second career.”
This meant that they had already lived a “former life” as a doctor or banker or lawyer or
school teacher and then felt that God was leading them in a different direction, mainly to
full-time vocational ministry. This was the story of the first person I met at orientation at
divinity school. His name was Rob and in his former life he was a banker. He told me
that in his former job he had all of the things he had imagined defined a blessed life:
power, success, wealth, and health. But then he started volunteering with his local
church’s youth group and he said that he began to experience fulfillment at a level that
outmatched what he had in his job and career. After several years of wrestling and
struggling with this sense of fulfillment, doubting and running from God, bargaining and
pleading with God, he said that he surrendered to what he believed was God’s call upon
his life to serve the church. So, he was with me on the first day of orientation, getting
acquainted to this strange new world of vocational ministry. He said that he had no idea
where it was going to lead, but that he believed that God would take care of him.
Luke 1:38. Mary had not idea where her journey with God would lead her, but
she believed in God’s Word and God’s promise and she said “yes” to God. More
specifically she said, “Here am I, the servant of the Lord; let it be with me according to
your word.” In this way, “Mary is a model for all the rest of us who gather this Sunday
and listen to these ancient words of scripture hoping to receive a summons from God,
hoping to hear ‘the Word made flesh’ now, today, through these words” of God.202 Mary
believed God’s unbelievable message, and with God’s help the impossible became
possible in and through her.
Luke 1:39-45. After accepting the angel Gabriel’s message that she would
conceive God in her womb by way of the Holy Spirit, Mary went to visit her relative
Elizabeth. It was there at her relative’s home that the blessing that the angel had
pronounced on Mary would be affirmed. Elizabeth blessed Mary and the child that she
carried. Elizabeth declared that this blessing was rooted in Mary’s belief in God’s Word
and in Mary’s faithfulness to obey this Word, which literally became incarnate in Mary
and would eventually become incarnate in the world.
This is the first beatitude of the NT. It is similar to the one of the last beatitudes in
the NT where Jesus as the risen Lord appeared to his disciples and Thomas didn’t
believe. To discourage doubt and inspire faith, Jesus said, “Blessed are those who have
not seen and yet have come to believe” (John 20:29).203 The announcement of Mary’s
belief and of the miracle of God that lived inside her, a miracle of love to whom Mary
would give birth and with whom God would bless the world, was a message of hope for
the world. It was a message of God’s love for us and God’s faith in us that God would
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partner with us in God’s work of redemption and salvation. Through Mary, God revealed
that “the greatest blessings are bound up in the fellowship God shares with us.”204
This is the blessing of the story of Mary, the blessing of God’s love for us through
our belief in God through which we share in the life of God. As Donald Miller writes,
“You get a feeling when you look back on life that that’s all God’s really wants from us,
to live inside a body he made and enjoy the story and bond with us through the
experience.”205
In the previous church I served as pastor, we were planning fundraising efforts for
a construction mission trip in Honduras. During this time, a husband and wife came to me
and said that they wanted to donate their pigs to the church to help with the mission trip. I
didn’t really know what to say. Then, they explained that they were thinking that the
church could give the pigs to two brothers in the church that had a sausage business. So,
that is what we did, and the church sold sleeves of sausage and had a sausage biscuit
breakfast and yard sale fundraiser, which raised enough money to cover the expenses for
a few different people to go on that mission trip.
One theologian writes, “If any of us limited creatures is able to comprehend, to
believe, and in believing stake our lives upon the one who was and is ‘the way, and the
truth, and the life,’ our believing is a miraculous work of God among us. Thus we, by the
grace of God in our lives, become living testimony of the truth of the incarnation.”206 In
telling Mary’s story of belief, Luke hoped that we would take our places in the story so
that we will become a part of God’s great story called the salvation of the world, so that
we would be blessed by belief.
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Appendix P
Sermon 4: Blessed and Broken
Week 4
September 11, 2016
Genesis 32:22-32
“Blessed” and “broken.” We don’t hear those words put together in relationship
too often. But the biblical narrative reminds us that the lives of the people of God are a
strange mixture of both. No story in the Bible illustrates this more than that of Jacob.
Jacob was a rascal, a scoundrel, and a trickster. His name literally means
“grabber,” because he was grabbing onto his twin brother Esau’s heal at their birth. (No
wonder Jacob had issues throughout his life). From that point on, Jacob was a selfsufficient, slick trickster. His whole life Jacob had tried to do things his own way, doing
what he could to get ahead of others. He wanted to be the first born over his twin brother
Esau. So, he bribed his hungry brother with a bowl of soup and then tricked their old,
blind, dying father into blessing him first instead of his brother. He worked fourteen years
for his father-in-law so he could marry his youngest daughter Rachel. Then, when his
brothers-in-love began grumbling to Jacob’s father-in-law that Jacob was starting to take
over the family business, Jacob saw the writing on the wall and decided that it was time
to return home. The problem is that the last time he saw Esau, his burly, NFL-linebackerof-a-brother wanted to rip him to shreds and feed him to the wolves. Besides, he heard
that Esau was on the move, looking for Jacob. So, Jacob was literally caught between two
worlds. Go and face his jealous in-laws or own up to his brother, whom he cheated out of
a blessing.
So, Jacob sent his family over the river and stayed back to ponder his next move.
There at the River Jabbok Jacob was alone at the threshold of the land of promise and
blessing. He had been outside of this land ever since he fled his brother Esau, who
wanted to kill him after Jacob tricked their father Isaac into giving him Esau’s
blessing.207 Now, Jacob was returning to face his brother. Ironically, Jacob had his
father’s blessing, but because of the way he had received it, he didn’t feel so blessed.
Before he returned to the land of blessing he struggled with whether or not he was
actually blessed. Before he faced Esau, he had to fight his own inner struggle. Jacob was
alone at the Jabbok.
Or so he thought. The inner struggle that Jacob was experiencing the night before he
faced his brother became a physical one when someone came to Jacob at the Jabbok
where they wrestled (ye’abeq) in a match for the ages. Who was this stranger who had
come to wrestle him? Will Willimon beautifully ponders, “Is he wrestling with his
brother, locked here on the river bank at midnight like they once were locked in the dark
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waters of the womb? Is this some demon, a primordial devil who has survived out here in
nowhere, resisting the taming rationalizing of religion?”208 At this point of the story, we
don’t know. What we do know is that they literally got down in the dirt and dust. Like a
bad dream and the river at which this wrestling match occurred, Jacob and this
mysterious person twisted and turned, sweated and struggled all night. Jacob, who had
wrestled with the blessing he had stolen from his brother, who wondered if his
relationship with his family was repairable, who doubted if his sins could be redeemed,
who questioned if he was a child of God and worthy of blessing, struggled in the dark all
night at the river’s edge.
But Jacob was not alone in his struggle. Someone was with him. The mystery as
to who it was began to be revealed when what seemed to be an even match turned lopsided. The mysterious person with whom Jacob was entangled touched Jacob’s hip and
knocked it out of socket. Jacob knew at that point that it was no mere human, and that the
struggle in which they were engaged wasn’t either. It was a human encounter with the
divine. Jacob’s material and carnal weapons that he had used his whole life were now
lamed and useless. Crippled in his natural strength, he knew he would have to become
bold in faith.209 He would have to trust God in humble obedience.
Similar to Jacob’s struggle, we often struggle with God’s blessing and our own
personal brokenness. As Walter Brueggemann writes about this text, “In the night, the
divine antagonist tends to take on the features of others with whom we struggle in the
day.”210 In other words, God meets us and becomes the one to take on the problems of
our lives so that God can redeem all of our stuff and give us the gift of grace and
salvation, a new name and a new life. In the darkness of our souls, we wrestle with our
belovedness and worth. We wonder if we can be forgiven for our sins or recover from our
failures. The good news is that God meets us at the threshold of our blessedness and
brokenness, in the places of tension between darkness and light, love and hatred, sin and
forgiveness, and lets us know that God is with us. God hears our prayers, whether directly
or indirectly, whether it is our vocalizing, thinking, or our sighs and groans too deep for
words. God struggles with us and alongside us, walking with us in the journey. We find
ourselves alone, but God comes to us.
When my wife Natalie was pregnant with our first child we decided to go on
vacation to the Carolina coast and have some time to ourselves. One night Natalie woke
me up crying and said, “Something’s wrong.” We called her doctor, who was 175 miles
away. He told us to get to the nearest hospital emergency room as fast as we could. We
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did, and what we learned when we arrived was not good news. Natalie had miscarried.
We held each other and cried when we learned the news. It was devastating. Then, early
in the morning while it was still dark outside, Natalie was wheeled away into the O.R. I
was left alone, no family or friends or church family, not even a chaplain to console me. I
sat in the cold, empty surgical waiting room by myself. I had never felt so alone and
helpless. I was angry and hurt, confused and grieving. I sobbed tears of pain and talked to
God. Then, I felt something wash over me as if I wasn’t alone in that room. The feeling I
had was real, another presence there with me, and even though it wasn’t audible, I swear
I could hear a voice say, “I’m here. I love you. I am with you.” I was broken. None of the
carnal and material resources that I had used in my life were any good at that point. I
knew that I had to trust God with bold faith and humble obedience.
As the darkness began to lift, the identity of the divine mystery person with whom
Jacob wrestled began to dawn on him. It was God. God told Jacob that it was time to call
it. Hip out of socket; match over. But Jacob didn’t make it this far to walk away empty
handed. In this regard, Jacob’s prevailing became like a persistent prayer.211 He wouldn’t
walk away without a blessing from God.
Jacob said, “I’m not letting go until you bless me.” So, God asked, “What is your
name?” In the ancient world, it was believed that to possess the name of another first in a
divine encounter like the one between Jacob and God was to have the ability to have the
upper hand.212 It was a foregone conclusion who had the upper hand at this point, but
still, God asked, rhetorically, for Jacob’s name and he willingly surrendered, “Jacob.”
God said, “I’m renaming you ‘Israel,’ which means “one who strives with God” or “God
preserves.” Jacob asked for the divine mystery person’s name, but God said, “Why do
you ask? I’m not going to give you my name to control or manipulate. Besides, you don’t
need my name. You already know who I am. I’m the source of the blessing you seek.”
Jacob walked away blessed, signified by God’s renaming him “Israel.” Jacob is renamed,
transformed, one who strives/struggles with God. Jacob is reminded of who he is and
whose he is. He is a child of Abraham and Isaac. He is a child of God’s promise,
covenant, and blessing. He is a beloved child of God. This new name given to Jacob
signified a new status and a new direction for his life.213
Last summer my family and I were at one of our favorite restaurants eating
dinner. I saw a guy who I had gotten to know at open gym where we play pick-up games
of basketball. I asked him how he was doing and he told me that he was doing really well.
I noticed that he was not wearing his usual casual shorts or sweats. So, I asked him where
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he was going on a weeknight so dressed up. He said he was going to church. I said, “Jim,
I didn’t know you went to church.” He had never mentioned it in our years of playing ball
together. He said, “I never have, but I started going to church with my wife and my
daughter a few months ago, and God got a hold of me.” He told me that he had
committed his life to Jesus and he was trying to follow Jesus in his everyday life. He said,
“It’s hard, but Jesus has truly changed my life. It’s changed my relationship with my
family, my relationship to my job, and really my whole perspective on life. Again, its not
easy,” he said. “I still cuss a little, and I’m not perfect, but I’m working on that, too.”
Much like my friend Jim, Jacob had a new status and direction for his life, only
this time it wasn’t dependent on Jacob’s own doing. No tricks or swindling, but a genuine
and honest struggle with his own demons and a redemptive blessing from God, whose
grace and presence helped redeem Jacob’s past and gave him faith, love, and hope for the
journey forward. Before Jacob crossed over the river, he recognized that he had been with
and transformed by the living God. He named the place “Peniel” or “the face of God.”
Jacob said that he had seen God and lived to tell it. Jacob not only had a new name, but a
new nature. He was a transformed person. That’s what happens when we encounter the
living God.
As Jacob passed the place he named “face of God” and limped over the river into
the land of promise and blessing, the sun rose over the horizon and the rays of light
warmed his body like a blanket. Jacob had seen God face to face, struggled with God,
and he had the limp to prove it. This limp “signified that before God he was powerless
and dependent.”214 In the form of a limp Jacob showed signs of the brokenness that
comes along with blessing. Jacob was broken before he crossed the threshold of the land
of blessing and promise, and he was still broken as he went over. But now, he was
redeemed, humbled, dependent on God, who is the source of blessing, love, and life. The
image of Jacob limping across the Jabbok River as the light of the sun fell on his face
said, “The night was long, but today is a new beginning. I’m new. God has put a mark on
me. I am a sinner, but I am redeemed. I am not perfect, but I am a child of God. I have
failed, but I am forgiven. I will not always get it right, but God loves me no matter what.
I’m broken, but I’m blessed.”
I was talking with a young man this week who has struggled for years with
addiction. He is now clean, healthy inside and out, holding a steady job, going to church,
and attending “meetings” where he finds community and support that reminds him that
he didn’t get to where he is by himself, and that his wholeness is dependent on his
relationship with God and others. It gave my heart great joy to hear him speak and to talk
about how happy he is. He talked about the struggle he has faced, and continues to face
everyday, but he told me that he knew that God is with him, that he is loved by God, his
family, and his church, and that even though he is broken, he is also blessed. He knows
that he is a beloved child of God, and he is living into that with bold faith and a spirit of
humility and grace. He is broken and blessed.
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This conversation reminded me that we all walk with a “limp,” but the limp is a
sign of God’s love, that we are God’s beloved and blessed children. It’s the limp of being
broken and blessed by God. It the “limp” that comes from wresting with a God that
pursues us with love, a God that meets us in the dirt and dust, the muck and the mire of
life and in all of our brokenness, but doesn’t leave us where we are. Instead, God
struggles with us, and gives us the new name “beloved child of God,” changes our nature
and calls us to a new life.
I once heard author and clergy coach Eddie Hammett say, “Our pain is often a
pathway to our ministry.” I would add that our pain and brokenness is often times a
pathway to our healing and blessing, which then becomes a pathway to ministry. You can
see this limp everyday in the lives of those who are struggling in life and with God and
trying to live into the person God desires them to be. It’s the exhausted school teacher,
the weary pastor, the volunteer at the Sharing Center, the humble widow who cooks a
meal for the bereaved family in her church, the hospital chaplain making the rounds, the
person caring for their disabled and/or dying loved one. Its all of us as children of God,
struggling and wresting with this life and the God who created us, illustrating in our own
lives the dramatic power of God who comes to us, redeems and transforms us.
Life is like night; and we are all walking and struggling and wrestling in the dark,
trying to get over the dark river that stands between us and a life of blessedness. The
good news is that God comes to struggle and wrestle with us, to remind us who we are
and whose we are, and to bless us wherever we are. Morning is coming, and light of the
sun is falling on our faces. We have a new name, “Beloved child of God” and a new limp
in our step, but it’s a sign that God has touched us. We are broken and blessed.
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Close your eyes and imagine that you are alone. It is night and you are by a river.
The sky is clear and the stars and moon provide sufficient light for you to see. It is quiet,
and you hear only the sounds of the moving water of the river and the wildlife that
serenades the silence. As you sit by the river to listen to the water and look at the light
from the stars and the moon glisten on the water, you pause for the first time in a long
time. As you pause, things inside you begin to stir and bubble up. You begin to think
about all that troubles you. You think about how the world is both beautiful and broken.
You begin to think about your own broken relationships, and your own brokenness. You
long for certain people in your life who have not expressed their love to you to show you
or tell you that they love you. You think about people from whom you have withheld
love or forgiveness. Now, at this time think to yourself, “Who in your life has not blessed
you or loved you, but you long for their love?” From whom have you withheld love or
blessing?
Then, all of sudden, someone appears on the bank of the river beside you. You are
frightened. Whoever it is tells you not to be afraid. This being says, “It’s me, God. I am
here to walk with you. I love you. Tell me what troubles you.” You talk to God, naming
all of your troubles, what you fear, confessing your mistakes and failures. Now, in your
heart, name your fears and what troubles you most in life. What are you wrestling or
struggling with right now? What naturally comes up for you? As you name these things
with which you struggle, ponder them for a few minutes, talk to God about them, even
write them down if it is helpful to you.
After naming your fears and your troubles, you feel hurt, and broken. Yet, at the
same time, you feel as if a weight has been lifted off your shoulders and chest. By
naming that with which you struggle and wrestle, you feel empowered to at least face
what you have named to God. You also are assured of God’s presence and love in the
midst of life’s challenges and struggles. Having named your struggles and knowing that
God is with you, how might you trust God with your struggles? How might you face
these struggles with bold faith and humble obedience?
As a result of naming your struggles and searching for strength to trust God, you
begin to see all of the gifts of life, the signs of God’s love, God’s blessings on you. What
are those gifts of life, those signs of God’s love, God’s blessings for you? What are you
grateful and thankful for? Name these things now to yourself, or you can write them
down in your bulletin. When you finish naming (or writing down) these blessings to God,
God calls you by name. “Say your name out loud. You are a child of God. I love you.
You are my beloved child. I am always with you.” What will you do with these gifts of
God’s blessing of love? How will you give thanks for and share these gifts and blessings
with the world?
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Sermon 5: Blessings: Given and Received
Week 5
September 18, 2016
Genesis 33:1-11
Jacob had wrestled with God all night in the dark at the Jabbok river. God had
given Jacob a new name, “Israel,” “one who strives with God,” “God preserves,” and a
new direction on life. He had been blessed by God’s very presence, touch, and words.
Now, he had to face another challenge. What would he do with this blessing that he had
received?
As Jacob limped across the river into the land of promise, covenant, and blessing
the warmth of the sun fell on his face and even though he was broken he was blessed. As
he looked up to the horizon of the rising sun, he saw his brother Esau coming toward him
with an army of four hundred men. It didn’t look promising. Jacob had women children,
servants, and livestock, but no soldiers. Esau, his sporty and more athletic older brother
always had the physical upper hand on his brother. And even though Jacob had proved
himself to be a fighter at the Jabbok River where he wrestled with God, Jacob knew that
this fight would not be won with physical force or power. Jacob knew what he had to do.
So, he divided up his family, and this time instead of sending them ahead of him,
Jacob took the lead. He was a new person with a new name. No longer was he “grabber,”
trickster, scoundrel, rascal. He was “Israel,” “one who strives with God,” “the one God
preserves.” He was broken, humbled, blessed, and loved. He had a new nature and
direction on life. No more swindling or tricking or dealing or going around or behind the
back. So, the man formerly known as Jacob went ahead of his family and straight toward
his brother, potentially into the face of his own death and ending. In a gesture of respect
and submission, he bowed to the ground seven times. Just as he had surrendered to God
in vulnerable trust and humble faith, Jacob surrendered to his brother. Jacob’s bowing
down to Esau is an ironic reversal of the blessing that his father Isaac gave him when
Jacob stole his brother Esau’s blessing: 215
Ah, the smell of my son is like the smell of a field that the Lord has blessed. May
God give you of the dew of heaven, and of the fatness of the earth, and plenty of
grain and wine. Let peoples serve you, and nations bow down to you. Be lord over
your brothers, and may your mother’s sons bow down to you. Cursed be everyone
who curses you, and blessed be everyone who blesses you! (Gen 27:27b-29).
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Jacob’s gesture is loaded with meaning. With the dew still fresh on the ground,
and the smell of the wet field on which God had blessed Jacob still thick in the air, Jacob
approached his brother with the dew of heaven fresh on his head. Jacob’s hands and heart
were full with the blessings of God: family, food, livestock, wealth, and most of all, love.
Jacob, who had a host of servants and whose father had blessed him to lord over his
brothers that they may bow down to him, bowed down to Esau in the posture of a servant
to his brother. Jacob’s brother Esau had every right to curse him for stealing his blessing,
and, therefore, Jacob could have come with intention to curse as well. Yet, Jacob did not
come with the intent to curse, but to bless. Jacob, who had been blessed by God, was
empowered to bless his brother Esau. Jacob made it clear that God had been gracious to
him and that he wanted and hoped that Esau would extend grace to him as well, first by
accepting Jacob’s gifts and then by giving him the freedom to carry on in his journey.216
In response to Jacob’s gestures, Esau ran toward Jacob, threw his arms around his
neck, and kissed him with his tears. Jacob’s whole family and caravan followed his lead
and offered their respect and submission to Esau. Then, Jacob offered “gifts” or
“presents,” literally “blessing” (v.11) to Esau. Jacob said, “Please accept my blessing…,”
because, Jacob said, “God had been gracious to me.” The gesture sent a clear message
from Jacob to Esau: all that I have that represents the blessing that I once took from you,
I now give to you and share with you. I give you my blessing. At first Esau refused all the
material stuff. He had more than he needed, and, besides, he already had received what
he had come for, the blessing of the love and relationship of his long-lost brother. But he
eventually accepted Jacob’s blessing and all that came with it. “Esau treated Jacob as a
brother; he cared not for the gift but offered to receive Jacob to his place and assist him
on the way.”217
Jacob had stolen the blessing from Esau, which included material wealth and
possessions. It is hard to know if Esau had a friendly purpose from the first, or if Jacob’s
gifts sent ahead of him, which represented sharing of the blessing, actually impacted
Esau’s final decision. We’ll never know. What we do know is that Esau wanted to know
what the fuss was all about with these droves of gifts sent his way from Jacob. Jacob said
that it was “to find grace in the eyes of my Lord.”218 Jacob’s actions were those of
submission to Esau; and Esau responded with an embrace of grace that showed
forgiveness, love, acceptance, and steps towards reconciliation. Jacob not only blessed
Esau, but Esau blessed Jacob with forgiveness and grace. Jacob gave his blessing. Esau
accepted. Esau gave his blessing to Jacob. Jacob accepted. And while the gifts and
presents were important in their own right as gifts of blessing, they were more a sign of
the greatest gift of blessing, which was the love, forgiveness, and acceptance that
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occurred between Jacob and Esau. The most important blessing was the forgiveness of
past sins and reconciled relationship between the brothers.
Esau didn’t say much, but his actions said it all: the emotional embrace, the tears
flowing from his face, and the kisses of love. Jacob expressed his thoughts and feelings
of the experience with words when he said that to see Esau in this way was “to see the
face of God” (33:10). Jacob had sought and found grace in the eyes of Esau. This
statement echoes Jacob’s experience of God at the Jabbok River, where Jacob wrestled
with God, God blessed Jacob, and Jacob named the place Peniel, “the face of God.” Old
Testament Scholar Walter Brueggemann says of Jacob’s statement about the encounter
between he and Esau, “In the holy God, there is something of the estranged brother. And
in the forgiving brother, there is something of the blessing God. Jacob has seen the face
of God. Now he knows that seeing the face of Esau is like that … The forgiving face of
Esau and the blessing face of God have an affinity.219 Brueggemann continues that the
narrator doesn’t “confuse God and brother, heaven and earth. But it is seen that the most
secular and the most holy overlap … The religious encounter and the renewal of the
relationship are not the same. But they come together and must not be separated.”220
In the story of Jacob and Esau, the blessing that is given and received by both in
this reconciling moment between these brothers continued the work of God’s blessing of
Jacob at the Jabbok and set in motion the work of this blessing in Jacob and Esau that
would be passed on to the lives of their descendants. It reminds us that as descendants of
Jacob and Esau, we too have been hurt by others and have hurt others in this life, and
these relationships between us and other people is intertwined with our relationship with
God. As Terence Freitheim writes:
The life one lives with God and the life one lives with other human beings are
two sides of the same coin. They affect each other in deep and profound ways;
what happens in one relationship has effects for good or evil on another … Life
with other humans cannot truly be lived out in isolation from God if we are to be
what the Creator intended us to be. In either case, God will find a way to engage
in such lives on behalf of the gracious divine purposes.221
Mary Johnson's son, Laramiun Byrd, was shot to death during an argument at a
party. He was only twenty, and Mary's only child. Her son’s killer was a sixteen-year-old
name Oshea Israel. Mary wanted justice. She said, “He was an animal. He deserved to be
caged.” And he was. He was tried as an adult and sentenced to twenty-five-and-a-half
years in prison. Oshea served seventeen of those years before being released. Before his
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release, though, Mary Johnson did the unthinkable. She went to visit Oshea in prison. As
a devout Christian, she wrestled with God about her son’s death and about her son’s
killer’s soul. Eventually, God touched her, and feeling both broken and blessed she felt
compelled to see if there was somehow, some way that she could forgive her son’s
killer.222 During their meeting, Mary embraced Oshea with a hug. When she did this, she
said, ‘I felt something leave me…the hatred, bitterness, animosity.’223 Johnson said,
"Unforgiveness is like cancer. …It will eat you from the inside out.”224
God blessed Mary Johnson with the gift of love. She accepted. In turn, Mary
Johnson gave Oshea Israel something powerful when she hugged him, the gift and
blessing of love and forgiveness. Oshea Israel accepted this hug and the forgiveness,
love, and invitation to reconciliation that went along with it. He is still working on
forgiving himself, wresting with God and working out his own salvation by speaking to
other groups about his and Mary’s story. He is also living beside the very woman whose
son he murdered. That’s right. Oshea Israel and Mary Johnson are neighbors, literally,
and they are neighbors by choice. This was all made possible because Mary Johnson
wrestled with God, and received the blessing of God on her life, and she didn’t leave it
there, but decided to share that blessing with someone who desperately needed God’s
blessing of love, grace, and forgiveness. As Oshea Israel says, “A conversation can take
you a long way.”225
God has come to us and blessed us with God’s greatest gift: God’s very presence,
life, and love in Jesus Christ, God’s Word made flesh, the very face of God. Because of
the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus, we can be reconciled to God and to each other.
God has blessed us with God’s gift of love, and if we will receive God’s blessing, we, too
can be empowered to give blessing
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Participatory Benediction for Sermon and Service 5
In response to the sermon today, I invite you to take part in a time of reflecting on
and sharing the blessings of God. For the reflection time, I encourage you to write your
thoughts or make mental notes about the things that you are asked to reflect on, because
we are going to share them later. You were given a writing utensil as you entered here
today and a piece of paper on which to write. If you do not have a pen/pencil or piece of
paper and need one, please raise your hand so an usher can get them to you. Once you
have a writing utensil and paper on which to write I invite you to join me in a time of
prayer and reflection.
Part 1: Reflection on Blessing
Specifically, I invite you to prayerfully reflect on two questions.
1. What are gifts of God’s blessings (of love) that you have received in your life?
(Name, write, and/or make mental note of as many as you desire. They can be
past, recent, or ongoing.)
2. How have you shared or how might you share gifts of God’s blessings with
others?
Part 2: A Time of Sharing Blessing
•

Now, pair up as best you can with the person next to you or closest to you in the pew.

•

Once you are paired up with someone, take turns telling each other what you wrote
down in response to the two questions in the reflection time. Take no more than two
to three minutes per person to share.

•

Finally, either hold hands with your neighbor or lay hands on each others shoulders or
head and offer this blessing (repeat after me): Name, God loves you. You are a child
of God. / May God bless you with gifts of love, / and send you forth / as a gift of love
and blessing to the world / that you may share / the gifts of God’s love and blessing
with others. / (Me-Let all God’s children say,) “Amen.”
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Sermon 6: Blessed to Be a Blessing
Week 6
September 25, 2016
Matthew 5:1-16
Will Willimon writes, “Your view of reality is going to determine how you
act.”226 Many Christians today have a skewed view of the reality of what it means to be
“blessed.” “Blessed” has equated to a prosperity gospel where we “count our many
blessings,” which is often times nothing more than a list of the stuff that we have
accumulated in life. Out of this view that “blessed” is to live for our own health and
wealth; we tend to live for ourselves first. Today, in the opening of Jesus’ Sermon on the
Mount, Jesus gives us a new reality of what it means to be blessed and calls us to live out
of this. Jesus blesses us to be a blessing.
Matt 5:1-2. It was early in Jesus’ ministry, but already he and his disciples had
attracted large crowds of people to their church-on-the-go-out-in-the-world. Jesus had
already reminded people of some of their greatest Jewish leaders, and some locals had
even deemed him the “New Moses.” This Moses imagery already loomed in the
background when Jesus’ went up on a mountain to teach his take on God’s
commandments to his disciples and the crowds of new comers to his ministry—Moses
also went up on the mountain and gave the Jewish Law to the people of Israel.227
This context lets us know that what Jesus was about to say was not to be taken as
some universal moral code, but primarily as a message for the church of Jesus’
followers,228 and the “crowds” of potential disciples who occasioned the sermon.229
While the message is primarily a message meant for the church of Jesus’ disciples who
have already made a commitment to follow him, it is also open to all who will listen to,
hear, and follow Jesus in the ways of God. But more than Moses and the prophets, Jesus
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is God’s Messiah/Christ, Savior, and King. Like a king, Jesus took his throne on the
mountainside, the subjects of his kingdom approached, and the king delivered his
inaugural address, in which he laid out in detail what his kingdom would be like. He
began by declaring the blessings of God.
Matt 5:3-12. Jesus began his longest recorded sermon in the Gospels with a series
of pronounced blessings. These blessings are not commands, instructions, or practical
advice for successful living, but are truthful declarations of the fortunate circumstances
bestowed by God on those who live life oriented towards the present and future reality of
God’s kingdom.230 The indication is that God’s ways are not the ways of the world, the
kingdom of God is different than the kingdoms of earth, and that God blesses those that
live in the ways of God’s kingdom with God’s salvation, peace, and well-being.231
All of the beatitudes have either the future or the futuristic present tense (5:3, 10),
which means that these statements by Jesus declare the reality of what blessing and the
blessed life is, or better yet will be, for those whose life is already oriented towards the
kingdom of God. At the same time, these words intend to move people who are not living
in the ways of God toward this life. Finally, these declarations are also not intended as
some individual or universal set of ethics. Instead, Jesus’s pronouncements of the blessed
life are oriented toward life together in the community of Jesus’s disciples. These are
declarations of the blessings of authentic discipleship within Christian community.232
Jesus gave a glimpse of this community and its people from the phrase he repeats
nine times—“blessed are”—and the word that holds the whole section together—
“blessed” (makarios). “Blessed” has various meanings here, which coincides with the
name attributed to these sayings, “Beatitudes,” from the Latin beatus, which means
“happy,” “fortunate,” “privileged,” “well-off,” “blessed.”233 The irony is that the state of
being Jesus used to describe those that are “blessed” is the very opposite of what the
world considers privileged.
According to Jesus, the blessed are not the successful, famous, popular, powerful,
or wealthy, but the poor in spirit, the mourning, meek, and merciful, those who hunger
and thirst for doing the right thing and are persecuted for it, the pure in heart, and the
peacemakers. This description of the community Jesus envisions is in the present tense—
“are”—which indicates that the beatitudes are expressions of what is already true about
the community that Jesus envisions.
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Blessed are those that are humbly dependent on God, and have their identity, selfworth, and security in God’s love and will, and not in the materials of this life. Blessed
are those that mourn, not in general, but in terms of lamenting the fact that God’s
kingdom has not fully come and that God’s will is not fully done. Blessed are people who
desire daily to do the will of God and work for what God deems right and just, no matter
the cost. Blessed are those that live by the rule of mercy and not judgment. Blessed are
those that are devoted to God’s will and pursue it with their whole heart. Blessed are
those that are actively working toward peace in their own relationships, and in the
relationships of their community by modeling love, forgiveness, understanding, and
reconciliation.
As Jesus described this way of being in the world that aligns with God’s kingdom,
we begin to imagine along with the original audience who these people are, and we
envision what kind of community this would be. Then, Jesus said, “Blessed are you.”
You, you all, y’all are blessed. Before the minds of the listeners wonder about another
people or wander too far to some idealized community, Jesus made this community real
by declaring that he was speaking to the church, and anyone who will follow him. Jesus
makes this way of life, this new way of being a reality in our world, not only by his
presence and living witness as the one who embodies these ways, but by calling us to the
same way of life.
The ideal is that we would all embody these characteristics and values
individually, but the truth is that not everyone in the community of Jesus’ disciples
embodies these characteristics. Some may not even embody one of them. But that’s
where the church comes in. There are members of the community who embody each of
them and we all should strive to embody all of them. Through the continual witness of
God’s blessing embodied in the shared life of community, God calls the other members
of the body, individually and as a whole, to conform our common life together to these
kingdom values. The experience of this life with God and with God’s people is a portion
of the blessing of which Jesus speaks.
The fulfillment of the blessing comes from this way of life that Jesus envisions for
his followers. And the blessing or “reward,” (5:11) is not just some ticket to heaven
somewhere up there or in the far off future or only when we die. The word “heaven” here
is commonly used in Matthew instead of God, because Jews were reluctant to speak the
name of God. So, what Jesus said was, “your reward will be great in God.” Jesus declared
that the present embodiment of God’s way in authentic Christian community will produce
the ultimate validation from God in the tangible coming of the kingdom of God on earth
as it is in heaven. In time, Jesus was saying, “God will bring to fruition the values to
which the church gives witness.” God’s kingdom will come in its fullness, and when it
does, God will judge and reconcile all things, satisfy the appetites of those that hunger for
justice, quench the thirst of those who long for God’s will. God’s mercy will reign, peace
will finally prevail, and those who have trusted in God and longed for God’s full and
perfect will—the poor in spirit and heart, the meek, those who mourn, and those
persecuted for doing the will of God—will see God’s kingdom come in its fullness and
glory.
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For the church/Jesus’ followers, Jesus’s words are a powerful reminder and even
a re-orienting to the life to which Jesus calls us. Jesus reminds the church to not remain
passive, as if the church can assume this life for itself after the initial commitment to
follow Jesus. Instead Jesus inspires and empowers those called to follow Jesus to remain
active and growing in accord with and toward the kingdom of God. And for the “crowds”
of people that are not already followers of Jesus who happen to overhear these words, the
beatitudes are an orienting and invitation to life in the kingdom of God with hopes to
move people to the life of blessedness declared by Jesus. As one commentator put it, the
Beatitudes “do not merely describe something that already is, but bring into being the
reality they declare.”234 This is true for both existing and would-be believers and
followers of Jesus.
When I accepted the call to be pastor of my first church, the interim pastor of that
church took me under his wing and became a mentor in ministry, colleague and friend.
My first week on the job, we were going to a meeting together and we were in
conversation about the church, and he said to me, “Remember that there are people in
your church who know God better than you do. There are people who pray more than
you, who are closer to God than you, who know what it means to live into the way of
Jesus better than you do.”
He was right. And I am reminded of his words every day in my work as a servant
and leader of the church. Life in the church allows me to see the ways in which the body
of Christ lives into the way of life Jesus envisioned in this sermon. It gives me the
opportunity to see the blessings of this way of life in each and every person in the
congregations I have had the privilege to serve and in the people who are committed to
following Jesus daily. I see God’s blessing in those who are committed to not giving up
on trusting and hoping that God will bring God’s kingdom to fruition now and in the
future.
Blessed is the spouse that witnesses to her non-Christian husband who finally
follows Jesus into the waters of baptism. Blessed is the addict that the church supports
and prays for and forgives and loves, for he finally gets clean and lives into the ways of
Jesus. Blessed are those that quietly serve their struggling neighbors, for they will
eventually find happiness and wholeness. God blesses the church and all those who
follow in the way of Jesus, for they will be comforted, filled, be called children of God,
and they will see God and God’s kingdom come on earth as it is in heaven.
Matt 5:13-16. Jesus revealed that the blessing pronounced on the disciples is not
merely for the community to enjoy the rewards promised from the blessed life, but for the
purpose of them becoming agents of blessing to others/the world.235 Indirectly echoing
the blessing God gave to Abraham through God’s covenant to bless all peoples of the
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world through him (Gen 12:3), Jesus told his disciples that they were blessed to be a
blessing. And they were to be a blessing by being salt and light. Jesus said, “You are the
salt of the earth … the light of the world.” What do all these metaphors mean?
Well, salt is one of the most important and common elements that provides flavor
to food and serves the body’s health. Too little or too much salt causes it to lose its main
purpose. Certain foods lacks flavor without salt—we commonly say, “this needs more
salt.” Yet too much salt can be detrimental to, and can ruin food, ruin land—the ancients
would sow salt into an enemy’s land to render their land infertile—and it can also be
detrimental to one’s health. Salt also does not exist for itself. It almost always is used for
something else: food, health, and life. As salt, God intends the church to provide the
flavor of the good news of God’s kingdom in the world. Without the church following in
the ways of Jesus, Jesus says, the world loses its way and its will.
In the same way that salt provides flavor to food and nutrients to the body, light is
essential to life. However, like salt that is never used, becomes diluted, or even overused,
light can also fail to have purpose if it is not properly used for its main function, which is
not to draw attention to itself, but to the thing it is trying to illuminate.
I once had a teacher in the public school system tell me that she was discouraged
because she couldn’t pray for her children or tell them about God. “The government has
taken God out of the schools,” she said. She was referring to legislation that ensured the
separation between church and state. I told her that state and even federal laws didn’t
prevent her from praying for her students or even showing them the love of God. She
could still show them that God loved them without having to say it and pray for them
without them ever having to know it.
I’ve seen both extremes of salt and light in and from the church. When I was
growing up, many of the churches in my hometown, including my own, were overzealous
about their faith. Preachers and some church members alike beat people over the head
with the Bible, judged others with a “holier-than-thou” attitude, and mostly scared many
people away from the church. The church was too salty and made soil infertile and left a
bad taste in many people’s mouths. Then, when I was in college, more churches were
trying to be “seeker friendly.” This meant that they took out the pews and put in stadium
seating, stopped singing songs that were hard to sing, removed most of the scripture
reading from worship, and gave shallow topical “how-to” sermons. Both are examples of
what happens when salt loses its saltiness, and the light of God is hidden away in some
corner.
Jesus said that this should not be so. “You are the salt of the earth … The light of
the world,” he said. “Flavor the world with my gospel and with the ways that I have
taught you and shown you. Light the world up with the good news with doing what is
right where there is wrong, by making peace where there is division, doing justice where
there is none, and showing love where there is hate.” Light the world.
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During the deepest, darkest days of apartheid when the government tried to shut
down opposition by canceling a political rally, Archbishop Desmond Tutu declared that
he would hold a church service instead at St. George’s Cathedral in Cape Town, South
Africa was filled with worshippers. Outside the cathedral hundreds of police gathered, a
show of force intended to intimidate. As Tutu was preaching they entered the Cathedral,
armed, and lined the walls. They took out notebooks and recorded Tutu’s words.
But Tutu would not be intimidated. He preached against the evils of apartheid,
declaring it could not endure. At one extraordinary point he addressed the police directly,
”You are powerful. You are very powerful, but you are not gods and I serve a God who
cannot be mocked. So, since you’ve already lost, since you’ve already lost, I invite you
today to come and join the winning side!” With that the congregation erupted in dance
and song. The police didn’t know what to do. Their attempts at intimidation had failed,
overcome by the archbishop’s confidence that God and goodness would triumph over
evil.236 It was but a matter of time.
Jesus said, “Blessed are you … the salt of the earth … the light of the world.” Go,
let your light shine, be a blessing to the world in need of being blessed.

236

Stories for Preaching, “Desmond Tutu’s Confidence,”
https://storiesforpreaching.com/?submit=Search&s=apartheid (accessed September 22,
2016).
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Appendix U
Worship Service 1
Week 1: August 21, 2016
Welcome and Announcements

Derek McClure

PREPARING FOR WORSHIP
Chimes[i]
Prelude to Worship
Call to Worship: A Responsive Prayer
Rev. Michael Lea
Leader: Lord God, creator of all things, giver of life, we praise you.
People: You are the loving parent of every person, whom you created in your image.
Joyfully we thank you that you love us unconditionally. Teach us to love each other
as you love us.
Leader: Lord Jesus, who was with God in the beginning, and through whom all things
came into being,
People: You came to be one of us, fully God and fully human, our brother and our
Lord, our fellow struggler and our Savior; we trust you to lead us to become the
children of God.
Leader: Holy Spirit, who brooded over the chaotic waters of creation, gave birth to
Christ’s church, and brought ordered chaos to the earliest community of Jesus’ disciples,
People: Continue to inspire faith in us, surprise us with grace, and lead us to join in
God’s work of transforming love among all children of the world.
ALL: Through Jesus Christ our Lord, we pray. Amen
CELEBRATING THE GIFTS OF GOD
*Hymn of Praise No. 528
Lord, for the Gift of Children

Congregation
[NYLAND]

Scripture Lesson: Mark 10:13-16
Leader: This is the Word of God.
People: Thanks Be to God.

Derek McClure

Morning Prayer

Derek McClure
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Children’s Sermon

Patricia Turner

Children’s Church March
*Offertory Hymn No. 530
Lord, We Bring to You Our Children
*Offertory Prayer

Congregation
[STUART]
Patricia Turner

Offertory
*Doxology

Congregation

Anthem
As a Little Child [Joseph M. Martin]

Sanctuary Choir

PROCLAIMING AND RESPONDING TO THE WORD OF GOD
Sermon

The Blessing of Children

Hymn of Commitment No. 603
Jesus Loves Me

Rev. Michael Lea
Congregation
[JESUS LOVES ME]

Blessing of the Backpacks
Leader: Just as Jesus welcomed and blessed children, we as Christ’s body here on earth
welcome children into our fellowship of faith and recognize them as a blessing of God’s
gifts of love and life.
People: We give thanks to God for the blessing these children are to us, for their
energy and questions, their tenderness and grace, their vitality and persistence, their
vulnerability and love.
Leader: Today, as we anticipate a new school year for our children, and their families, we
send them forth with our blessings. As we send them forth as sheep among wolves, we
acknowledge that we live in a difficult and dangerous world filled with many challenges
and hard decisions. Therefore, we offer our prayers for all children, parents, families, and
those who serve children.
People: We pray that God will keep you safe from harm, and give you wisdom and
discernment in challenging times. May you have the faith and courage to follow the
way of Jesus in all things.
Leader: As you go forth into the world, you are equipped with the supplies and resources
that are in your backpacks, bags, and satchels that we lay on the altar today. Remember
that God has also equipped you with God’s love, the power of the Holy Spirit, and the
love and support of this community. Know who and whose you are, and be the people
God has called you to be.
People: You are children of God. God loves you. God is with you. We love you. We
are here to help you. We are praying for you. Go learn, grow, dance, sing, play, love,
and live.
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Leader: Today, we also offer our love and support for the teachers, assistants,
administrators, staff, child-care workers, and volunteers who protect, teach, serve, and
love children in our community.
People: You are children of God. God loves you. We love you. We are here to help
you. We are praying for you and ask that God help you as you care for, nurture,
love, and bless children. We pray that children, families, and colleagues may be
blessed with and know God’s love through your love.
Leader: Jesus said that it is to such as these children that the kingdom of God belongs,
and that we must received God’s kingdom as children in order to enter it. So, let us pray
for God’s help to be children of God’s kingdom.
ALL: Lord God, give us the gift of faith that we may receive you and your kingdom as
children. Lord Jesus, take us all up into your arms, lay your hands on us, and bless us
as your children. Holy Spirit, send us into the world as your blessed and beloved
children that we might be a blessing to others. Amen.
Benediction

Rev. Michael Lea

Postlude
*All who are able please stand.
[i] The three chimes represent our worship of the Triune God: Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit.
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Appendix V
Worship Service 2
Week 2: August 28, 2016
Welcome and Announcements

Jane Gardner

PREPARING FOR WORSHIP
Chimes[i]
Prelude to Worship
Call to Worship
Fill Me Now

Sanctuary Choir
[Fred Bock]

Invocation

Caroline Kimrey
CELEBRATING THE GIFTS OF GOD

*Hymn of Praise No. 152
When Jesus Came to Jordan

Congregation
[COMPLAINER]

Scripture Lesson: Matthew 3:13-17
Leader: This is the Word of God.
People: Thanks Be to God.

Patricia Turner

Morning Prayer

Patricia Turner

Children’s Sermon

Jane Gardner

**Children’s Church March
*Offertory Hymn No. 295
Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessing
*Offertory Prayer

Congregation
[NETTLETON]
Rev. Michael Lea

Offertory
*Doxology
Anthem
Order My Steps (In Your Word)

Congregation
Sanctuary Choir
[Glenn Burleigh]
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PROCLAIMING AND RESPONDING TO THE WORD OF GOD
Sermon
The Blessings of Baptism
Baptism Renewal & Reflection

Rev. Michael Lea

Benediction

Rev. Michael Lea

Postlude
*All who are able please stand.
[i] The three chimes represent our worship of the Triune God: Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit.
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Appendix W
Worship Service 3
Week 3: September 4, 2016
Welcome and Announcements

Jennifer Treski

PREPARING FOR WORSHIP
Chimes [i]
Prelude to Worship
Call to Worship: A Responsive Prayer
Leader, Rev. Michael Lea
Leader: Immanuel, God with us, show us where you may be found today:
People: In each human birth, in family joy, in relentless tragedy, in treasured babes
and homeless families.
Leader: Lord Christ, we rejoice that you are with us in everything, through everything.
People: Word of God, be born in us today and become flesh in us that we might live
your gospel.
Leader: Spirit of God, light of the world, shine in us and through us for the sake of your
world.
ALL: Help us to see your grace, hear your voice, and follow in your way; through
Jesus Christ our Savior. Amen.
CELEBRATING THE GIFTS OF GOD
*Hymn of Praise No. 104
Once in Royal David’s City

Congregation
[IRBY]

Scripture Lesson: Luke 1:26-45
Leader: This is the Word of God.
People: Thanks Be to God.

Jennifer Treski

Morning Prayer

Jennifer Treski

Children’s Sermon

Travis Birdsell

**Children’s Church March
*Offertory Hymn No. 113
Of the Father’s Love Begotten
*Offertory Prayer
Offertory

Congregation
[DIVINUM MYSTERIUM]
Patricia Turner
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*Doxology

Congregation

Anthem
Keepers of the Faith

Sanctuary Choir
[Joseph Martin]

PROCLAIMING AND RESPONDING TO THE WORD OF GOD
Sermon
Hymn of Preparation No. 459
Come, Share the Lord
The Lord’s Supper
An Invitation to the Table
A Prayer of Thanksgiving
The Words of Institution
Sharing the Meal
Hymn of Departure No. 267
Blest Be the Tie
Benediction

Blessed by Belief

Rev. Michael Lea
Congregation
[DIVERNON]

Servers: Staff and Deacons
Congregation
[DENNIS]
Rev. Michael Lea

Postlude
*All who are able please stand.
[i] The three chimes represent our worship of the Triune God: Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit.
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Appendix X
Worship Service 4
Week 4: September 11, 2016
Welcome and Announcements

Truiett Weaver

PREPARING FOR WORSHIP
Chimes[i]
Prelude to Worship
Call to Worship No. 30
God, the Revealer

Leader, Caroline Kimrey

Invocation

Caroline Kimrey
CELEBRATING THE GIFTS OF GOD

*Hymn of Praise No.412
Sweet Hour of Prayer

Congregation

Scripture Lesson: Genesis 32:22-32
Leader: This is the Word of God.
People: Thanks Be to God.

Patricia Turner

Morning Prayer

Patricia Turner

Children’s Sermon

Judy Current

**Children’s Church March
*Offertory Hymn No. 396

Congregation

*Offertory Prayer

Truiett Weaver

Offertory
*Doxology

Congregation

Anthem
Prayer of Blessing

Sanctuary Choir
[Carl J. Nygard, Jr.]

PROCLAIMING AND RESPONDING TO THE WORD OF GOD
Sermon

Blessed. Broken.

Rev. Michael Lea
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Time of Response: A Prayer Experience
Benediction

Leader, Rev. Michael Lea
Rev. Michael Lea

Postlude
*All who are able please stand.
[i] The three chimes represent our worship of the Triune God: Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit.
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Appendix Y
Worship Service 5
Week 5: September 18, 2016
Welcome and Announcements

Martin Little

PREPARING FOR WORSHIP
Chimes[i]
Prelude to Worship
Call to Worship No. 693
Reconciliation

Leader, Patricia Turner

Invocation

Patricia Turner
CELEBRATING THE GIFTS OF GOD

*Hymn of Praise No. 299
Stand Up and Bless the Lord

Congregation
[OLD 134th]

Scripture Lesson: Genesis 33:1-11
Leader: This is the Word of God.
People: Thanks Be to God.

Martin Little

Morning Prayer

Martin Little

Children’s Sermon

Judy Morris

**Children’s Church March
*Offertory Hymn No. 271
Christian People, Sing Together
*Offertory Prayer

Congregation
[JUBILEE]
Rev. Michael Lea

Offertory
*Doxology
Anthem
The Blessing Riddle

Congregation
Sanctuary Choir
[Pepper Choplin]
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PROCLAIMING AND RESPONDING TO THE WORD OF GOD
Sermon

Blessings: Given and Received

Time of Response: Sharing Blessings
A Time of Reflection
A Time of Sharing
Benediction

Rev. Michael Lea
Leader, Rev. Michael Lea

Rev. Michael Lea

Postlude
*All who are able please stand.
[i] The three chimes represent our worship of the Triune God: Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit.
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Appendix Z
Worship Service 6
Week 6: September 25, 2016
Welcome and Announcements

Kelly Vannoy

PREPARING FOR WORSHIP
Chimes[i]
Prelude to Worship
Call to Worship: A Responsive Prayer**
Leader, Patricia Turner
Leader: Living God, we give you thanks and praise, for you have made us and given us
life,
People: You have redeemed us and set us free.
Leader: Loving God, we give you thanks and praise, for you have found us and made us
your own,
People: You have named us, blessed us, and called us ‘Beloved.’
Leader: Accompanying God, we give you thanks and praise, for you have promised to be
with us always.
People: Nothing can separate us from your love.
ALL: God, our God, we love you and adore you. We worship you with all of our lives.
Amen.
CELEBRATING THE GIFTS OF GOD
*Hymn of Praise No. 310
Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee

Congregation
[HYMN TO JOY]

Scripture Lesson: Matthew 5:1-16
Leader: This is the Word of God.
People: Thanks Be to God.

Kelly Vannoy

Morning Prayer

Kelly Vannoy

Children’s Sermon

Rev. Michael Lea

**Children’s Church March
*Offertory Hymn No. 272
They’ll Know We Are Christians
Stewardship Moment & Offertory Prayer

Congregation
[ST. BRENDAN’S]
Jane Hamm
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Offertory
*Doxology

Congregation

PROCLAIMING AND RESPONDING TO THE WORD OF GOD
Sermon

Blessed to Be a Blessing.

Time of Response: The Illumination of Candles
Go Light Your World
Benediction

Rev. Michael Lea
Sanctuary Choir
[Rice, Allen]
Rev. Michael Lea

Postlude
*All who are able please stand.
** © Baptist Union of Great Britain
[i] The three chimes represent our worship of the Triune God: Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit.
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Mercer IRB Approval

01-Aug-2016
Mr. Michael Shane Lea Mercer University McAfee School of Theology 3001 Mercer
University Dr Atlanta, GA 30341
RE: The Incarnation of Blessing: How Do Worshipers at First Baptist Church of West
Jefferson, NC Experience Blessing in the Confluence of the Sermon, Invitation, and
Liturgical Response? (H1607191)
Dear Mr. Lea:
Your application entitled: The Incarnation of Blessing: How Do Worshipers at First
Baptist Church of West Jefferson, NC Experience Blessing in the Confluence of the
Sermon, Invitation, and Liturgical Response? (H1607191) was reviewed by this
Institutional Review Board for Human Subjects Research in accordance with Federal
Regulations 21 CFR 56.110(b) and 45 CFR 46.110(b) (for expedited review) and was
approved under Category 6, 7 per 63 FR 60364.
Your application was approved for one year of study on 01-Aug-2016. The protocol
expires 31-Jul-2017. If the study continues beyond one year, it must be re-evaluated by
the IRB Committee.
Item(s) Approved:
New application for qualitative ethnography using interviews and surveys, use of audio
recordings Please complete the survey for the IRB and the Office of Research
Compliance. To access the survey, click on the following
link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/K7CTT8R "Mercer University has adopted and
agrees to conduct its clinical research studies in accordance with the International
Conference on Harmonization's (ICF) Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice."
Respectfully,
Ava Chambliss-Richardson, M.ED., CIP, CIM Member Intuitional Review Board Mercer
University IRB & Office of Research Compliance Phone (478) 301-4101
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Fax (478) 301-2329
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____________________________________________________
1501 Mercer University Dr. | Macon, Georgia 31207-0001 (478) 3014101 | FAX (478) 301-2329
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